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From the Editor-in-Chief:
June 2012

Where Are the Performance Guarantees for Informa-
tion Fusion Algorithms?

In my editorial for the December 2011 issue of JAIF,

I connected the low rate of transitions of information fu-

sion techniques to real-world systems to the lack design

methods for information fusion algorithms. Since engi-

neers, not researchers, design and build systems, tools

and design processes for design engineers are critical

to the implementation of information fusion methods

in real-world systems. Also, in that editorial, the de-

velopment of effective design methods for information

fusion algorithms was called out as the next frontier for

the information fusion community. The focus of this

editorial is on the need for performance guarantees for

information fusion algorithms.

When one shops for an automobile, a long list of

specifications and performance data are made available

to the consumer. One of the most popular specifica-

tions for automobiles is the gas mileage and it is usually

given in terms of miles per gallon for driving in the city

and highway. While the miles per gallon varies with

fuel quality, driving habits, etc., most consumers factor

gas mileage specification into their purchasing decision.

Another popular specification is the time required for

the automobile to change speed from 0 to 60 miles per

hour. Most all items in the market place have perfor-

mance data and specifications provided for consumers

to make purchasing decisions. On the other hand, no

performance guarantee of any type is made available

with information fusion algorithms. It is amazing that

any of these algorithms get implemented in real systems.

It is typically the reputations of the engineers and their

professional opinions that lead to the implementation of

new algorithms in a real system.

If you are still contemplating the reasons for the low

rate of transitions of new algorithms to real systems,

consider the last time that you purchased something

of monetary significance with little or no insight into

its value to you. Furthermore, consider the challenges

of systems engineering when you have no performance

characteristics for this important piece of your system

called information fusion. How does one conduct a cost

benefits analysis without any insight into the benefits?
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Without a cost benefits analysis that supports the im-

plementation of a new algorithm, the conventional al-

gorithm will do just fine. Hence, new advances in in-

formation fusion will remain dormant.

Consider the well-studied and rather straightforward

problem of tracking maneuvering targets. Prior to [1,2],

the wealth of literature on this problem did not address

achievement of a specified level of filter performance.

In [1,2], the performance specifications were discussed

with respect to setting an upper limit on the maximum

mean squared error (MMSE) relative to the measure-

ment error and minimizing the MMSE. The very ba-

sic tracking problem of linear measurements of a single

maneuvering target in a scalar coordinate is addressed

in [1,2]. Most tracking problems are significantly more

complex. The methods were applied to radar tracking in

[3] with some success. However, [1-3] addresses only a

few of the issues associated with tracking performance.

For tracking maneuvering targets with a radar or other

nonlinear sensor, restrictions on the characteristics of

the maneuver, the sensor-target geometry, and sensing

requirements are needed be define the bounds for which

the performance measures can be achieved. The tracking

algorithm that can provide those performance measures

with the fewest restrictions could be considered the best

algorithm. However, for the most part, the performance

specifications for tracking maneuvering targets is still

an open problem.

The Tracker Operating Characteristic (TOC) and the

average track life [4] are two metrics that have been

proposed for characterizing the performance of tracking

targets in the presence of false alarms. The TOC gives

the average tracking accuracy of the Probabilistic Data

Association Filter (PDAF) as a function of the proba-

bility of detection and false alarm density. Thus, given

a false alarm density and probability of detection, the

TOC gives the average tracking accuracy for the PDAF.

Given a false alarm density and probability of detection,

the average track life corresponds to the average number

of measurements that will be included in a track before

it is declared lost. A shortcoming of the TOC and av-

erage track life in [4] is the need to select the process

noise standard deviation that was known to be an open

issue during its publication.

Development of methods for specifying the perfor-

mance of information fusion algorithms and algorithms

that can guarantee that performance are important re-

search problems for the information fusion community.

The tracking of maneuvering targets and tracking of a

single target in the presence of false alarms are the sim-

plest of problems. MTT with finite sensor resolutions is

extremely complex in comparison and this is the track-

ing problem of most real-world sensors. The develop-

ment of design methods and performance characteriza-

tion measures for MTT algorithms and other informa-

tion fusion algorithms are difficult challenges that could

be beyond the reach of our abilities, but the lack of these

are clearly standing in the path toward the implementa-

tion of advanced algorithms in real-world systems.

William Dale Blair

Editor in Chief
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Track-to-Track Association with
Augmented State

RICHARD W. OSBORNE, III
YAAKOV BAR-SHALOM
PETER WILLETT

Association of tracks formed at different sensors is an ongoing

area of interest in the field of information fusion and target track-

ing. In order to leverage additional information about a current

target of interest that has been tracked at (an) additional sensor(s),

track-to-track association (T2TA) must be performed. In addition

to accurately identifying tracks with common origin, a desirable

T2TA scheme will associate the tracks quickly, i.e., after only a few

samples. A T2TA scheme is developed here that will take advantage

of traditional kinematic state information as well as additional state

information in the form of state augmentation. The main contribu-

tion is the use of two nonlinearly related state augmentations at the

two sensors and accounting for their uncertainties. The results of

T2TA are compared when using only kinematic state information,

only state augmentation information, and the full augmented state.

The full augmented state is shown to provide the most desirable

association results, both in terms of accuracy and the number of

samples needed to provide that accuracy.

Manuscript received May 13, 2011; revised September 7, 2011; re-

leased for publication October 19, 2011.

Refereeing of this contribution was handled by Stefano Coraluppi.

Authors’ address: R. Osborne, III, Y. Bar-Shalom, and P. Willett, De-

partment of Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of Con-

necticut, U-2157 Storrs, CT.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Proper application of data association is a key step in
multitarget-multisensor tracking. For targets that travel

over large distances, a single sensor can rarely survey
the entire trajectory. For those sensors that are tracking

targets which have previously been tracked (or are still

being tracked) at other sensors, the prior information
available from the previous tracks can prove valuable.

In order to utilize any of the available information

from previously formed tracks, accurate track-to-track
association (T2TA) must be performed.

Previous literature [4] has developed T2TA using
the kinematic states of each track to form the likelihood

that two tracks share a common origin. Additionally, [8]

provides a general framework for performing T2TA by
combining any additional information about the target

that may be available.
Since the kinematic information of each track can

be formed into a likelihood function, additional infor-

mation about each track can also be incorporated into
the association by forming another likelihood function

from the additional information. We will call this extra

information the “state augmentation,” and, when com-
bined with the kinematic state of the track, the full state

will be known as the “augmented state.”
This work will examine a method of forming a like-

lihood ratio based cost for T2TA using the augmented

state and an evaluation of the accuracy of the resulting
T2TA. The state augmentation available at each sensor

need not be identical in nature, but there must be a prob-
abilistic relationship between them, so that the likeli-

hood of tracks sharing a common origin can be formed.

The case of two sensors’ state augmentations which are
nonlinearly related will be the focus of this work, along

with a method to account for their uncertainties. This

work will also show that the full augmented state T2TA
provides significantly better association (more accurate

and earlier association) than the kinematic information
can provide alone.

Section 2 will formulate the problem and define

some notation. Sections 3.1 and 3.2 will review the like-
lihood ratio based cost for association with kinematic in-

formation, as well as develop the likelihood ratio based
cost for the state augmentation information. Section 3.3

will further develop the state augmentation association

cost by taking into account the uncertain estimates of
the state augmentation. Section 3.4 will present the full

augmented state association cost. Section 4 presents the

target motion model and earth model used to estimate
and predict the kinematic states of the targets. Section 5

describes the sensor measurement noise assumptions
and necessary measurement conversions. Section 6 will

present the simulation scenarios and result, and Sec-

tion 7 will present the conclusions.

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A total of M sensors are assumed to track N tar-
gets, with trajectories which pass into and out of the
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surveillance regions of each sensor. Each sensor will
individually form kinematic tracks on each target and
provide additional information which will augment the
kinematic state. Each target and sensor is assumed to
follow a motion and measurement model of the form

x(k+1) = f(x(k))+ v(k) (1)

z(k) = h(x(k)) +w(k) (2)

where x(k) is the kinematic state at time k, z(k) is the
measurement at time k, v(k) is the process noise, and
w(k) is the measurement noise.
The full augmented state estimate of target i avail-

able from sensor m is

x̂im(k) =
·
x̂im(k)

ŷim(k)

¸
(3)

where x̂im(k) is the estimate of the kinematic state of
target i from sensor m. The quantity ŷim(k) is the corre-
sponding estimated state augmentation vector

yim(k) = [³
i,1
m (k),³

i,2
m (k), : : : ,³

i,n
m (k)]

0 (4)

available at sensor m, consisting of n elements. The
number of elements n need not be the same between
sensors and may also be measures of different quantities
entirely. The necessary information is the probabilistic
relationship between the state augmentation at each sen-
sor. For the case ofM = 2, the association will be carried
out by taking advantage of the pdf (probability density
function) of the state augmentation at the second sensor
conditioned on the augmentation at the first sensor and
the target’s kinematic state under the “common origin”
assumption, i.e.,

p[y2 j y1,xi] (5)

For the purposes of this work, the kinematic state will be
defined as a target’s position and velocity components
(in Cartesian coordinates). The second sensor’s state
augmentation will be the target’s reflectivity.
The state augmentation likelihood ratio cost will be

developed in Section 3.2 assuming ŷim(k) is a known
quantity, while Section 3.3 will present the case where
ŷim(k) is a vector of random variables.
In order to form the cost of associating two tracks

from different sensors, the likelihood function of the
tracks having common origin is needed. The likelihood
function [3] of a parameter μ is defined as p(z j μ), where
z denotes the observations. The maximum likelihood
estimate of μ is then

μ̂ML(z) = argmax
μ
p(z j μ) (6)

In the case of measurement-to-track association (M2TA)
the observation will be the measurement [1], while for
T2TA, the observation will be the kinematic state [2]
and/or the state augmentation.

The cost of association requires a likelihood ratio

in order to differentiate between common and disparate

origin. Furthermore, in order to be a valid cost function,

the cost of association should be the negative of the

likelihood ratio. For these reasons, the cost will be given

by the negative log-likelihood ratio (NLLR)

NLLR=¡ ln
½
p(z j “common origin”)
p(z j “different origin”)

¾
¢
=L (7)

Minimizing the sum of the NLLRs for all the associa-

tions will provide the overall T2TA.

3. AUGMENTED STATE T2TA

The sequel will assume that T2TA takes place be-

tween two sensors (M = 2) to simplify the explanation

of the costs, but the generalization to more than two

sensors is straightforward. Each sensor will provide a

list of tracks which are to be associated, and there exist

a number of good methods to perform the assignment

once the costs are obtained [6], [7], [12], [13]. For the

two sensor case, a 2-D assignment algorithm such as

the auction algorithm works quite well.

To perform the overall track association, the joint

likelihood of two tracks having common origin is re-

quired. The joint likelihood of track j at the second sen-

sor having originated from the same target as track i at

the first sensor–assuming that the kinematic and state

augmentation information are independent–is simply

¤ij(k) = ¤ijx (k)¤
ij
y (k) (8)

where ¤ijx (k) is the kinematic likelihood and ¤
ij
y (k) is

the state augmentation likelihood.

3.1. Kinematic State T2TA

The kinematic likelihood of two tracks sharing a

common origin has been derived previously [4], but will

be briefly reviewed here. In order to determine if two

tracks pertain to the same target using their kinematic

information, the states can be directly compared. In

some cases, the estimated state from one sensor may

no longer be available (e.g., the target may be outside

the first sensor’s surveillance region). In that case, the

predicted state may be used instead.

For two tracks which originated from the same

target, the true states are equal, i.e.,

¢ij(k) = xi(k)¡ xj(k) = 0 (9)

The error of the state estimate difference is

¢̃ij(k) = x̃i(k)¡ x̃j(k) (10)

where x̃i(k) and x̃j(k) are the errors in the estimated

states of track i and j, respectively. Assuming x̃i(k) and

x̃j(k) are zero-mean, ¢̃ij will also be zero-mean. The

covariance of ¢̃ij(k) is

Tij(k) = Ef[x̃i(k)¡ x̃j(k)][x̃i(k)¡ x̃j(k)]0g (11)

= Pi(k) +Pj(k)¡Pij(k)¡Pji(k) (12)

where Pi is the covariance of track i (at sensor 1), Pj is

the covariance of track j (at sensor 2), and Pij = (Pji)0

is the crosscovariance of tracks i and j [4]. Assuming

the state estimation errors are Gaussian, the kinematic
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state likelihood function will be [2]

¤ijx (k) =
1

j2¼Tij(k)j1=2

¢ exp
·
¡1
2
(x̂i(k)¡ x̂j(k))0[Tij(k)]¡1(x̂i(k)¡ x̂j(k))

¸
(13)

As stated previously, the cost used for the associ-

ation is provided by a (dimensionless) likelihood ra-

tio (specifically, the NLLR). This allows for the com-

plete assignment of all the tracks from lists of different

lengths, by allowing assignment of tracks to so called

“dummy” tracks. The kinematic state likelihood func-

tion for assignment of a track to a nonexistent dummy

track is
¤0jx (k) = ¸ex (14)

where the dummy track is indexed by i= 0 and ¸ex is the

spatial density of extraneous tracks seen by the second

sensor (i.e., false or new tracks) [2].

The NLLR resulting from (13) and (14) is

Lijx (k)
¢
=¡ ln ¤

ij
x (k)

¤
0j
x (k)

=
1

2
(x̂i(k)¡ x̂j(k))0[Tij(k)]¡1(x̂i(k)¡ x̂j(k))

+ ln(¸exj2¼Tij(k)j1=2) (15)

The overall cost of association using kinematic

state information will explicitly handle the cases where

dummy tracks are necessary, and is defined as

Cijx (k) =

8><>:
Lijx (k) if i,j 6= 0
¡ ln(1¡PD1 ) if i= 0, j 6= 0
¡ ln(1¡PD2 ) if i 6= 0, j = 0

(16)

where PDm is the track detection probability of the mth

sensor.

3.2. State Augmentation T2TA
The likelihood of two tracks sharing a common

origin using state augmentation information will now be

derived. To illustrate the derivation, a specific example

where the state augmentation y
j
2(k) at the second sensor

follows a Swerling 1 distribution will be used. In this

case, the pdf of y
j
2(k) is

p(y
j
2(k) j yi1) =

1

ȳ2(g[y
i
1, x̂

j(k)])
exp

(
¡ y

j
2(k)

ȳ2(g[y
i
1, x̂

j(k)])

)
(17)

where the (possibly nonlinear) function ȳ2(¢) is the
predicted value of y

j
2(k) and g(¢) is a (possibly nonlinear)

function of the first sensor’s state augmentation.

The likelihood function of tracks i and j having

common origin, using data over a window of length

Lw, assuming y
j
2(k) is independent across samples (due

to the Swerling 1 assumption), is

¤ijy (k) =

kY
l=k¡Lw+1

1

ȳ2(g[y
i
1, x̂

j(l)])

¢ exp
(
¡ y

j
2(l)

ȳ2(g[y
i
1, x̂

j(l)])

)

=
1Qk

l=k¡Lw+1 ȳ2(g[y
i
1, x̂

j(l)])

¢ exp
8<:¡

kX
l=k¡Lw+1

y
j
2(l)

ȳ2(g[y
i
1, x̂

j(l)])

9=; (18)

The likelihood function of (18) will provide the numer-

ator of the likelihood ratio, and the likelihood of an

assignment of a track at the second sensor to a dummy

track will be the denominator. Such a likelihood will be

given by

¤0jy (k) =

kY
l=k¡Lw+1

1

ȳ
j
0(k)

exp

(
¡ y

j
2(l)

ȳ
j
0(k)

)

=
1

(ȳ
j
0(k))

Lw
exp

8<:¡
kX

l=k¡Lw+1

y
j
2(l)

ȳ
j
0(k)

9=; (19)

where ȳ
j
0(k) is the average of the observed y

j
2 within a

window of length Lw ending at k (i.e., the average of an

“extraneous origin” [1] signal)

ȳ
j
0(k) =

1

Lw

kX
l=k¡Lw+1

y
j
2(l) (20)

The NLLR resulting from (18) and (19) is

Lijy (k)
¢
=¡ ln ¤

ij
y (k)

¤
0j
y (k)

=¡Lw ln(ȳj0(k))¡
kX

l=k¡Lw+1

y
j
2(l)

ȳ
j
0(k)

¡ y
j
2(l)

ȳ2(g[y
i
1, x̂

j(l)])
¡ ln[ȳ2(g[yi1, x̂j(l)])]

(21)

The overall cost of association using state augmenta-

tion information will, once again, explicitly handle the

cases where dummy tracks are necessary, and is de-

fined as

Cijy (k) =

8><>:
Lijy (k) if i,j 6= 0
¡ ln(1¡PD1 ) if i= 0, j 6= 0
¡ ln(1¡PD2 ) if i 6= 0, j = 0

(22)

where PDm is the track detection probability of the mth

sensor.
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3.3 Modified Cost Function for Uncertainty in the
Estimated State Augmentation

The previous section derived the cost of association
based on state augmentation information by implicitly
assuming that the first sensor’s state augmentation was
a known quantity. In reality, the first sensor will only be
able to estimate the state augmentation, and the overall
association can be improved by accounting for this
uncertainty. To account for the uncertainty, the expected
value of (17) will be used in the calculation of the state
augmentation cost. In general, the function g(¢)–which
determines the expected value of the second sensor’s
state augmentation and is itself a function of the first
sensor’s estimated state augmentation ŷi1–is nonlinear.
The expectation of (17) over yi1 will, therefore, be
handled by an unscented transform [9] and is

Eyi
1
[p(y

j
2(k) j yi1)] =

Z
p(y

j
2(k) j yi1)p(yi1)dyi1

=

Z
p(y

j
2(k) j g(ŷi1, x̂j(k)))p(yi1)dyi1

(23)

where g(ŷi1, x̂
j(k)) is the mapping of the state augmen-

tation from sensor 1 to the state augmentation of sensor
2 (i.e., the sufficient statistic for the predicted state aug-
mentation at sensor 2, which is the target reflectivity) at
the position component of x̂j(k).
This is approximated by using a probability mass

function

Eyi
1
[p(y

j
2(k) j yi1)]¼

nX
m=¡n

p(y
j
2(k) j g(yi1m, x̂j(k)))¹(yi1m)

(24)

where n is the dimension of yi1 and ¹(y
i
1m) are the

weights (point masses) of the 2n+1 points used in the
unscented transform [9].
In the case of n= 5, the points and weights will be

yi1m = ŷ
i
1 + sgn(m)

p
7¾m

¹(yi1m) =

½
1=14 if m 6= 0
2=7 if m= 0

(25)

where ŷi1 is the state augmentation handed over from
the first sensor, and ¾m is the standard deviation for the
mth element of ŷi1.
The weights for each point of the unscented trans-

form according to [9] should be

¹m =

½
·=(n+·) if m= 0

1=2(n+·) if m 6= 0 (26)

where · is an extra degree of freedom for “fine tuning”
the approximation. In this case, ·= 2 was chosen, since,
for a one dimensional Gaussian distribution, that partic-
ular choice of · will provide an approximation which
coincides to matching the second and fourth moments
of the Gaussian distribution.1

1The authors of [9] suggest using n+·= 3 for a Gaussian distribu-

tion, but this would give rise, for n= 5, to a nonsensical negative

weight for the center point of the approximation.

Utilizing the unscented transform, the state augmen-

tation cost function will be calculated as in Section 3.2,

replacing (17) with (24).

3.4. Full Augmented State T2TA

In light of the previous derivations, the cost of the

association using the full augmented state can now

be fully specified. Assuming the kinematic and state

augmentation information is independent, the full aug-

mented state cost is [4]

Cij(k) =

8><>:
Lijx (k) +Lijy (k) if i,j 6= 0
¡ ln(1¡PD1 ) if i= 0, j 6= 0
¡ ln(1¡PD2 ) if i 6= 0, j = 0

(27)

Note that the costs in lines 2 and 3 of (27) are not the

sums of the corresponding lines of (16) and (22), since,

if a detection is missing, both point kinematic and state

augmentation are missing.

With the NLLR costs fully specified, the two di-

mensional assignment of tracks from the first sensor to

tracks at the second sensor–each list with a dummy

track added–can now be carried out using the auc-

tion algorithm (for a review of the auction algorithm

see [12]).

4. TARGET MOTION MODEL

In order to estimate and predict the target state for

use in the kinematic cost function, an appropriate target

motion model is necessary. All tracking performed here

is assumed to be done on targets which are under the

influence of gravity alone. Since gravity is the only

force acting on the targets, the gravitational pull of the

earth must be accurately modeled.

An ellipsoidal earth model with a single zonal har-

monic term will be used to model the acceleration of a

target due to the earth’s gravity [5], [10]. Additionally,

the tracking is assumed to be done in the earth-centered-

inertial (ECI) coordinate system, which avoids the need

to calculate accelerations due to Coriolis and centrifugal

forces caused by the earth’s rotation if an earth-fixed

coordinate system were used. The acceleration due to

gravity using this ellipsoidal earth model is

a(p)
¢
=

264 ẍÿ
z̈

375

=¡ ¹
p3

2666666664

μ
1+

3J2r
2
e

2p2

μ
1¡ 5 z

2

p2

¶¶
xμ

1+
3J2r

2
e

2p2

μ
1¡ 5 z

2

p2

¶¶
yμ

1+
3J2r

2
e

2p2

μ
3¡ 5 z

2

p2

¶¶
z

3777777775
(28)
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where ¹= 398601:2 km3=s2 is earth’s gravitation con-

stant, J2 = 1:0826£ 10¡3 is the first zonal harmonic
term, re is the equatorial radius of the earth (using the

WGS84 earth model, re = 6378:137 km), and p= kpk
where p= [x,y,z]0.
The target motion model which will be assumed for

estimation and prediction will be a discretized contin-

uous white noise acceleration model (DCWNA), with

the acceleration due to earth’s gravity assumed piece-

wise constant and entering the motion model as a

known input. The acceleration at each sampling time

will be given by (28) evaluated at the current mea-

surement of the target’s position (if a current mea-

surement is not available, the predicted state will in-

stead be used). Given the state x(k) at time k, where
x(k)

¢
=[x(k),y(k),z(k), _x(k), _y(k), _z(k)]0 and is given in ECI

coordinates, the state x(k+1) is

x(k+1) = Fx(k)+Ga(p(k)) + v(k) (29)

where

F =

·
I3 I3T

0 I3

¸
, G =

24I3T22
I3T

35 (30)

I3 is the 3£ 3 identity matrix, p(k) is the target position
(given by measurement or predicted state) at time k and

v(k) is the process noise.

Since the targets are all assumed to be under the

influence of gravity alone, a very small process noise

should be sufficient. The covariance of the process noise

v(k) is given by

Q =

264I3
T3

3
I3
T2

2

I3
T2

2
I3T

375q (31)

The intensity (power spectral density) of the process

noise q chosen for this motion model was 0.01 m2=s3.

The target tracking will be performed using a stan-

dard Kalman filter [3] with the above motion model.

The prediction from the end of the first sensor’s tracks

to the time the second sensor begins tracking will be

done using the same DCWNA model with the acceler-

ation due to gravity given by (28).

5. SENSOR MEASUREMENT NOISE AND
MEASUREMENT CONVERSION

While the target measurements used in the Kalman

filter will be in ECI coordinates, the measurement noise

will be added to the measurements in terms of range,

azimuth and elevation. The measurement of the target

is given by

rm = r+wr, am = a+wa, ²m = ²+w²

(32)

where r, a and ² are the true range, azimuth and eleva-

tion angles, respectively, and wr, wa and w² are indepen-

TABLE I

Measurement Noise Standard Deviations for Both Sensors

(The Handover was from Sensor 1 to Sensor 2)

Range Azimuth Elevation

¾r (m) ¾® (mrad) ¾² (mrad)

Scenario 1 10 0.5 0.5

Scenario 2 20 1 1

TABLE II

State Augmentation Estimation Error Standard Deviations

¾³1
¾³2

¾³3
¾³4

¾³5

Scenario A 17.5 17.5 17.5 0.087 17.5

Scenario B 52.5 52.5 52.5 0.087 52.5

Scenario C 52.5 52.5 52.5 0.140 52.5

dent zero-mean Gaussian noise with standard deviations

¾r, ¾a and ¾², respectively.

These measurements must be converted to ECI coor-

dinates in order to be used by the Kalman filter which

uses the models outlined in Section 4. The measure-

ments should first be converted to a Cartesian coordi-

nate system aligned with the sensor face plane, and then

rotated and translated to match the ECI coordinate sys-

tem. Since the range from the sensor to the targets is

very large, there is a possibly significant bias that can

be introduced in the conversion from spherical coordi-

nates to Cartesian. The unbiased conversion [11] will,

therefore, be used.

The covariance matrix in ECI coordinates, Re, will

then be

Re = T(k)
0RrT(k) (33)

where T(k) is the transformation matrix used to rotate

from ECI coordinates to sensor face coordinates at

time k and Rr is the covariance matrix of the unbiased

converted measurements.

6. SIMULATION RESULTS

The scenarios considered consist of 6 targets under

the influence of gravity alone. The two sensors are both

assumed to measure reflectivity, but have different sam-

pling intervals. The first sensor tracks the targets over

approximately 520 samples (some of the targets have

a few extra samples at the beginning or end of the

track). The interval between the time the first sensor

stops tracking and the second sensor begins tracking is

approximately 1500 sampling intervals. The second sen-

sor tracks the targets over approximately 1060 samples.

The targets at all times are separated by more than 40¾r,

i.e., they are resolved. The measurement noise standard

deviations of the two sensors are given in Table I.

Additionally, the n= 5 elements of yi1 estimated for

each track at the first sensor are assumed to have zero-

mean Gaussian errors with standard deviations given in

Table II. The scenarios will be designated as 1A—1C and

2A—2C.
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Each figure shows the average association accuracy

(i.e., fraction of tracks correctly identified as having

common origin), averaged over 200 runs. Three associ-

ation accuracy plots are shown in each figure: the asso-

ciation accuracy using only the kinematic cost (16), the

association accuracy using only the state augmentation

cost (22), and the association accuracy using the full

augmented state cost (27).

Figures 1—3 show the association accuracy for sce-

narios 1A—1C, respectively (with measurement noise

standard deviations given by scenario 1 of Table I,

and state augmentation error standard deviations given

by scenarios A—C of Table II) with window length

Lw = 100.

Figures 4—6 show the association accuracy for sce-

narios identical to figures 1—3, however, the unscented

evaluation of the state augmentation costs have been

used.

Figures 7—9 show the association accuracy for sce-

narios 1A—1C, respectively (with measurement noise

standard deviations given by scenario 1 of Table I,

and state augmentation error standard deviations given

by scenarios A—C of Table II) with window length

Lw = 200.

Figures 10—12 show the association accuracy for

scenarios identical to figures 7—9, however, the un-

scented evaluation of the state augmentation costs have

been used.

Figures 13—15 show the association accuracy for

scenarios 2A—2C, respectively (with measurement noise

standard deviations given by scenario 2 of Table I, and

target state augmentation error standard deviations given

by scenarios A—C of Table II) with window length

Lw = 100.

Figures 16—18 show the association accuracy for

scenarios identical to figures 13—15, however, the un-

scented evaluation of the state augmentation costs have

been used.

Figures 19—21 show the association accuracy for

scenarios 2A—2C, respectively (with measurement noise

standard deviations given by scenario 2 of Table I, and

target state augmentation error standard deviations given

by scenarios A—C of Table II) with window length

Lw = 200.

Figures 22—24 show the association accuracy for

scenarios identical to figures 19—21, however, the un-

scented evaluation of the state augmentation costs have

been used.

When the measurement noise is large, the accuracy

of the kinematic tracking will suffer, and the kinematic-

only association will remain accurate, but will take

longer to achieve high accuracy. The accuracy of the

state augmentation only association remains relatively

unaffected by the highest measurement noise (scenario

2), but even higher noise could begin to affect the

accuracy because of inaccurate target positions used in

determining the aspect angles of the targets.

The higher levels of state augmentation estimation

uncertainty can degrade the performance of the aug-

mentation association enough to cause the combined

association to perform worse than the association using

kinematic information alone. The use of very inaccu-

rate state augmentation variables clouds the picture by

flattening the likelihoods, and deteriorates the associa-

tion accuracy. A larger window size of Lw = 200 can

improve the association somewhat and prevent some

degradation of the combined accuracy for the higher

levels of state augmentation estimation error, as seen in

Figs. 7—12 and 19—24. Ultimately, the overall accuracy

is very sensitive to the state augmentation estimation

accuracy.

Figures 4—6, 10—12, 16—18, and 22—24, however,

show that the unscented transform can improve the over-

all accuracy for the cases of higher state augmentation

estimation errors by taking into account the uncertainty

of the estimation.

The scenarios with higher measurement noisepres-

ent some interesting results for the early portions of the

second sensor’s tracks. The association based on only

kinematic information will completely fail to accurately

associate any of the second sensor’s targets for the early

portion of the trajectories. The augmentation-only asso-

ciation will perform more accurately than kinematic-

only association for those early portions, but will not

perform as well as desired. Once the two costs, which

work poorly alone, are combined, however, the associ-

ation is extremely accurate. The reason for this is the

kinematic information results in a cost function which

favors assigning the second sensor’s tracks to dummy

tracks for the early portions of the trajectories. This

results in the very poor association accuracy in the

kinematic-only association. The augmentation-only as-

sociation results in costs which favor the actual tracks

over dummy tracks, but has difficulty correctly distin-

guishing among the true tracks. When the negative costs

from the augmentation portion are added to the kine-

matic costs, however, the total costs no longer favor

dummy tracks (due to the augmented state information)

and are still distinguishable from early portions of the

trajectories (due to the kinematic information).

Even when the measurement noise standard devia-

tions are small (in which case the kinematic-only as-

sociation performs very well), the addition of the state

augmentation into the association improves the accuracy

of the T2TA, resulting in a near perfect association very

quickly after the targets are tracked at the second sensor.

The use of the state augmentation cost also improves

T2TA accuracy even though the augmentation-only as-

sociation is less accurate than the kinematic-only associ-

ation. When the measurement noise standard deviations

are larger, the addition of the state augmentation cost

helps to improve the overall T2TA, even during por-

tions of the track when the kinematic-only association

performs very poorly.
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Fig. 1. Average association accuracy over 200 runs (scenario 1A),

with window length Lw = 100.

Fig. 2. Average association accuracy over 200 runs (scenario 1B),

with window length Lw = 100.

Fig. 3. Average association accuracy over 200 runs (scenario 1C),

with window length Lw = 100.

Fig. 4. Average association accuracy over 200 runs with unscented

state augmentation costs (scenario 1A), window length Lw = 100.

Fig. 5. Average association accuracy over 200 runs with unscented

state augmentation costs (scenario 1B), window length Lw = 100.

Fig. 6. Average association accuracy over 200 runs with unscented

state augmentation costs (scenario 1C), window length Lw = 100.
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Fig. 7. Average association accuracy over 200 runs (scenario 1A),

with window length Lw = 200.

Fig. 8. Average association accuracy over 200 runs (scenario 1B),

with window length Lw = 200.

Fig. 9. Average association accuracy over 200 runs (scenario 1C),

with window length Lw = 200.

Fig. 10. Average association accuracy over 200 runs with

unscented state augmentation costs (scenario 1A), window length

Lw = 200.

Fig. 11. Average association accuracy over 200 runs with

unscented state augmentation costs (scenario 1B), window length

Lw = 200.

Fig. 12. Average association accuracy over 200 runs with

unscented state augmentation costs (scenario 1C), window length

Lw = 200.
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Fig. 13. Average association accuracy over 200 runs (scenario 2A),

with window length Lw = 100.

Fig. 14. Average association accuracy over 200 runs (scenario 2B),

with window length Lw = 100.

Fig. 15. Average association accuracy over 200 runs (scenario 2C),

with window length Lw = 100.

Fig. 16. Average association accuracy over 200 runs with

unscented state augmentation costs (scenario 2A), window length

Lw = 100.

Fig. 17. Average association accuracy over 200 runs with

unscented state augmentation costs (scenario 2B), window length

Lw = 100.

Fig. 18. Average association accuracy over 200 runs with

unscented state augmentation costs (scenario 2C), window length

Lw = 100.
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Fig. 19. Average association accuracy over 200 runs (scenario 2A),

with window length Lw = 200.

Fig. 20. Average association accuracy over 200 runs (scenario 2B),

with window length Lw = 200.

Fig. 21. Average association accuracy over 200 runs (scenario 2C),

with window length Lw = 200.

Fig. 22. Average association accuracy over 200 runs with

unscented state augmentation costs (scenario 2A), window length

Lw = 200.

Fig. 23. Average association accuracy over 200 runs with

unscented state augmentation costs (scenario 2B), window length

Lw = 200.

Fig. 24. Average association accuracy over 200 runs with

unscented state augmentation costs (scenario 2C), window length

Lw = 200.
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TABLE III

Run Time Comparison of Kinematic Calculations vs. State

Augmentation Calculations

State Augmentation (s) Kinematic (s)

Direct (1 pt) 2.781 6.003

Unscented (11 pts) 21.597 5.923

A comparison of the computer run time for the kine-

matic and state augmentation cost calculations for the

scenario above is provided in Table III. The simulations

were preformed using Matlab 2010b on an Intel Core2

Duo 2.66 GHz processor. The state augmentation cost

calculations take longer in the case of the unscented

transform since portions of the calculations must be

performed at the 11 points used in the transform. The

computational complexity of the state augmentation cost

will, in general, depend largely on the nature of the state

augmentation vector (size, nonlinearities, etc.).

Overall, the best T2TA accuracy is achieved by using

the combined cost of association with the unscented

transform modification of Section 3.3 to account for

the uncertainty in the estimated state augmentation.

7. CONCLUSIONS

Performing T2TA between sensors is necessary to

utilize any previously determined information about the

tracks of targets from sensors which tracked earlier por-

tions of the target trajectories. Earlier and more accurate

association of tracks is desired, as there may be limited

time to perform tracking once handover is performed.

By utilizing an augmented state of the tracks at the first

sensor, T2TA can be performed at the second sensor

by combining both kinematic and state augmentation

data. Additionally, the need for estimating the same state

augmentation of each target directly at the second sen-

sor is circumvented by matching the measured reflec-

tivity of each target at the second sensor with the state

augmentation estimated by the first sensor. The main

contribution is this use of two nonlinearly related state

augmentations and a method of accounting for their

uncertainties. The combined cost explicitly allows for

complete assignment with different numbers of tracks

at each sensor. The combined cost was also found to

provide highly accurate association of tracks earlier in

a simulated tracking scenario, provided the estimate of

the state augmentation is not too inaccurate. The use of

very inaccurate state augmentation variables clouds the

picture by flattening the likelihoods, deteriorating the

association accuracy.
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Posterior Cramér-Rao Bounds
for Doppler Biased Distributed
Tracking

XIUFENG SONG
PETER WILLETT
SHENGLI ZHOU

This paper investigates distributed tracking with range-Doppler

coupling, where a range measurement of a target of interest is lin-

early biased by its range-rate (or Doppler). The coupling parame-

ter ¸ can be zero, positive, or negative. The posterior Cramér-Rao

bound (PCRB) is derived for distributed radar systems: multistatic

and multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) settings. In the mul-

tistatic case, a positive ¸ leads to the lowest PCRB, the same as is

true for monostatic tracking. The paper also compares the track-

ing performance of multistatic and MIMO configurations, where

the latter utilizes two waveforms with §¸ parameters, respectively.
Regarding the power-unlimited case, a MIMO radar can always

outperform a multistatic one from a tracking perspective. However,

if the total power is limited, the situation is somewhat different:

the transmitter co-located configuration is worse than a multistatic

one, while in the widely-separated case the better choice depends

on geometry.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A radar receiver extracts the range information of a

moving target with a matched filter, of which the output

is a slice of the waveform ambiguity function (AF) at

Doppler shift fd instead of zero in the absence of noise

[6]. As a consequence, mismatch occurs and detec-

tion will degrade. To combat performance degradation

of matched filtering against unknown Doppler shifts,

Doppler tolerant (or insensitive) waveforms (DTWs),

such as linear frequency modulation (LFM), P3 and P4

codes [6], appeared via introducing a slowly decaying

ridge to their AFs as shown in Fig. 1. The range-Doppler

ridge enables the matched filter to produce a slightly

lower peak amplitude so as to avoid detection failure,

but at the expense of introducing range bias [2], [6],

[14], [15]. This phenomenon is termed range-Doppler

coupling, and it is a compromise between range accu-

racy and Doppler robust detection.

Fig. 1. An illustration of range extraction with a LFM. The target’s

true position is located at the center of the AF contours in

(range, range-rate) plane. The matched filter extracts its range

information from zero-range-rate axis; therefore, the measurement

will be linearly biased by the target range-rate.

In some range-only tracking investigations, the ob-

servation is idealized to be true range plus a white Gaus-

sian noise with known distribution. The characteristics

of the waveform are neglected. As opposed to the ideal

measurement model, the tracking problem is considered

from a system-level in this paper. The radar system is as-

sumed to utilize a DTW such as LFM to observe a target

of interest; as a consequence, the extracted range is actu-

ally biased by range-rate (or Doppler). As [2] and [14],

the range bias is assumed linearly related to the range-

rate, with a constant range-Doppler coupling parame-

ter.1 The uniqueness of DTWs requires a proper mod-

1The range bias of a DTW depends on the shape of the decaying

ridge of its AF. As for LFM, P3, and P4 waveforms, the ridge is like

a tilted line through the zero-delay and zero-Doppler point in the two

dimensional AF contour graph [6], and the linear bias modeling in

general holds true [2] [14]. A numerical verification of its approxi-

mation accuracy can be found in [15].
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ification in tracker design; direct application of classic

approaches for such biased observations will to some

degree degrade tracking performance.

One-dimensional tracking with Doppler biased range

measurements has been investigated for a monostatic

radar [2], [14]. In [2], Fitzgerald analyzed the measure-

ment accuracy of DTWs, and showed that significant

performance loss shall happen if a tracker mistook a

biased range observation for an unbiased one. In [14], a

steady state ®-¯ filter is formulated for the DTWs, and

the stationary estimate covariance is explored against

variation of the tracking maneuvering index. In this pa-

per, Doppler biased tracking is extended to distributed

configurations including multistatic and multiple-input

multiple-output (MIMO) systems. Do the same conclu-

sions hold in the distributed case?

In [2] and [14], the target is assumed to have a

constant range-rate; therefore, both the dynamic and

measurement equations are linear. For this problem, the

Kalman filter is the best, and the tracking potentials of

different DTWs could be easily evaluated via a compari-

son of their stationary estimation results. Unfortunately,

the distributed configuration is nonlinear and geometry

dependent. No stationary solution is available. Instead

of algorithm investigation, we are interested in the per-

formance limitation of DTWs in target tracking, and a

Cramér-Rao bound based study is adopted [12], [13].

In this paper, we make the following contributions:

² We model the range-Doppler coupling in two di-
mensions, and the geometric relationship between the

time-varying range and range-rate is derived.

² We give the closed form Posterior Cramér-Rao bounds
(PCRB) of Doppler biased tracking for a multistatic

configuration.

² We analyze the tracking performance of different
DTWs respectively with positive, negative, and zero

coupling parameters. Numerical results show that the

DTW with the positive coupling has lowest bound,

while that with a negative one has the highest.

² We investigate the tracking performance of a two-
transmitter MIMO radar, of which the waveforms

are two DTWs respectively with positive and nega-

tive coupling parameters. If the system is power un-

limited, a MIMO setup, either co-located or widely-

separated, always outperforms the multistatic one. As

for the power-limited scenario, the transmitter co-

located setup is worse than the multistatic one uti-

lizing DTW with positive coupling parameter, while

whether a widely-separated MIMO is better than a

multistatic case depends on the geometry.

The present paper collects the multistatic tracking

conclusions from [10]; however, significant extensions

including the MIMO setups are made. The rest of this

paper is as follows: Section 2 introduces the range-

Doppler coupling problem; Section 3 gives the tracking

model; the PCRB is derived in Section 4; Section 6

Fig. 2. The bistatic geometry: the coordinates of the transmitter Tx

and the ith receiver Rx are respectively located at (xt,yt) and (x
i
r,y

i
r),

while the target location, (xk + _xt,yk + _yt), varies linearly with time t

due to the constant velocity components projected on either axis.

analyzes the PCRB of a multistatic radar system, while

Section 7 focuses on the performance of the PCRBs for

different MIMO configurations; conclusions are drawn

after that.

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT

This paper studies the tracking performance of

DTWs, of which the extracted range z of a target of in-

terest is linearly biased by its range-rate _r [2], [14], [15]

z = r+¸_r+ n (1)

where n denotes additive zero-mean white Gaussian

noise, and ¸ stands for the waveform dependent range-

Doppler coupling parameter. Generally, ¸ is known con-

stant for a fixed waveform, and it can be zero, positive,

or negative. For example, the coupling parameters of

up- and down-sweep LFM waveforms are respectively

expressed as ¸= fc¿=B and ¸=¡fc¿=B [2], where fc
denotes the carrier frequency, ¿ is the pulse width, and

B stands for the bandwidth.

Firstly, the bistatic range and range-rate are inves-

tigated for a given receiver i at the kth pulse repeti-

tion period (PRP). Let the coordinates of the transmit-

ter, the ith receiver, and the target initial position at the

kth PRP be (xt,yt), (x
i
r,y

i
r), and (xk,yk), respectively, as

in Fig. 2. Then the corresponding bistatic time-varying

range rik(t) is

rik(t) =

q
(xk + _xt¡ xir)2 + (yk + _yt¡ yir)2

+

q
(xk + _xt¡ xt)2 + (yk + _yt¡ yt)2 (2)

where _x and _y respectively denotes the target velocity

components along x and y axes, and 0· t· ¿ . Suppose
that _x and _y remain stationary within a single pulse

width; the bistatic range-rate _rik(t) is written as

_rik(t) =
(xk + _xt¡ xir) _x+(yk + _yt¡ yir) _yp
(xk + _xt¡ xir)2 + (yk + _yt¡ yir)2

+
(xk + _xt¡ xt) _x+(yk + _yt¡ yt) _yp
(xk + _xt¡ xt)2 + (yk + _yt¡ yt)2

: (3)

Obviously, both the bistatic range rik(t) and range-rate
_rik(t) are time-varying. Assume that the target does not
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undergo significant spatial shift within a pulse width;

thus ri(t) and _ri(t) can be approximated with the indi-

vidual initial value:

rik(t)¼ rik(0)
¢
=rik = d

i
r(xk,yk)+ dt(xk,yk)

_rik(t)¼ _rik(0)
¢
= _rik = c

i
x(xk,yk) _x+ c

i
y(xk,yk) _y

(4)

where

dir(xk,yk)
¢
=

q
(xk ¡ xir)2 + (yk ¡ yir)2

dt(xk,yk)
¢
=

q
(xk ¡ xt)2 + (yk ¡ yt)2

(5)

stand for the distances from the target’s initial location

to the ith receiver and the transmitter, respectively, and

cix(xk,yk) =
xk ¡ xir
dir(xk,yk)

+
xk ¡ xt
dt(xk,yk)

ciy(xk,yk) =
yk ¡ yir
dir(xk,yk)

+
yk ¡ yt
dt(xk,yk)

:

(6)

Clearly, both rik and _r
i
k are geometry dependent.

3. TRACKING MODEL

In this section, multistatic tracking is investigated in

two dimensions. The coordinates of the target of interest

and its corresponding velocity components along the x-

axis and y-axis are chosen to compose the state vector

sk = [xk,yk, _xk, _yk]
T (7)

where k indicates the pulse index. A discrete white

noise acceleration model [1] is employed, of which the

dynamic equation is linear

sk+1 = Fsk +¡vk (8)

where

F=

266664
1 0 Ts 0

0 1 0 Ts

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

377775 (9)

is the time invariant system matrix, Ts denotes the PRP,

¡ =

266664
T2s =2 0

0 T2s =2

Ts 0

0 Ts

377775 (10)

denotes the noise gain matrix, and

vk = [vx,vy]
T (11)

is the additive process noise vector. In this paper, vx and

vy are assumed independently and identically distributed

(IID) zero-mean white Gaussian noise with variance ¾2v ;

as a result, we have ¡vk »N (0,Q), where

Q= ¾2v¡¡
T = ¾2v

26664
T4s =4 0 T3s =2 0

0 T4s =4 0 T3s =2

T3s =2 0 T2s 0

0 T3s =2 0 T2s

37775
(12)

refers to the process noise (target maneuver), which

under this model is singular.

Let the multistatic radar system be comprised of a

single transmitter and N distributed receivers, all prop-

erly synchronized. Each receiver analyzes its individu-

ally collected echoes of a certain PRP to estimate the

corresponding bistatic range. The range extracted by a

matched filter is biased by the bistatic range-rate, and it

is written as
zik = hi(sk) +wi (13)

for the ith receiver at the kth pulse, where

hi(sk) = d
i
r(xk,yk) + dt(xk,yk) +¸c

i
x(xk,yk) _xk

+¸ciy(xk,yk) _yk (14)

integrates the range-Doppler coupled bistatic geometry,

and wis stand for the additive IID white Gaussian noise

with zero-mean and variance ¾2r . Defining

zk = [z
1
k ,z

2
k , : : : ,z

N
k ]
T

hk(sk) = [h1(sk),h2(sk), : : : ,hN(sk)]
T

wk = [w1,w2, : : : ,wN]
T

(15)

the measurement equation is compactly expressed as

zk = hk(sk)+wk (16)

where wk »N (0,¾2r IN), and IN indicates the identity

matrix with size N £N.
Compared with an unbiased measurement equation

as in [1], (16) contains two Doppler (range-rate) depen-

dent items, ¸cix(xk,yk) _xks and ¸c
i
y(xk,yk) _yks, to compen-

sate the range bias. This slight modeling modification

may significantly improve tracking performance with

Doppler biased range measurements [2]. In addition, the

measurement model (16) includes the unbiased situation

as a special case when ¸= 0.

4. POSTERIOR CRAMÉR-RAO BOUNDS
A. Background

Let μ̂ be the estimate of a random vector μ based on
observation ¯. Then the posterior (Bayesian) Cramér-
Rao bound (PCRB) for the error covariance matrix

satisfies [13]

C
¢
=Eμ,¯f(μ̂¡μ)(μ̂¡μ)Tg º J¡1 (17)

where J denotes the Bayesian information matrix (BIM),
which is assumed to exist and be invertible, while the

matrix inequality indicates that (C¡ J¡1) is positive
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semidefinite. Let

ra =
·
@

@a1
,
@

@a2
, : : : ,

@

@an

¸T
and ¢ab =rbrTa

(18)

be operators of the first and second-order partial deriva-

tives; hence, J is written as [13]

J= Eμ,¯f¡¢μ
μ lnp(μ,¯)g (19)

where p(μ,¯) denotes the joint probability density func-
tion (pdf) of μ and ¯.
For a tracking problem, the parameter vector and

observation vector are respectively the collection of

states and measurements

μk = [s
T
1 ,s

T
2 , : : : ,s

T
k ]
T and ¯k = [z

T
1 ,z

T
2 , : : : ,z

T
k ]
T

(20)

of which the vector sizes depend on the number of

pulses. Based on (17), the estimation covariance for sk
is bounded by the right-lower block of J¡1

Eμ,¯f(ŝk ¡ sk)(ŝk ¡ sk)Tg º [J¡1](4k¡3):4k,(4k¡3):4k
(21)

where [J¡1](4k¡3):4k,(4k¡3):4k denotes a submatrix of J
¡1

spanned with proper elements. Partition J into blocks

J=
·
[J]1:4k¡1,1:4k¡4 [J]1:4k¡4,(4k¡3):4k
[J](4k¡3):4k,1:4k¡4 [J](4k¡3):4k,(4k¡3):4k

¸
(22)

and then we obtain

[J¡1](4k¡3):4k,(4k¡3):4k = J
¡1
k (¸) (23)

where

Jk(¸) = [J](4k¡3):4k,(4k¡3):4k ¡ [J](4k¡3):4k,1:4k¡4
¢ [J]¡11:4k¡1,1:4k¡4[J]1:4k¡4,(4k¡3):4k (24)

is termed as the Bayesian information submatrix (BISM)

for the state vector sk [12], and ¸ emphasizes its wave-
form dependence. With the Markovian assumption

p(μk,¯k) = p(μk¡1,¯k¡1)p(sk j sk¡1)p(zk j sk) (25)

Jk(¸) can be recursively calculated via the following
lemma.

LEMMA 1 The sequence Jks of BISMs for the estimate
of state vectors sks satisfy the recursion

Jk+1(¸) =D
22
k ¡D21k (Jk(¸) +D11k )¡1D12k (26)

where

D11k =Ef¡¢sksk lnp(sk+1 j sk)g
D12k =Ef¡¢sk+1sk lnp(sk+1 j sk)g= (D21k )T

D22k =Ef¡¢sk+1sk+1 lnp(sk+1 j sk)g
+Ef¡¢sk+1sk+1 lnp(zk+1 j sk+1)g:

(27)

PROOF Proof can be found in [12].

B. PCRB Specification

Based on (8) and (16), p(sk+1 j sk) and p(zk j sk) are
both Gaussian and respectively with conditional pdfs

p(sk+1 j sk) =
1

(2¼)2jQj1=2

¢ exp
£
¡(1=2)(sk+1¡Fsk)TQ¡1(sk+1¡Fsk)

¤
(28)

p(zk j sk) =
1¡p
2¼¾r

¢N exp£¡(1=2¾2r )kzk ¡hk(sk)k2¤
where jQj denotes the determinant of Q and k ¢ k denotes
the l2 norm. It is easy to verify that

D11k = F
TQ¡1F

D12k =¡FTQ¡1

Ef¡¢sk+1sk+1 lnp(sk+1 j sk)g=Q¡1:
(29)

Due to the nonlinearity of hk(sk), the second term of

D22k is not straightforward. Fortunately, with the fact that
p(sk,zk) = p(sk)p(zk j sk), we have

Ef¡¢sksk lnp(zk j sk)g= EskfPk(¸)g (30)

where

Pk(¸)
¢
=Ezk jskf¡¢sksk lnp(zk j sk)g (31)

is a standard Fisher information matrix (FIM) for zk [1],
[13]. Substituting p(zk j sk) into (31), we have

Pk(¸) =
1

2¾2r

NX
i=1

Ezk jskf¢sksk (zik ¡ hi(sk))2g

=
1

¾2r

NX
i=1

Ezk jskfrsk [(hi(sk)¡ zik)rTsk hi(sk)]g

=
1

¾2r

NX
i=1

Ezk jskfrsk hi(sk)rTsk hi(sk)g

+
1

¾2r

NX
i=1

¢sksk hi(sk)Ezk jskfhi(sk)¡ zikg: (32)

Since Ezk jskfhi(sk)¡ zikg= 0, Pk(¸) can be simplified as

Pk(¸) =
1

¾2r

NX
i=1

rsk hi(sk)rTsk hi(sk) (33)

where rsk hi(sk) is written as

rsk hi(sk) =
·
@hi(sk)
@xk

,
@hi(sk)
@yk

,
@hi(sk)
@ _xk

,
@hi(sk)
@ _yk

¸T
:

(34)
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In the following, the elements of rsk hi(sk) will be
specified based on (14). Since

@

@xk
fdir(xk,yk) +dt(xk,yk)g= cix(xk,yk)

@

@yk
fdir(xk,yk) +dt(xk,yk)g= ciy(xk,yk)

(35)

we have

@hi(sk)
@ _xk

= ¸cix(xk,yk)

@hi(sk)
@ _yk

= ¸ciy(xk,yk)

@hi(sk)
@xk

= cix(xk,yk) +¸ _xk
@cix(xk,yk)

@xk
+¸ _yk

@ciy(xk,yk)

@xk

@hi(sk)
@yk

= ciy(xk,yk)+¸ _xk
@cix(xk,yk)

@yk
+¸ _yk

@ciy(xk,yk)

@yk

(36)

where

@cix(xk,yk)

@xk
=

(yk ¡ yir)2
(dir(xk,yk))

3
+
(yk ¡ yt)2
d3t (xk,yk)

(37)

@ciy(xk,yk)

@yk
=

(xk ¡ xir)2
(dir(xk,yk))

3
+
(xk ¡ xt)2
d3t (xk,yk)

(38)

@cix(xk,yk)

@yk
=
@ciy(xk,yk)

@xk

=¡ (xk ¡ x
i
r)(yk ¡ yir)

(dir(xk,yk))
3

¡ (xk ¡ xt)(yk ¡ yt)
d3t (xk,yk)

:

(39)

Substituting (36) into (33), Pk(¸) can be obtained. Fi-
nally, substituting (36) and (29) into (26), the recursion

in Lemma 1 is rewritten as

Jk+1(¸) = [Q+FJ
¡1
k (¸)F

T]¡1 +Esk+1fPk+1(¸)g:
(40)

The expectation towards Pk+1(¸) involves a complicated
4-fold integration. A closed form expression is elusive,

hence Monte Carlo methods [3] are usually used.

When ¸= 0, (40) degenerates to the case without

range-Doppler coupling. Another special case is the

noiseless kinematic model [1], where the state covari-

ance is assumed to be zero, say Q= 0. Hence, the ex-
pectation in (40) disappears, and the recursion is sim-

plified to

Jk+1(¸) = [FJ
¡1
k (¸)F

T]¡1 +Pk+1(¸): (41)

An implicit assumption behind (40) is that the radar

system has perfect detection: the probability of detec-

tion is one, while that of false alarm is zero. Such an as-

sumption obviously simplifies PCRB analysis; however,

it may not hold true in some practical applications, par-

ticularly for those with low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).

An interesting discussion on PCRB with nonideal de-

tection can be found in [8] and [16]; this paper contains

no treatment of measurement origin uncertainty.

5. PCRB WITH CONSTANT ACCELERATION

Suppose that the target undergoes a constant acceler-

ation. If its velocity significantly changes within a pulse

duration ¿ , the linear bias model (1) would no longer

hold true as the AF will be distorted [5]. In the fol-

lowing, ẍ¿ and ÿ¿ are assumed to be very small (ac-

tually, negligible), where ẍ and ÿ respectively denote

the acceleration components along x and y axes. This

is a fair assumption: for a practical radar pulse dura-

tion ¿ = 30 ¹s, the velocity change is only 3£10¡3 m/s
even though the acceleration is as high as 100 m/s2. The

time-varying bistatic range for receiver i at the kth pulse

is written as

r̄ik(t) =
p
(xk + _xt+0:5ẍt

2¡ xir)2 + (yk + _yt+0:5ÿt2¡ yir)2

+
p
(xk + _xt+0:5ẍt

2¡ xt)2 + (yk + _yt+0:5ÿt2¡ yt)2

(42)

where 0· t· ¿ . Since ẍt2¿ _xt and ÿt2¿ _yt, we have

r̄ik(t)'
q
(xk + _xt¡ xir)2 + (yk + _yt¡ yir)2

+

q
(xk + _xt¡ xt)2 + (yk + _yt¡ yt)2 = rik(t):

(43)

Therefore, the geometry results in Section 2 are still

applicable for PCRB with a low acceleration.

The PRP is much larger than pulse width. The

acceleration effect between pulses cannot be ignored in

target tracking. Mathematically, the state vector should

be modified as

s̄k = [xk,yk, _xk, _yk, ẍk, ÿk]
T: (44)

The dynamic equation falls into the discrete Wiener

process acceleration model [1]

s̄k+1 = F̄s̄k + ¡̄vk (45)

where

F̄=

26666666664

1 0 Ts 0 T2s =2 0

0 1 0 Ts 0 T2s =2

0 0 1 0 Ts 0

0 0 0 1 0 Ts

0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 1

37777777775
(46)

and

¡̄ =

·
T2s =2 0 Ts 0 1 0

0 T2s =2 0 Ts 0 1

¸T
: (47)

Based on (43), the contribution of ẍ and ÿ to range

is negligible; the measurement equation (14) remains

unchanged. Using F̄, Ḡ, and Q̄= ¾2v ¡̄ ¡̄
T to properly
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modify the corresponding parts in Section 4, the PCRB

for constant acceleration will be obtained

J̄k+1(¸) = [Q̄+ F̄J̄
¡1
k (¸)F̄

T]¡1 +Es̄k+1fP̄k+1(¸)g
(48)

where

P̄k(¸) =
1

¾2r

NX
i=1

rs̄k hi(s̄k)rTs̄k hi(s̄k)

=
1

¾2r

NX
i=1

rs̄k hi(sk)rTs̄k hi(sk) (49)

and rs̄k hi(sk) is specified as

rs̄k hi(sk) =
·
@hi(sk)
@xk

,
@hi(sk)
@yk

,
@hi(sk)
@ _xk

,
@hi(sk)
@ _yk

,0,0

¸T
= [(rsk hi(sk))T,0,0]T: (50)

6. ¸: POSITIVE, NEGATIVE OR ZERO?

Were this treated in one dimension (range) the op-

timal tracker would be Kalman, and the stationary es-

timation covariance (from the Riccati equation) could

reflect the performance of different waveforms. Here,

however–in a distributed configuration and working

in two Cartesian dimensions–the measurement equa-

tions are geometry dependent; no stationary solution

exists, hence the performances for different ¸s are com-

pared with the help of their PCRBs. Let the multi-

static radar system be composed by one transmitter and

four receivers, of which the coordinates are shown in

Fig. 3. The PRP, receiver noise, and maneuvering in-

dex [1] are all fixed with values Ts = 2 s, ¾r = 5 m/s

and ·= ¾vT
2
s =¾r = 1. The PCRBs of position tracking

errors q
[J¡1k (¸)]1,1 + [J

¡1
k (¸)]2,2 (51)

for different ¸s. Firstly, we compare their tracking per-

formance for a constant velocity target, of which the

speed is 400 m/s. The target has four trajectories as

shown in Fig. 3, and the calculated results for them are

shown in Fig. 4. From those figures, we see that:

² The PCRBs are geometry dependent. The curves with
different trajectories have quite dissimilar shapes. In

addition, the curves with different ¸s but the same

trajectory have similar shapes, but (slightly) different

values.

² The bounds for positive ¸ are lower than those for a
zero ¸, while a negative ¸ introduces a higher bound.

However, those of j¸j and ¡j¸j are not necessarily
symmetric with respect to that of ¸= 0.

² With the increase of ¸, the bound becomes lower for a
given trajectory. Note that ¸ is waveform dependent,

and j¸j cannot be arbitrarily large.
Secondly, the constant acceleration is considered. The

target starts from stationary with an acceleration rate

Fig. 3. An illustration of a multistatic constellation with a single

transmitter and 4 receivers. Four typical target trajectories are used

in the simulation: T-1 stands for a trajectory outside of the

constellation, T-2 is the situation crossing the transmitter, T-3 stands

for the case crossing the boundary receivers, while T-4 is a general

one within the constellation.

15 m/s2. Its four trajectories share the same initial points

and directions as those in the previous example. Their

PCRBs are illustrated in Fig. 5. Obviously, similar ob-

servations can be found as constant velocity case. Due to

their similarity, we will not investigate the acceleration

model in the MIMO tracking.

To reemphasize that a positive ¸ leads to better track-

ing performance than a negative one is consistent with

the theoretical analysis for the monostatic tracking [14].

An intuitive explanation is in Fig. 6. Since the range and

range-rate are positively correlated in the state equation,

their prior uncertainty can be considered as an ellipse

centered at the range and range-rate of truth (the black

dot), where the major axis of the ellipse has a posi-

tive slope. In the absence of noise, the two measure-

ment extraction lines for waveforms, respectively with

slope §¸, traverse the black dot; however, the contam-
ination could slightly shifts them away from the noise-

less situations in either direction (dashed lines). The

possible shifts engender two measurement uncertainty

bands (area between the two parallel dashed lines) as

shown in Fig. 6. The uncertainty band for the positive ¸

and prior uncertainty ellipse share less overlap than that

of the negative one. Consequently, a positive ¸ induces

greater error cancelation in updating maintenance and

result in better tracking performance.

Interestingly, waveforms with §¸ share the same
measurement mean square errors, but with different

PCRBs for a distributed configuration. This again veri-

fies that observations with the same measurement quality

do not necessarily result in the same tracking performance

[9]. Moreover, a waveform with positive ¸ induces a

lower bound than that with a zero ¸, so the biased mea-

surements are not always bad from the tracking view-

point if the bias can be properly modeled.
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Fig. 4. PCRBs of a multistatic radar with different waveform parameters ¸s and target trajectories for constant velocity. The multistatic

constellation and target trajectories are shown in Fig. 3. The prior distribution is P0 = diag([20,20,5,5]).

7. MIMO RADAR WAVEFORM COOPERATION

MIMO radar is an emerging concept employing

waveform and spatial diversities to improve system per-

formance [4], [7], [11]. Roughly, it can be divided into

two categories based on the transmitter configuration:

co-located [7] and widely-separated [4]. The multiple

transmission trait requires the waveforms to be (nearly)

orthogonal. Apparently the up- and down-sweep LFMs

have very low cross-correlation even with moderate

Doppler shift; therefore, they can be used in a two-

transmitter MIMO system [17].

A. Power Unlimited System

Full power transmission is assumed to be performed

at each antenna for this scenario. If the transmitters

are homogeneous, the total radiated energy doubles

as the number of transmitters Nt increases from one

to two. Let the waveform energy keep constant; the

range variance ¾2r remains the same for both mul-

tistatic and MIMO radar systems. Suppose the mul-

tistatic radar is the special case of the MIMO one

via shutting down one transmitter–that is single-input

multiple-output (SIMO)–and then we have the follow-

ing results.

LEMMA 2 Let JMUk (¸,¾2r ) denote the BISM of a power

unlimited MIMO radar with two waveforms parameter-

ized with §¸ and noise variance ¾2r , and let JSUk (¸,¾2r )
denote that of a multistatic one with proper parame-

ters. Suppose JMUk (¸,¾2r ) = J
SU
k (¸,¾

2
r ), and then we have

JMUk+1(¸,¾
2
r )º JSUk+1(¸,¾2r ).

PROOF Proof is straightforward.

In the power unlimited scenario, the MIMO radar

is essentially composed of two multistatic ones. Ap-

parently, it can obtain more information about the tar-

get, no matter whether the transmitters are co-located or

widely-separated.

B. Power Limited System
The total energy is fixed for a power limited system;

for simplicity, it is shared uniformly among transmitters.

Based on (4) of [14], the measurement variance ¾2r
is inversely proportional to the waveform power. So

it is reasonable to assume that the range variance of

the multistatic radar is half of that of a two-transmitter

MIMO radar.

1) Transmitter Co-located Case: The co-located

transmitter configuration does not enhance the spatial

diversity. Based on the analysis in the previous section,
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Fig. 5. PCRBs of a multistatic radar with different waveform parameters ¸s and target trajectories for constant acceleration. The prior

distribution is P0 = diag([20,20,5,5,1,1]).

MIMO is better than the multistatic case with a negative

¸, but worse than that with a positive ¸. Now, we are

still interested in another problem: whether a MIMO

radar is better than a multistatic radar with a zero ¸. A

thorough analysis would be complex; to simplify it, we

adopt an assumption that the target is in the far-field of

the receivers and transmitters; mathematically, dir(xk,yk)

and dit(xk,yk) are both very large. Since the denomina-

tors of each item of @cix=@xk, @c
i
y=@xy, and @c

i
x=@xy have

higher orders than the numerators, we have

@cix
@xk

¼ @c
i
y

@yk
¼ @cix
@yk

¼ @c
i
y

@xk
¼ 0: (52)

Moreover, the target speed is assumed low, and j¸j is
in general small; as a consequence, rsk hi(k) can be
approximated as

gi(¸)
¢
=rsk hi(k)¼ [cix,ciy,¸cix,¸ciy]T: (53)

Substitute (53) into (33), the FIM is rewritten as

P̄k(¸) =
1

¾2r

NX
i=1

gi(¸)g
T
i (¸) =

1

¾2r

·
1 ¸

¸ ¸2

¸
−G

(54)

Fig. 6. An intuitive explanation of why a DTW with a positive

coupling parameter outperforms that with a negative one in target

tracking, where ¸ > 0 in this figure. Since the range r and range-rate
_r are positively correlated in the state equation, the prior uncertainty

could be considered as an ellipse with positive major axis. If the

coupling parameter is positive, the measurement and prior

uncertainties will have less overlapping area. Therefore, it has better

error cancelation capacity.

where

G=

266664
NX
i=1

(cix)
2

NX
i=1

cixc
i
y

NX
i=1

cixc
i
y

NX
i=1

(ciy)
2

377775 (55)

is a positive semidefinite matrix.
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Fig. 7. PCRBs of a transmitter co-located MIMO radar with different waveform parameters ¸s and target trajectories. The prior distribution

is P0 = diag([20,20,5,5]).

LEMMA 3 Let JMLk (¸,2¾2r ) and J
SU
k (¸,¾

2
r ) respectively

denote the BISMs of a power limited co-located MIMO

and multistatic radars with proper parameters. Suppose

JMLk (¸,2¾2r ) = J
SL
k (0,¾

2
r ) and (52) holds true, and then we

have JMLk+1(¸,2¾
2
r )º JSLk+1(0,¾2r ).

PROOF If (52) holds true, we have

P̄MLk+1(¸)¡ P̄SLk+1(0) =
2

¾2r
Diag([0,¸2])−G (56)

based on (54). Since Diag([0,¸2])º 0 and Gº 0, we
have EfP̄MLk+1(¸)g º EfP̄SLk+1(0)g. Due to the fact that

JMLk (¸,2¾2r ) = J
SL
k (0,¾

2
r ), Lemma 3 can be proven.

To sum up, a co-located MIMO configuration with

waveform parameters §¸ can be better than a zero ¸
multistatic radar, but worse than the multistatic radar

with waveform parameter j¸j in a power limited sce-
nario. Numerical simulations follow to demonstrate

these conclusions. The MIMO radar configuration is

the same as the multistatic one in Section 6. The range

variance is 2¾2r for the former but ¾
2
r for the latter; the

other parameters of MIMO radar keep the same as the

multistatic ones. The MIMO PCRBs are in Fig. 7 for

different ¸s and target trajectories. Combining Figs. 4

and 7, it is obvious that the MIMO PCRBs are below

that for the multistatic one with ¸= 0, but above those

corresponding with parameters j¸j.
Note that the proof of Lemma 3 assumes that the

trajectory is far away from the antennas; however, the

simulation, for example Fig. 7, shows that the conclu-

sion still holds even without the assumption.

2) Transmitter Widely-separated Case: If the two

transmitters are widely-separated, geometric diversity is

improved. The main concern here is whether a MIMO

configuration is always better than a multistatic one

under a constraint on energy. Based on Section 6, a

multistatic radar with positive ¸ is better than that with

negative or zero ones, so the multistatic case with ¸· 0
is not considered in comparison.

We inherit the multistatic constellation and trajecto-

ries in Fig. 3, and add another transmitter, say T-2, at

(20 km,20 km). The two transmitters evenly share the

total energy. Based the previous section, a multistatic

radar with a positive ¸ seems to be best, so we only

consider a multistatic radar with a positive ¸ in this part.

The results are in Fig. 8, where ‘SIMO-1’ and ‘SIMO-2’

denote the PCRBs for the multistatic radars respectively

with T-1 and T-2 as transmitter. ‘MIMO-1’ represents

the scenario with transmitting strategies fT-1,j¸jg and
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Fig. 8. PCRBs of a transmitter widely-separated MIMO radar with different waveform parameters ¸s and target trajectories. The prior

distribution is P0 = diag([20,20,5,5]).

fT-2,¡j¸jg, and ‘MIMO-2’ is for strategies fT-1,-j¸jg
and fT-2,j¸jg. Finally, ‘MIMO-3’ stands for the case
where both transmitters employ up-sweep LFM; such

a system is only possible if the two carrier frequencies

are sufficiently separated so as to avoid spectrum inter-

ference. From those figures, we observe:

² The PCRBs of ‘MIMO-3’ are uniformly better than
those of ‘MIMO-1’ and ‘MIMO-2’ for different tra-

jectories. From a perspective of tracking accuracy,

‘MIMO-3’ is the best among these three scenarios,

even though it has a low spectrum efficiency.

² The PCRBs are highly geometry dependent. As for
‘MIMO-3,’ ‘SIMO-1,’ and ‘SIMO-2,’ no strategy is

uniformly better than others.

In short, no uniformly best strategy exists. A clever

MIMO radar could adjust transmission scenarios, in-

cluding waveform assignments and transmitter on-off

controlling, to improve its performance.

8. CONCLUSIONS

Range-Doppler coupling is an important character-

istic for a Doppler tolerant waveform, where the ex-

tracted range is biased by the unknown Doppler shift.

The tracking performance of distributed radar systems

with range measurements was investigated with the help

of the PCRB, and the PCRBs for various parameters and

antenna configurations were compared under different

energy constraints. The detection processes are assumed

ideal, no missed detections nor false alarms. In brief, a

waveform with positive range-Doppler coupling (that is,

a negative range/range-rate coupling) is a good choice

for a multistatic radar or an energy constrained co-

located MIMO radar. However, for a transmitter widely-

separated configuration, the PCRB is extremely geom-

etry dependent; no uniformly best scenario exists under

a power constraint.
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Performance Prediction of
Multisensor Tracking Systems
for Single Maneuvering Targets

WILLIAM D. BLAIR
PAUL A. MICELI

Studying the performance of multisensor tracking systems

against maneuvering targets involves Monte Carlo simulations with

the tracking algorithms implemented in a sophisticated computer

simulation of the multisensor system. However, a simplified method

for predicting the performance of a multisensor tracking system

against maneuvering targets is needed for confirmation of the com-

puter simulations, real-time command and control decisions such as

multisensor resource allocation, and systems engineering of complex

multisensor systems. The challenge of accurate performance predic-

tion arises from the lack of covariance consistency of the Kalman

filter when tracking maneuvering targets. In this paper, a method

for performance prediction of a nearly constant velocity Kalman

filter is extended to tracking a maneuvering target with multiple

dispersed sensors on an oblate earth. Given target position and ac-

celeration as a function of time, the tracking performance of each

sensor is expressed as a sensor-noise only (SNO) covariance and ma-

neuver lag or filter bias. In the fusion of the data from the multiple

sensors, the SNO covariances fuse for a smaller covariance, while

the maneuver lags fuse with a gain proportional to the inverse of

the covariances for the sensor tracks. This method can also be used

to predict the performance of a multisensor system that include

one, two, and/or three dimensional sensors. The results of Monte

Carlo simulations of multisensor tracking of a maneuvering tar-

get are used to illustrate the accuracy of methods for performance

prediction.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Studying the performance of multisensor tracking

systems against maneuvering targets involves Monte
Carlo simulations with the tracking algorithms im-

plemented in a sophisticated computer simulation of
the multisensor system [2], [1]. However, a simplified

method for predicting the performance of a multisensor
tracking system against maneuvering targets is needed

to confirm the results of computer simulations, real-time
command and control decisions such as multisensor re-

source allocation, and engineering of complex multisen-
sor systems [3].
When reviewing current approaches to performance

prediction, four traits are helpful in distinguishing the
relative advantages between the approaches listed in the

literature survey and the work presented in this paper.
The first two traits deal with the ability to predict perfor-

mance of multisensor or multitarget tracking algorithms.
Most of the current approaches to performance predic-

tion typically deal with a single sensor and single target.
In addition, while some algorithms deal with either the

multisensor or multitarget case, no work has been iden-
tified that is capable of handling both the performance

prediction of multisensor and multitarget tracking algo-
rithms. The third trait is ability to predict performance

of a defined scenario. While some performance predic-
tion techniques express an expected performance based

on sensor parameters, none extend well to maneuvering
target scenarios since deterministic changes in motion

are not considered. Finally, the fourth trait to be consid-
ered is algorithm complexity. Engineering of complex

systems often involves extensive parametric variability
for which, traits three and four are critical. Algorithm

scenario dependence and simplicity yield a high level
of confidence when comparing against more compli-

cated simulated algorithms. In this work, we present a
simple to compute algorithm that accounts for scenario

laydowns and can be extended to multiple sensors while
assuming measurement sharing on a single maneuvering

target.
Cramer-Rao Bound (CRB) techniques are one of

the basic tools for estimating performance. However,
these techniques were originally designed for estimat-

ing deterministic parameters. More appropriate for the
performance prediction of tracking systems, the Poste-
rior Cramer-Rao Bound (PCRB) extends the CRB to

provide a “measure” of system performance when both
measurements and state are assumed to be stochastic

processes [5], [4]. The work of [6] extends the PCRB
to handle the prediction of multitarget systems under

a set of assumptions. In addition, the work of [7] ex-
tends the PCRB to handle the prediction of an estimator

for a single maneuvering target. However, none of the
papers dedicated to an extension of the PCRB include

comparisons to Monte Carlo simulations from a realis-
tic tracker. Thus, the usefulness of each algorithm as it

pertains to the performance of a multitarget tracker in a
given scenario is not known.
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A particular method of performance prediction that

compares well to Monte Carlo simulations is the hy-

brid conditional averaging (HYCA) technique [8]. The

unique feature of this algorithm is that it allows for the

performance prediction of algorithms where the uncer-

tainties involved are both continuous and discrete. Such

is the case for the interacting multiple model (IMM) al-

gorithm, where a HYCA technique specifically tailored

for performance prediction of an IMM estimator [9].

While methods based on HYCA compare well to Monte

Carlo simulations, the calculations are quite complex.

In addition, the existing methods typically only apply

to single sensor and single target scenarios.

One extension of the HYCA technique to multi-

sensor multitarget applications is given in [10] where,

the Joint Probabilistic Data Association (JPDA) algo-

rithm is of interest. Specifically, two implementations

of the algorithm, sequential and parallel, are compared

through the use of performance prediction. Though the

JPDA algorithm is specifically tailored for multitarget

applications, the performance prediction technique in

[10] was not extended to multiple targets. Finally, the

work in [11] can be extended to multiple sensors but

not for multiple targets [12].

Most of the current research in performance predic-

tion with respect to target tracking does not take into

account multisensor or multi-target tracking scenarios.

PCRB methods do not take into account specific sce-

narios (they average over an ensemble), and therefore

cannot be compared to Monte Carlo simulations. Some

techniques such as HYCA compare very well to Monte

Carlo simulations, but the calculations are quite com-

plex and have not been extended to multiple targets. In

this paper, a multisensor performance prediction tech-

nique for a single maneuvering target that is easy to

compute and compares very well with Monte Carlo

simulations is developed. Therefore, even though the

multitarget case is currently not considered, the method

presented in this paper has unique advantages in the

aggregate when compared to other methods of perfor-

mance prediction. Future work will include extensions

to multisensor and multitarget scenarios.

The challenge of accurate performance prediction

arises from the lack of covariance consistency of the

Kalman filter when tracking maneuvering targets. For

single sensor tracking of maneuvering targets, the lack

of covariance consistency is addressed through the use

of steady-state filter analysis to decompose the perfor-

mance characterization into a sensor noise only (SNO)

covariance and maneuver lag or filter bias [15], [20],

[16]. Thus, given the sensor location, the position and

acceleration as a function of time, the parameters for

the sensor measurement errors, and the process noise

covariance assumed by the filter, the root mean square

error (RMSE) in both position and velocity as a func-

tion of time can be predicted for a nearly constant

velocity Kalman filter. Since the typical variances of

the measurement errors in each coordinate are constant

or vary slowly, and an alpha-beta filter characterizes

Kalman filtering under steady state conditions, the al-

pha beta filter equations can be used to approximate

the tracking performance of each coordinate of the sen-

sor. The SNO covariance and the maneuver lags are

generated in each of the sensor coordinates separately

as the measurement errors tend to be independent be-

tween coordinates [16]. The maneuver lag represents

the component of the state estimate error due to a deter-

ministic target maneuver and is assumed constant for

a certain time [20]. The SNO covariance represents

the stochastic part of the state estimate error due to

measurement noise. For each coordinate, typical val-

ues of the measurement variance in the corresponding

Cartesian coordinate, measurement rate, and the pro-

cess noise variance of the track filter are used to select

the filter gains for an alpha-beta filter, and the SNO

covariance and maneuver lag are computed from the

gains. Given the SNO covariances and the maneuver

lags for all three coordinates, the full track covariance

matrix and bias vector can be generated in sensor coor-

dinates, and those can be transformed to any coordinate

system.

This method for performance prediction can be ex-

tended to nearly constant velocity track filtering with

multiple dispersed sensors on an oblate earth. A sim-

ilar method was utilized in [17] without a rigorous

presentation. As in the case of single sensor track-

ing, the challenge of accurate performance prediction

arises from the lack of covariance consistency in the

nearly constant velocity Kalman filter. However, mul-

tiple sensor frames exist in this case and the tech-

nique in [17] must be extended to address this differ-

ence. This paper presents a rigorous and detailed de-

velopment of a method for predicting the performance

of nearly constant velocity tracking of a single ma-

neuvering target with multiple sensors in the absence

of data association errors. Thus, the predicted perfor-

mance represents a lower bound for the track errors for

nearly constant velocity tracking. The computed SNO

covariance and maneuver lags for each sensor used in

the equations for the fusion of multiple independent

tracks to characterize the fused SNO covariance and

maneuver lag. The prediction methods implemented by

these equations constitute the significant contribution

of this work. In the fusion of the multisensor data, the

SNO covariances fuse for a smaller covariance, while

the maneuver lags fuse with a gain proportional to

the inverse of the covariances for the bias in the sen-

sor tracks. This method can also be used to predict

the performance of a multisensor system that include

one, two, and/or three dimensional sensors as long as

a combination of the sensors provide observability of

all three coordinates. The predicted performance repre-

sents that of a multisensor tracking system that shares

associated measurement reports between sensors and

uses nearly constant velocity Kalman filtering for state

estimation.
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This paper is organized as follows. Background in-

formation is given in Section 2 to familiarize the reader

with the notation and techniques that serve as the foun-

dation for the methods developed. Least squares estima-

tion, Kalman filtering, alpha-beta filtering, performance

prediction of alpha-beta filters, and track fusion are re-

viewed briefly. In Section 3, Monte Carlo simulation

results involving the nearly constant velocity tracking of

a maneuvering target are given to illustrate the perfor-

mance prediction for a single sensor tracking a maneu-

vering target. In Section 4, the techniques are expanded

to the performance prediction of multisensor tracking of

a single maneuvering target. The results of Monte Carlo

simulations for multisensor tracking of a maneuvering

target are shown in Section 5 to verify the methods for

performance prediction. Concluding remarks are given

in Section 6.

2. BACKGROUND

2.1. Least Squares Estimation

Linear least squares estimation is a mathematical

technique for parameter estimation that attempts to find

the best linear fit to a set of data, where the best is

the parameter value that minimizes the sum of the er-

rors squared. The parameters are assumed to be un-

known and time-invariant. Consider the linear observa-

tion modeled as

Yj =HjX +Wj (1)

where Yj is the jth observation j, Hj is known for

observation j, X is fixed and unknown, and Wj » (0,Rj)
is the error in the jth observation. For the expression in

(1), an estimate of X may be obtained by minimizing

the cost function for a least squares estimator (LSE) that

is defined for independent observations as

C(X) = (Y¡HX)TR¡1(Y¡HX)
where

H = [H1 H2 ¢ ¢ ¢HN]T (2)

Y = [Y1 Y2 ¢ ¢ ¢YN]T (3)

W = [W1 W2 ¢ ¢ ¢WN]T (4)

R = E[WWT] =

266664
R1 0 ¢ ¢ ¢ 0

0 R2 ¢ ¢ ¢ 0

...
...

. . . 0

0 0 ¢ ¢ ¢ RN

377775 : (5)

The cost is minimized by taking the partial derivative

with respect X and setting the result equal to zero.

Rearranging terms to solve for the estimate of X gives

X̂ = (HTR¡1H)¡1HTR¡1Y (6)

and the covariance of X̂ is given by [21]

COV(X̂) = (HTR¡1H)¡1: (7)

For Gaussian errors Wj , X̂ is the maximum likelihood

and minimum mean squared error (MMSE) estimate

of X.

2.2. Kalman Filter

A Kalman filter is often employed to filter the kine-

matic measurements for estimating the position, veloc-

ity, and acceleration of a target [1]. The kinematic model

commonly assumed for a target in track is given by

Xk+1 = FkXk +Gkºk (8)

where ºk »N(0,Qk) is the process noise that models
the unknown target acceleration and Fk defines the

linear dynamics. The target state vector Xk contains the

position, velocity, and possibly acceleration of the target

at time tk, as well as other variables used to model

the time-varying acceleration. For this paper, Xk will

include position and velocity. The linear measurement

model is given by

Yk =HkXk +wk (9)

where Yk is typically the measurement of the position

of the target and wk »N(0,Rk) is the observation error.
Both wk and ºk are assumed to be independent “white”

noise processes. When designing the Kalman filter, Qk
is selected such that the 65% to 95% confidence region

about zero contains the maximum acceleration level of

the target. However, when targets maneuver, the acceler-

ation changes in a deterministic manner. Thus, the white

noise assumption associated with ºk is often violated

and the filter develops a bias in the state estimates. If

a larger Qk is chosen, the bias in the state estimates

is less during a maneuver, but then Qk characterizes

poorly the target motion when the target is not maneu-

vering and the filter performance is far from optimal.

Furthermore, the error in modeling the two modes of

motion (i.e., nonmaneuvering and maneuvering) with a

single model and the error in the white noise assump-

tion for the process noise during maneuvers result in

an inaccurate state error covariance that cannot be used

reliably for performance prediction. While an Interact-

ing Multiple Model (IMM) estimator [1] can be used to

address this conflict, the primary focus of this work is

on the quick prediction of average tracking performance

and that performance serves as an optimistic guide for

track filtering performance of targets maneuvering in

the presence of data association errors. Given the mode

switching of an IMM estimator is not considered in this

work, the performance prediction algorithms presented

here can be viewed as an estimate of the upper bound

of the expected errors for an IMM estimator.

2.3. Alpha-Beta Filter

The alpha-beta filter is based on the assumption that

the target is moving with constant velocity plus zero-

mean, white Gaussian acceleration errors. In order to

simplify the example and permit analytical predictions
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of the filter performance, the motion of the target is

defined in a single coordinate and the measurements

are the positions of the target (i.e., a linear function of

the state). For the alpha-beta filter and nearly constant

velocity Kalman filter, the state and measurement equa-

tions of (8) and (9) are defined by

Xk = [xk _xk]
T (10)

Fk =

·
1 T

0 1

¸T
(11)

Gk =

24 1

2
p
3
T3=2

1

2
T3=2

0 T1=2

35 (12)

Hk = [1 0] (13)

where Rk = ¾
2
w is the variance of the measurement er-

rors in m2, T is the time interval between measure-

ments, Qk = ¾
2
º I2£2 is the process noise covariance ma-

trix with ¾2v T
¡1 denoting the variance of the “accelera-

tion” errors in m2=s4, and ¾2º denotes the power spectral

density (PSD). This process noise model corresponds

to the continuous white noise acceleration (CWNA)

model [1].

The steady-state form of the constant velocity filter

is used for analytical predictions of filter performance.

For a filter to achieve these steady-state conditions, the

error processes ºk and wk must be stationary and the

data rate must be constant. While these conditions are

seldom satisfied in practice, the steady-state form of the

filter can be used to predict average or expected tracking

performance. The alpha-beta filter is equivalent to the

Kalman filter in steady-state for this motion model. For

the alpha-beta filter, the steady-state gains that occur

after the transients associated with filter initialization

diminish are given by

Kk =

·
®

¯

T

¸T
(14)

where ® and ¯ are the optimal gains for the CWNA

model. As given in [1], the gains are computed by

¡ 2 =
¾2ºT

3

¾2w
(15)

¹=
1

3
+

r
1

12
+
4

¡ 2
(16)

®= ¯
p
¹ (17)

¯ =
12

6
¡
¹+

p
¹
¢
+1

(18)

where ¡ is known as the tracking maneuver index. The

steady-state error covariance of the alpha-beta filter [1],

[13] is given by

P
®¯

kjk = ¾
2
w

264 ®
¯

T

¯

T

¯(2®¡¯)
2(1¡®)T2

375 : (19)

A simple gain scheduling procedure for approximat-

ing the performance of a Kalman filter during initializa-

tion from [13] is given by (k = 0 for the first measure-

ment)

®k =max

½
2(2k+1)

(k+1)(k+2)
,®

¾
(20)

¯k =max

½
6

(k+1)(k+2)
,¯

¾
(21)

where ® and ¯ are the steady-state values and the initial

conditions are given by

X0j¡1 =
·
x0j¡1
_x0j¡1

¸
=

·
0

0

¸
: (22)

2.4. Performance Prediction for Single Sensor Tracking
of a Maneuvering Target

The covariance of the state estimate Xkjk is given by

Pkjk = E[(Xkjk ¡ X̄kjk)(Xkjk ¡ X̄kjk)T j Xk] (23)

where E[¢] denotes the expected value operator, and
X̄kjk = E[Xkjk]. When the estimator is unbiased and

E[Xkjk] = Xk, the true value, the covariance is a good
predictor of performance. However, when the estimator

is biased, the covariance is a poor predictor of perfor-

mance. When a target undergoes a deterministic maneu-

ver (i.e., a constant acceleration), the estimates are bi-

ased and the covariance matrix tends to be an optimistic

estimate of track filter performance since it does not re-

flect the bias. When a target undergoes no maneuver

(i.e., a zero acceleration), the covariance matrix tends

to also be a biased estimate of track filter performance,

because process noise is included in the filter for maneu-

ver response. Thus, in order to address both conditions

of the performance prediction, the mean-squared error

will be written in terms of a SNO covariance for no

maneuver and a bias or maneuver lag for the constant

acceleration maneuver.

Let

Bkjk = E[Xkjk j Xk]¡Xk = X̄kjk ¡Xk (24)

where Bkjk denotes the filter bias. Thus, mean squared
error (MSE) is given by

MSE = E[(Xkjk ¡Xk)(Xkjk ¡Xk)T j Xk]
= E[(Xkjk ¡ X̄kjk)(Xkjk ¡ X̄kjk)T

+2(Xkjk ¡ X̄kjk)(X̄kjk ¡Xk)T

+(X̄kjk ¡Xk)(X̄kjk ¡Xk)T j Xk]
= Pkjk +BkjkB

T
kjk: (25)

Consider the case of deterministic maneuvers of

either zero acceleration or constant acceleration, the

filter covariance is given by the SNO covariance when

the acceleration is zero and the SNO covariance plus the

bias error squared when the acceleration is a nonzero
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constant. Letting S
®¯
kjk denote the SNO covariance of

the alpha-beta filter and B
®¯
kjk denote the bias due to an

acceleration gives

E[(Xkjk ¡Xk)(Xkjk ¡Xk)T j Xk]
= S

®¯
kjk +B

®¯
kjk (B

®¯
kjk )

T: (26)

The SNO covariance and the bias are computed

by representing the alpha-beta filter as a linear, time-

invariant system with an input that can be expressed as

a deterministic signal (i.e., a constant acceleration rather

than zero-mean white process noise) with white noise

measurement errors. The input-output relationships be-

tween the measurements Yk and state estimate Xkjk can
be expressed as a linear system that is given by

Xkjk = F̄kXk¡1jk¡1 + ḠkYk
where

F̄k =

"
1¡® (1¡®)T
¡¯
T

1¡¯

#
(27)

Ḡk =

·
®

¯

T

¸T
: (28)

The error covariance of Xkjk that results from the SNO

(i.e., no target acceleration to produce bias) is given in

[13], [14], and [18] for arbitrary ® and ¯ to be

S
®¯

kjk =
¾2w

®(4¡ 2®¡¯)

2642®2 +¯(2¡ 3®)
¯

T
(2®¡¯)

¯

T
(2®¡¯) 2¯2

T2

375
(29)

where T is the time period between consecutive mea-

surements and ¾2w is the variance of measurement er-

rors. Since (29) includes only the sensor measurement

errors, it is referred to as the SNO covariance matrix.

For a maneuvering target, the bias or lag in the state

estimate for arbitrary ® and ¯ is given by

B
®¯

kjk =

2664 (1¡®)T
2

¯μ
®

¯
¡ 0:5

¶
T

3775Ak (30)

where Ak is the acceleration of the target in the co-

ordinate of interest at time tk. This is the steady-state

bias that results after the transient response of the fil-

ter has decayed (i.e., typically three or four measure-

ments) [20].

For an m-step (i.e., measurement intervals) ahead

prediction, the error covariance of the state estimate that

results from the measurement errors only is given in

[17] for an arbitrary ® and ¯ to be

S
®¯
k+mjk = F(m)S

®¯
kjkF(m)

T (31)

where

F(m) =

·
1 mT

0 1

¸
: (32)

Thus, for an m-step ahead prediction, the SNO covari-

ance is given by

S
®¯
k+mjk =

¾2w
®(4¡ 2®¡¯)

·
E11 E12

E12 E22

¸
(33)

where

E11 = 2®
2 +¯(2¡3®) +2m¯(2®¡¯)+2m2¯2

E12 =
¯

T
(2®¡¯+2m¯)

E22 =
2¯2

T2
:

For an m-step ahead prediction and a maneuvering

target, the bias or lag in the state estimate for arbitrary

® and ¯ is given by [17] and [18] as

B
®¯
k+mjk =

2664(1¡®+(®¡ 0:5¯)m+0:5¯m
2)
T2

¯

(®+(m¡0:5)¯)T
¯

3775Ak:
(34)

The RMSE in the position estimates of the alpha-

beta filter for an m-step ahead prediction is given by

RMSEp(m)

=

·
¾2w

®(4¡ 2®¡¯) (2®
2+¯(2¡ 3®)+2m¯(2®¡¯)+2m2¯2)

+(1¡®+(®¡ 0:5¯)m+0:5¯m2)2 T
4

¯2
A2k

¸1=2
: (35)

The RMSE in the velocity estimates can be ex-

pressed as

RMSEv(m)

=

·
2¾2w¯

2

®(4¡ 2®¡¯)T2 + ((®+(m¡ 0:5)¯)
T

¯
)2A2k

¸1=2
:

(36)

Note that while m in (31) through (36) is treated as

an integer, the results are valid for a fractional measure-

ment interval as well.

2.5. Track Fusion for N Independent Tracks

The fusion of N uncorrelated or independent tracks

can be formulated as a linear least-squares estimation

problem, where the sensor tracks are treated as observa-

tions with independent errors. For N independent tracks

with mean and covariance fXi
kjk,P

i
kjkgNi=1,

H = [IN IN ¢ ¢ ¢IN]T (37)

Y = [X1kjk X2kjk ¢ ¢ ¢XNkjk]T (38)
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R =

2666664
P1kjk 0 ¢ ¢ ¢ 0

0 P2kjk ¢ ¢ ¢ 0

...
...

. . . 0

0 0 ¢ ¢ ¢ PN
kjk

3777775 : (39)

The block diagonal form allows for the inversion of each
block individually. Thus, the fused track and covariance
is given by

Xkjk =

"
NX
i=1

(Pikjk)
¡1
#¡1" NX

i=1

(Pikjk)
¡1Xikjk

#
(40)

Pkjk =

"
NX
i=1

(Pikjk)
¡1
#¡1

: (41)

2.6. Track Fusion for Two Correlated Tracks

For two correlated tracks, the errors in the estimator
are correlated and the covariance is represented as

Rk = E[WkW
T
k ] =

"
P1kjk P12kjk

(P12kjk )
T P2kjk

#
: (42)

The inverse of this matrix is given by

R¡1k =

·
A11 A12

A21 A22

¸
(43)

where

A11 = [P
1
kjk ¡P12kjk (P2kjk)¡1(P12kjk )T]¡1

A12 =¡(P1kjk)¡1P12kjk £ [P2kjk ¡ (P12kjk )T(P1kjk)¡1P12kjk ]¡1

A21 =¡(P2kjk)¡1(P12kjk )T£ [P1kjk ¡P12kjk (P2kjk)¡1(P12kjk )T]¡1

A22 = [P
2
kjk ¡ (P12kjk )T(P1kjk)¡1P12kjk ]¡1:

Thus, the fused track is given by

Xkjk = [D1 +D2]
¡1fD1X1kjk +D2X2kjkg (44)

where

D1 = [I¡ (P2kjk)¡1(P12kjk )T]£ [P1kjk ¡P12kjk (P2kjk)¡1(P12kjk )T]¡1

D2 = [I¡ (P1kjk)¡1P12kjk ]£ [P2kjk ¡ (P12kjk )T(P1kjk)¡1P12kjk ]¡1:
Thus, the fusion of correlated tracks can be accom-

plished. However, analytical expressions are not easily
achieved for more than two tracks. Furthermore, calcu-
lation of the track correlation further complicates the
performance prediction process. For the case of mea-
surement level fusion, the performance prediction is
more appropriately matched by ignoring the correlation.

3. PREDICTING PERFORMANCE FOR A SINGLE
SENSOR

As a numerical example, a radar tracking system

with a 1 Hz measurement rate is considered. The radar

measurements are corrupted with zero-mean errors that

are Gaussian distributed and have standard deviations of

3 m, 1.1 mrad, and 1.1 mrad in range, azimuthal angle,

and vertical angle, respectively. An extended Kalman

filter is used for tracking and the filter gains are com-

puted with the standard equations. The process noise

power spectral density (PSD) of the tracking system is

q= 100 m2=s3 in each coordinate. This process noise

PSD is selected based on the maximum expected accel-

eration of the target [20], which is 40 m/s2. Selecting a

larger process noise PSD results in a smaller bias during

a maneuver and a state error covariance that is large (and

wrong) when the target is not maneuvering. Selecting a

smaller process noise PSD results in a larger bias during

a maneuver and a state error covariance that is too small

when the target is maneuvering.

Given the trajectory (i.e., position, velocity, and ac-

celeration) for sensor and target and prediction codes

configured with the same characterization of the track-

ing system described above, the SNO covariance and

bias can be computed. The sensor errors in the cross

range coordinate are dependent on range as reflected in

the computation of the tracking index. For range, the

tracking index is

¡r =

s
¾2v T

3

¾2r
(45)

where ¾r = 3 m. For cross range, the tracking index is

given by

¡crk =

s
¾2vT

3

r2k ¾
2
μ

(46)

where rk is the range from sensor to target at time tk
and ¾μ = 1:1 mrad. Using these tracking indices, mea-

surement variances, track rate, and number of measure-

ments, the gains and error covariance can be approxi-

mated for each coordinate in the sensor frame. In other

words, the SNO covariance and bias as well as the track

filter covariance are generated in the orthogonal coor-

dinates that are aligned with the sensor frame. Given rk,

the target acceleration at tk, the track rate, the number

of measurements used in the track, and independence

of the errors in each of the sensor coordinates, the pre-

dicted RMSE as a function of time can be computed

for each of the sensor coordinates using the results from

(35) and (36) for position and velocity, respectively. The

predicted RMSE that includes all coordinates is com-

puted by adding the mean squared error of all coordi-

nates before taking the square root.
The single sensor, single target scenario used in

this analytic computation of RMSE is shown in Fig. 1,
where only Sensor 1 is active. In this scenario, a tar-
get maneuvers with a near constant acceleration turn of
20 m/s2 between the intervals 242· tk · 261 s (Maneu-
ver 1) and 461· tk · 479 s (Maneuver 2), and a near
constant acceleration turn of 40 m/s2 between the inter-
val 961· tk · 977 s (Maneuver 3). The predicted per-
formance results for Sensor 1 are shown in Figs. 2 and
3 and compared with the average results from Monte
Carlo simulation with 50 runs. Note that predicted re-
sults match rather closely to those averages from the
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Fig. 1. Multiple sensor and single target scenario.

Monte Carlo simulations. The track filter covariance
was also used to predict the RMSE by taking the square

root of the sum of the diagonal elements of the covari-
ance matrix for position and velocity.
Comparing Figs. 4—5 highlights an additional im-

provement for modeling the filter settling time. Since
the prediction method is a function of the true target
acceleration, the response to maneuvers is assumed in-
stantaneous while in the simulations the response is

not instantaneous, and thus one expects the predicted
“jump” in RMSE during a maneuver to lead that of the
simulated results. Further, one expects the difference
between predicted and simulated results to be notice-
able when the acceleration in a given coordinate quickly
spikes up. Figure 4 illustrates the divergence for ma-
neuver 2 where the target acceleration in cross range
quickly spikes and then gradually tapers off. To model

the filter settling time, a moving average can be run on
the RMSE of the predicted results as shown in Fig. 5.
The moving average implemented gives the current pre-
dicted RMSE as an average of the current update and
the four previous updates. The number of updates cho-
sen for the moving average was selected based on the
expected filter settling time given the filter parameters
and update rate [20]. Note that all figures illustrating

predicted performance, with the exception of Fig. 4,
were generated using a moving average as part of the
prediction codes.

Figures 2—5 illustrate the inability of the track co-

variance to accurately predict filter performance. Dur-

ing steady-state tracking with no target maneuver, the

track covariance indicates that the position errors are

10% larger than simulation results. In addition, the track

covariance indicates that the position errors are signif-

icantly smaller than simulation results when the target

does maneuver. The same result holds true for velocity

as well. The performance prediction of errors in ve-

locity by the track filter covariance has significant er-

ror when the target is not maneuvering and this is due

to the closer coupling of the random acceleration error

modeled to velocity than position. Similarly, the pre-

dicted performance versus simulation results for Sen-

sor 2 are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. In this case, the

predicted errors also match quite well. However, as il-

lustrated in Fig. 8, we have not modeled the filter set-

ting time as accurately as we did with Sensor 1. In

the sensor coordinate frame for Sensor 2, the target ac-

celeration spikes negative before quickly tapering pos-

itive. In this case, the negative cross range acceleration

did not last long enough for the filter in the simula-

tions to settle. In addition, the quick tapering in the

opposite direction had the effect of reducing the max-

imum lag that was developing in negative cross range

coordinate.

4. PREDICTING PERFORMANCE FOR MULTISENSOR
TRACKING OF A MANEUVERING TARGET
A method for predicting the performance of a multi-

sensor system is developed in this section. The result
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Fig. 2. RMSE in position for Sensor 1.

Fig. 3. RMSE in velocity for Sensor 1.
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Fig. 4. RMSE during maneuver 2 for Sensor 1 with no moving average applied.

Fig. 5. RMSE during maneuver 2 for Sensor 1 with 5 sample moving average applied.
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Fig. 6. RMSE in position for Sensor 2.

Fig. 7. RMSE in velocity for Sensor 2.
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Fig. 8. RMSE during maneuver 2 for Sensor 2.

in (40) gives a direct relationship between the state

estimate Xkjk, and the tracks from sensor i, Xi
kjk. Now

consider a linear system of N independent track reports

of the same target from N sensors dispersed on an oblate

earth. Then,26666664

X1kjk

X2kjk
...

XN
kjk

37777775=
2666664
M1
k

M2
k

...

MN
k

3777775Xk +
2666664
M1
k L

1
k

M2
k L

2
k

...

MN
k L

N
k

3777775+
2666664
W1
k

W2
k

...

WN
k

3777775 (47)

where Xk is the unknown target state at time tk, M
i
k is

the rotation matrix of the state vector to sensor i that

is aligned with a common tracking frame, Lik is the

translation to sensor i from the common tracking frame

in that frame, and Wi
k is the error in the track estimate

from sensor i with covariance Pi
kjk. Assuming the errors

in the tracks are independent, then

Y =

2666664
X1
kjk

X2
kjk

...

XN
kjk

3777775¡
2666664
M1
k L

1
k

M2
k L

2
k

...

MN
k L

N
k

3777775 (48)

H = [M1
k M2

k ¢ ¢ ¢MN
k ] (49)

HTR¡1H = [(M1
k )
T (M2

k )
T ¢ ¢ ¢ (MN

k )
T]

£

266664
(P1
kjk)

¡1 0 ¢ ¢ ¢ 0

0 (P2
kjk)

¡1 ¢ ¢ ¢ 0

...
...

. . . 0

0 0 ¢ ¢ ¢ (PN
kjk)

¡1

377775
266664
M1
k

M2
k

...

MN
k

377775
=

NX
i=1

(Mi
k )
T(Pikjk)

¡1Mi
k : (50)

Substituting this result back into (40) yields the equation

for the least squares estimate of a fused track.

Xkjk =

"
NX
i=1

(Mi
k )
T(Pikjk)

¡1Mi
k

#¡1

£
"
NX
i=1

(Mi
k )
T(Pikjk)

¡1(Xikjk ¡Mi
kL
i
k)

#
: (51)

Given a set of measurements with a variable number

of Cartesian dimensions, a “coordinate pickoff” matrix

of ones and zeros can be applied to each Mi
k so that the

measurements for each sensor i are only a function of

the state in the cartesian coordinates of interest. This

method may be applied to a multiple sensor system that

includes sensors with an arbitrary combination of one,

two, or three dimensional cartesian measurements.
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Array face coordinates is a cartesian system with

origin at the sensor array face. In the native sensor

frame, some radars measure range (r) and two angles

commonly known as u and v. Since the errors in each

sensor coordinate are assumed to be independent, the

track covariance in orthogonal coordinates of the sensor

frame (e.g., array face coordinates) can be approximated

in a block diagonal form. The filter error covariance of

each coordinate can be approximated with the alpha-

beta filter covariance (19) with ¾2w representing the

variance of the measurement errors in either the range or

cross range coordinate. Thus, given the sensor location

and measurement rate, measurement error variance for

each coordinate, and process noise variance, the track

indices can be defined for the range coordinate and

the cross range coordinates. The error covariance for

a track estimate from a three dimensional sensor i is

represented as

Pikjk =

264 P
r
kjk 02£2 02£2
02£2 Pu

kjk 02£2
02£2 02£2 Pv

kjk

375 (52)

where it is assumed that the native measurement frame

of the sensor is range (r) and two angles (u and v)

and the covariance matrix for each coordinate is de-

rived from (19) with ¾2w denoting the variance of the

errors in either the range or cross range coordinates. The

covariance is defined in a Cartesian coordinate system

placed at the sensor with the axes aligned with the u

and v measurements and the range vector to the target.

The rotational transform and translation to sensor i, Mi
k

and Lik, includes the sensor-to-local transformation as

well as the transformation from sensor i to the common

tracking frame. Embedded in this transformation is a

rotation of the covariance in (52) into array face co-

ordinates. For a track that requires prediction for time

alignment before fusion, the standard covariance pre-

diction equations of the Kalman filter can be used to

compute the covariance for an m-step ahead prediction.

4.1. Bias of a Fused Track for a Deterministic
Maneuver

Consider

Xkjk ¡Xk = Pfkjk
"
NX
i=1

(Mi
k )
T(Pikjk)

¡1(Xikjk ¡Mi
kL
i
k)

#
¡Xk

= P
f

kjk

"
NX
i=1

(Mi
k )
T(Pikjk)

¡1(Xikjk ¡Mi
kL
i
k ¡Mi

kXk)

#

= P
f

kjk

"
NX
i=1

(Mi
k )
T(Pikjk)

¡1(Xikjk ¡Xik)
#

(53)

where

P
f

kjk =

"
NX
i=1

(Mi
k )
T(Pikjk)

¡1Mi
k

#¡1
(54)

and Xik is the true target state in the coordinate frame of

sensor i. Taking the expected value and substituting an

estimate of the bias for the fused track as

B
f

kjk = E[Xkjk ¡Xk] = Pfkjk
"
NX
i=1

(Mi
k )
T(Pikjk)

¡1Bikjk

#
(55)

where Bi
kjk is the bias or maneuver lag in the track for

sensor i that results from a maneuvering target. Thus,

the biases and corresponding maneuver lags fuse with

a gain proportional to the inverse of the covariance

for the individual sensors. The bias of each coordinate

of the track can be approximated with the bias or

maneuver lag of the alpha-beta filter given by (30) with

Ak representing the acceleration of the target in either

the range or cross range coordinate for each sensor.

The ® and ¯ are those that result from the tracking

index. Thus, given the sensor location and measurement

rate, measurement error variance for each coordinate,

and process noise variance used for tracking in that

sensor, the tracking indices can be defined for the range

coordinate and the cross range coordinates. Thus, the

bias or maneuver lag for a track estimate from a three

dimensional sensor i is represented as

Bikjk =

2664
Brkjk

Bu
kjk

Bv
kjk

3775 (56)

where it is assumed the native measurement frame of

the sensor is range (r) and two angles (u and v) and the

bias vector for each coordinate is derived from (30) with

Ak denoting the acceleration of the target in the range

or cross range coordinates. The bias vector is defined

in a Cartesian coordinate system placed at the sensor

with the axes aligned with the u and v measurements

and the range vector to the target. For a track that

requires prediction for time alignment before fusion,

(34) can be used to compute the bias or maneuver

lag for an m-step ahead prediction and a maneuvering

target.

4.2. SNO Covariance for a Fused Track

Taking the expected value of (51) for X̄kjk = E[Xkjk]
gives

Xkjk ¡ X̄kjk = Pfkjk
"
NX
i=1

(Mi
k )
T(Pikjk)

¡1(Xikjk ¡ X̄ikjk)
#
:

(57)

Let the SNO covariance of the fused track be denoted as

S
f

kjk = E[(Xkjk ¡ X̄kjk)(Xkjk ¡ X̄kjk)T]: (58)

Assuming sensor errors in the sensor tracks are indepen-

dent and taking the expected value, the SNO covariance
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of a fused track is approximately by

S
f

kjk = P
f

kjk

"
NX
i=1

(Mi
k )
T(Pikjk)

¡1Sikjk(P
i
kjk)

¡1Mi
k

#
(P
f

kjk)
T

(59)

where Si
kjk is the SNO covariance for sensor i. Since

the errors in each sensor coordinate tend to be indepen-

dent, the SNO covariance in sensor coordinates can be

approximated in a block diagonal form. The SNO co-

variance of each coordinate can be approximated with

the SNO covariance of the alpha-beta filter (29) with

¾2w representing the variance of the measurement er-

rors in either the range or cross range coordinate for

each sensor. The ® and ¯ are those that results from

the tracking index. Thus, given the sensor location and

measurement rate, measurement error variance for each

coordinate, and process noise variance used for track-

ing in that sensor, the tracking index can be defined for

the range coordinate and the cross range coordinates.

The SNO covariance for a track estimate from a three

dimensional sensor i is represented as

Sikjk =

2664
Srkjk 02£2 02£2

02£2 Su
kjk 02£2

02£2 02£2 Sv
kjk

3775 (60)

where it is assumed the native measurement frame of

the sensor is range (r) and two angles (u and v) and the

sensor-noise only covariance matrix for each coordinate

is derived from (29) with ¾2w denoting the variance of the

errors in either the range or cross range coordinates. The

covariance is defined in a Cartesian coordinate system

placed at the sensor with the axes aligned with the u

and v measurements and the range vector to the target.

For a track that requires prediction for time alignment

before fusion, (33) can be used to compute the SNO

covariance for an m-step ahead prediction.

5. EXAMPLE OF MULTISENSOR TRACKING FOR A
MANEUVERING TARGET

As a numerical example of predicted performance

for multiple sensors, consider two independent systems

with a 1 Hz measurement rate. The radar measurements

are corrupted with zero-mean errors that are Gaus-

sian distributed and have standard deviations of 3 m,

1.1 mrad, and 1.1 mrad in range, azimuthal angle, and

vertical angle, respectively. The location of each sensor

is shown in Fig. 1. The multisensor tracking system is

measurement based with measurements from two un-

biased sensors shared over an ideal communications

link. Measurement-to-track association performs per-

fectly given this particular multisensor and single target

scenario. The composite tracker employs an extended

Kalman filter with nearly constant velocity and process

noise PSD of q= 100 m2=s3 in each coordinate. At each

scoring time, the RMSE of the filter state is computed

and averaged over all Monte Carlo runs.

The tracking system configuration in the prediction

codes is identical to that of the simulations. At each time

step in the prediction codes, we compute the steady state

error covariance for each sensor as shown in (54). The

magnitude of the diagonals for the actual filter track

covariance is also displayed in the plots to illustrate

the inability of the track filter covariance to accurately

predict track filter performance.

The predicted performance results for position and

velocity are compared in Figs. 9 and 10 respectively

to the results from Monte Carlo simulations with 25

runs. From these figures, it is evident the performance

prediction methods presented in this work are more ac-

curate than using the track filter covariance to predict

performance. These figures also illustrate the improve-

ment in tracking due to the geometric diversity of the

sensors. As predicted, the simulations show the bias due

to the maneuver lag is significantly reduced during ma-

neuvers one and two. Due to the short time of these

two maneuvers and the geometric diversity of the sen-

sors, the bias in position for maneuvers one and two is

insignificant.

Figures 9 and 10 also illustrate the inability of the

track filter covariance to predict performance. Consis-

tent with the single sensor case, the covariances in both

position and velocity are larger than simulation results

when the target is not maneuvering and smaller than

simulation results when the target is maneuvering. Fi-

nally, although it is noted the predicted performance

is slightly optimistic when compared to the simulated

results during periods the target is not maneuvering,

the predicted performance is still superior to the per-

formance as predicted by the track filter covariance.

Figures 11 and 12 compare the predicted perfor-

mance results from the single radar tracking example

in Section 3 to the predicted performance of two inde-

pendent radars fusing measurements for a single track.

During non maneuvering times, it is apparent from the

figures that a variance reduction benefit is obtained from

the measurement fusion. The bottom plot in Fig. 12

highlights the improvement in variance reduction for

the velocity.

Given a set of circumstances whereby it is known

generally where a threat will be launched and what area

protection is required, the performance prediction meth-

ods presented in this work can be used with predicted

trajectories and a desired level of performance to de-

termine optimal placement of sensor resources. Further,

this method easily extends to any number of sensors and

therefore can be used to help determine the number of

sensors required to meet a desired level of performance.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Given the sensor location, target location and accel-

erations as a function of time, the sensor parameters,
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Fig. 9. RMSE in position for fused track from two sensors.

Fig. 10. RMSE in velocity for fused track from two sensors.
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Fig. 11. Predicted RMSE in position for a track from single radar versus a fused track from two radars.

Fig. 12. Predicted RMSE in velocity for a track from single radar versus a fused track from two radars.
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and the process noise covariance, it has been shown

that one can predict track filtering performance of a

multisensor system versus a maneuvering target. Since

data association errors are ignored, the predicted perfor-

mance should be considered as a lower bound for nearly

constant velocity tracking. However, the predicted per-

formance does not reflect the improvements in the track

filtering that is expected from the use of the IMM

estimator [1]. The predicted performance reflects that

expected from nearly constant velocity track filtering.

Variability between predicted and simulated results can

be attributed to more complex modeling in the Monte

Carlo simulation environment. While synchronized de-

tections have been assumed in performance prediction

methods, detections in simulations for multiple radars

do not have synchronized dwell times due to missed

detections. In addition, simulations have randomized

starting times and logic devoted to resource allocation.

Furthermore, complex simulations model performance

degrading effects related to off beam centered tracking

when targets enter regions near the radar field of view

limits. While the predicted results do an remarkable job

of capturing the effects of off-broadside tracking, the

same can not be said for modeling the effects of off-

beam center tracking. However, such conditions under

which predicted results diverge from simulated results

are understood and therefore, it is easy to detect and

display them with the predicted data. The availability

of this additional information allows for more accurate

interpretation of the predicted performance data. There-

fore, the predicted results offer a very reasonable con-

firmation of the simulated performance results and pro-

vide an analytical basis for use in real-time command

and control processes and system engineering.
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This paper considers the estimation of the Launch Points (LP)

of ballistic targets from two or more passive satellite-borne sensors

by fusing their angle-only measurements. The targets are assumed

to have a two-stage boost phase with a free-flight phase between

the two stages. Due to the passive nature of the sensors, there is

no measurement during the free-flight motion. It is also assumed

that measurements are available only after a few seconds from

the launch time due to cloud cover. In the literature, profile-

based methods have been proposed to estimate the target’s launch

point and trajectory. Profile-based methods normally result in large

errors when there is a mismatch between actual and assumed

profiles, which is the case in most scenarios. In this paper, a

profile-free method is proposed to estimate the target states at

the End-of-Burnout (EOB) and LP. Estimates at the EOB are

obtained by using forward-filtering with adaptive model selection

based on boost phase changes. The LP estimates are obtained using

smoothing followed by backward prediction. Uncertainties in the

motion model and the launch time must be incorporated in the

backward prediction. The LP estimate and the corresponding error

covariance are obtained by incorporating the above uncertainties.

Simulation results illustrating the performance of the proposed

approach are presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Estimating the Launch Points (LP) of ballistic targets

is an important problem in missile defence in order to

take action against them. In the literature, profile-based

and profile-free methods have been proposed to estimate

the states of a target at end-of-burnout (EOB) and/or

LP using active or passive sensors [6, 7, 12, 13, 22].

In profile-based methods, most model parameters are

assumed to be known [12, 16]. In [12], a profile-based

maximum likelihood estimation method was proposed

to find the launch point estimate. In [21], estimating

the launch parameters using an analytic approximation

of the trajectory and an Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF)

was analyzed. The profile-based methods will give good

results when the model assumptions are accurate. How-

ever, when the model is poor, estimates of the profile-

based methods will have large errors.

The influence of a priori uncertainties in launch time

and trajectory profile on estimation of launch point us-

ing spaced-based infrared sensors was analyzed in [5].

In [22], the advantages of profile-free methods for EOB

state estimation were explained with examples. The

launch and impact point estimation of a ballistic tar-

get using radar measurements under different hypothe-

ses on the available prior knowledge was studied in

[3]. In that paper, nonlinear batch estimator combined

with a recursive multiple model particle filter was pro-

posed. In [10], the advantages of the Particle Filter (PF)

over the Kalman Filter (KF) based Interacting Multiple

Model (IMM) trackers for the launch point estimation

of ballistic targets with single stage boost phase was

analyzed. A launch point estimation algorithm using

U-D factorization-based Kalman filter and Rauch-Tung-

Striebel (RTS) smoother was proposed in [14].

In this paper, a profile-free method is proposed to

estimate the LP of a ballistic target that has a two stage

boost phase with a free-flight phase between the two

phases. Two or more satellite-borne passive sensors,

which measure the azimuth and elevation, are available

to provide measurements. In most cases, an IMM filter

will be a better choice to track a target with maneuvers.

However, if the maneuver models and the times at which

maneuvers occur are known, then a single model filter

with time-varying model can be used instead of IMM.

If there is no free-flight phase between two stages, it

would be challenging to know the stage changes of the

boost phase. Due to the passive nature of the sensors,

no measurements will be obtained during the free-flight

phase. Hence, the times at which boost phase’s stage

changes occur are known accurately. In this paper, a

profile-free single time-varying model filter is proposed

to estimate the states at EOB and LP.

The estimate of the target state at the first measure-

ment time can be improved by performing smoothing

with all available measurements. The first measurement

will be typically received only after a few seconds from

the launch time due to cloud cover. A backward predic-
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Fig. 1. Acceleration for a sample boost phase.

tion from first measurement time is needed to find the
LP estimate. Uncertainties in the launch time and in the
dynamic model must be considered while performing
backward prediction. A least squares estimation method
is proposed for the above backward prediction.
It is always beneficial to estimate the LP as soon

as possible. However, the use of measurements over
multiple time steps will improve the accuracy of the
LP estimate. Due to motion model uncertainties and
target maneuvers, measurements beyond a certain time
might not add much information to the LP estimate.
The Posterior Cramer-Rao Lower Bound (PCRLB) is a
useful bound to predict the performance of an estimator
[19, 20]. The contribution of the measurements over
time to the EOB and LP state estimates can be evaluated
using the PCRLB. Based on these PCRLBs, one can
decide whether to use all available measurements over
time or a subset of them in estimating the LP and EOB
states. The PCRLB equations and values for simulations
for forward filtering and smoothing are given in this
paper.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows.

Section 2 describes the problem considered in this pa-
per. The dynamic models used in the approach are given
in Section 3. The profile-free estimation algorithm is ex-
plained in Section 4. Section 5 presents simulation re-
sults that demonstrate the effectiveness of the approach.
Conclusions are presented in Section 6.

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT

The following assumptions are made:

² The target has a two-stage boost phase.
² There is a free-flight phase between the two stages of
the boost phase.

² No measurements are available during the free-flight
phase.

² No measurements are available for a few seconds
from the launch time.

The acceleration magnitudes of a sample boost phase

[4] are shown in Fig. 1. In this sample boost phase,

the first boost stage is from t1 = 0 to t2 = 55 s and the

second boost phase is from t3 = 60 to t4 = 110 s with

a free-flight phase from t2 = 55 to t3 = 60 s. There is a

continuous reduction in the acceleration from t2¡ td =
50 to t2 = 55 s, where td is the first stage boost decay

time.

Measurements are azimuth μ and elevation ° (in
radians). The measurement equation for sensor j is

given by

zj(k) =

·
μj(k)

°j(k)

¸

=

26664
atan

μ
y(k)¡ yjs (k)
x(k)¡ xjs(k)

¶
atan

Ã
z(k)¡ zjs (k)p

(x(k)¡ xjs(k))2 + (y(k)¡ yjs (k))2

!
37775

| {z }
h(xp(k),x

j
s (k))

+wj(k)

(1)

where (x, y, z) and (xjs , y
j
s , z

j
s ) are the locations of

the target and sensor j, respectively, xp = [x y z]
0 is

the target position vector, atan(¢) is the four-quadrant
arctangent, and wj(k) is a zero-mean Gaussian random

variable with covariance Rj(k).

3. DYNAMIC MODELS
The dynamic equation is given by

x(k+1) = F(k)x(k) + v(k) (2)

where x(k) is the state vector, F(k) is the state transition
matrix, and v(k) is zero-mean white noise with covari-

ance Q(k). The dynamic models used in this paper are

given below.

3.1. White Noise Jerk model
This is also called Wiener Process Acceleration

(WPA) model. In this model, the state vector comprises

position, velocity, and acceleration. The state transition

matrix F(k) and process noise covariance Q(k) (in one

generic coordinate) are given by (this is the discretized

continuous time model, CWPA) [2]

F(k) =

2641 T T2=2

0 1 T

0 0 1

375 (3)

and

Q(k) = qm

264T
5=20 T4=8 T3=6

T4=8 T3=3 T2=2

T3=6 T2=2 T

375 (4)

where T is the sampling interval1 at k, i.e., T = tk+1
¡ tk, and qm is the power spectral density (PSD) of

the continuous time process noise (with dimension

[length]2=[time]5).

1The sampling interval is assumed constant, but it can be variable, in

which case Tk should be used in (3)—(8).
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3.2 Wiener Process Jerk Model

In this model (WPJ), the state vector comprises posi-

tion, velocity, acceleration, and jerk. The state transition

matrix F(k) and process noise covariance Q(k) (in one

generic coordinate) are given by (this is the discretized

continuous time model, CWPJ)

F(k) =

26664
1 T T2=2 T3=6

0 1 T T2=2

0 0 1 T

0 0 0 1

37775 (5)

and

Q(k) = qm

26664
T7=252 T6=72 T5=30 T4=24

T6=72 T5=20 T4=8 T3=6

T5=30 T4=8 T3=3 T2=2

T4=24 T3=6 T2=2 T

37775 (6)

where qm is the PSD of the continuous time process

noise (with dimension [length]2=[time]7).

3.3. Exponentially Autocorrelated Acceleration Model

This model is also called the Singer model. In this

model, the state vector comprises position, velocity, and

acceleration. The state transition matrix F(k) and pro-

cess noise covariance Q(k) (in one generic coordinate)

are given by [2, 11]

F(k) =

2641 T (®T¡ 1+ e¡®T)=®2
0 1 (1¡ e¡®T)=®
0 0 e¡®T

375 (7)

and

Q(k) = 2®¾2m

264T
5=20 T4=8 T3=6

T4=8 T3=3 T2=2

T3=6 T2=2 T

375 (8)

where the acceleration autocorrelation is Efa(t)a(t+ ¿ )g
= ¾2me

¡®j¿ j. In the above, ¾2m is the instantaneous vari-
ance of the acceleration and 1=® is the time constant of

the target acceleration autocorrelation.

4. PROFILE-FREE ESTIMATION ALGORITHM

4.1. Track Initialization for Asynchronous Sensors

One-point initialization with the first measurement

is used to initialize the target. Additional information

other than the bearing and elevation measurements is

needed to initialize the position in 3-D coordinates

with a single measurement. It is reasonable to assume

that the target’s altitude will only be a few kilometers

at the first detection time. Hence, the target altitude,

ẑ(1), is assumed to be ẑ(1) = hmax=2 with variance ¾
2
h =

h2max=12, where hmax is the possible maximum altitude

at the first measurement time. If the first measurement

is received from sensor i, then the target’s position is

initialized as

264 x̂(1)ŷ(1)

ẑ(1)

375=
26666664
xis(1)+

(ẑ(1)¡ zis(1))
tan(°i(1))

cos(μi(1))

yis(1)+
(ẑ(1)¡ zis(1))
tan(°i(1))

sin(μi(1))

hmax
2

37777775 (9)

with covariance

P(1) = (H̄i(1)0R̄i(1)¡1H̄i(1))¡1 (10)

where R̄i(1) = diag(Ri(1),¾2h) and

H̄i(1) =
@h̄(xp(1),x

i
s(1))

@xp(1)
(11)

is the Jacobian matrix with elements

H̄i(1)(1,1) =¡ (ŷ(1)¡ y
i
s(1))

(dih)
2

(12)

H̄i(1)(1,2) =
(x̂(1)¡ xis(1))

(dih)
2

(13)

H̄i(1)(1,3) = 0 (14)

H̄i(1)(2,1) =
¡(ẑ(1)¡ zis(1))(x̂(1)¡ xis(1))

dih(d
i
v)
2

(15)

H̄i(1)(2,2) =
¡(ẑ(1)¡ zis(1))(ŷ(1)¡ yis(1))

dih(d
i
v)
2

(16)

H̄i(1)(2,3) =
dih
(div)

2
(17)

H̄i(1)(3,1) = 0 (18)

H̄i(1)(3,2) = 0 (19)

H̄i(1)(3,3) = 1 (20)

with

dih =

q
(x̂(1)¡ xis(1))2 + (ŷ(1)¡ yis(1))2 (21)

div =

q
(x̂(1)¡ xis(1))2 + (ŷ(1)¡ yis(1))2 + (ẑ(1)¡ zis(1))2:

(22)

In the above, h̄(xp(1),x
i
s(1)) is the nonlinear measure-

ment function for the stacked measurement [μi(1)
°i(1) ẑ(1)]

h̄(xp(1),x
i
s(1)) =

·
h(xp(1),x

i
s(1))

ẑ(1)

¸
(23)

where ẑ(1) is the measurement (prior information) of

target altitude.

The target velocity, acceleration, and jerk estimates

are initialized with mean zero and variances (2vmax)
2=12,

(2amax)
2=12, and (2jmax)

2=12, respectively, for the X and

Y coordinates, and mean vmax=2, amax=2, and jmax=2

and variances v2max=12, a
2
max=12, and j

2
max=12, respec-
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tively, for the Z coordinate, where vmax, amax, and jmax
are the maximum possible velocity, acceleration and

jerk, respectively. In the above, uniform distributions in

[¡vmax,vmax], [¡amax,amax], and [¡jmax,jmax] are used
for the X and Y coordinates, since their initial values

can be positive or negative, while [0,vmax], [0,amax], and

[0,jmax] are used for the Z coordinate, since its initial

values are always positive.

4.2. Track Initialization for Synchronized Sensors

If the sensors are synchronized, the initial target po-

sition is found using the Iterated Least Squares (ILS) es-

timator by fusing the measurements from all the sensors

(configuration III fusion [1]). The estimate at iteration

j+1 is given by

x̂j+1p (1) = x̂jp(1)+ (
¯̄
H
j0

(1)
¯̄
R
¡1
(1)

¯̄
H
j

(1))¡1
¯̄
H
j 0

(1)
¯̄
R(1)¡1

£ [z(1)¡h(x̂jp(1),xs(1))] (24)

where z(1) = [z1(1) z2(1) ¢ ¢ ¢zn(1)]0, n is the number of
sensors,

¯̄
R(1) = diag(R1(1),R2(1), : : : ,Rn(1)),

h(xp(1),xs(1)) =

2666664
h(xp,x

1
s )

h(xp,x
2
s )

...

h(xp,x
n
s )

3777775 (25)

and

¯̄
H
j

(1) =
@h(xp(1),xs(1))

@xp(1)

¯̄̄̄
¯
xp(1)=x̂

j
p(1)

(26)

is the Jacobian matrix, which is the stacked matrix with

elements of ith block given by (12), (13), (15), and (16).

An initial estimate x̂0p(1) for the ILS estimator is
obtained from the intersection of the measurement from

any one sensor with the earth’s surface, as explained in

section Track Initialization for Asynchronous Sensors.

The covariance of this (nonlinear) estimator2 is

P(1) = (
¯̄
H(1)0

¯̄
R(1)¡1

¯̄
H(1))¡1 (27)

where
¯̄
H is the last

¯̄
H
j

from (26).

The initial target velocity, acceleration, and jerk can

also be estimated using a polynomial fit with composite

measurements from the first few scans. The recursive

filter can be started from k = 1 with a larger covari-

ance than the polynomial fit indicates to avoid “double

counting” the measurement information.

4.3. Forward Filtering

Since there is no measurement between the two

stages of the boost phase, the times at which the boost

2This covariance is based on the CRLB. However, as shown in [17],

this estimator is statistically efficient, i.e., the CRLB yields the actual

covariance.

stages are changing are known. If measurements are

obtained during t1 to t2 and t3 to t4, then it is known

that the target is under free-flight phase during t2 to t3.

Absence of measurements for certain time period helps

to know the boost phase transition. Hence, there is no

need to use an IMM here.

For asynchronous sensors, an Extended Kalman

Filter (EKF) is used to handle the nonlinearity in the

measurement equation using sequential updating (con-

figuration IV fusion [1]). For synchronized sensors, the

EKF can be replaced with a Kalman Filter by find-

ing composite measurements (i.e., complete target po-

sitions) from the azimuth and elevation measurements

of all the sensors [1]. Composite measurements can be

obtained using the ILS estimator, as explained in sec-

tion Track Initialization for Synchronized Sensors. The

target’s dynamic model is adaptively changed based on

the boost phase changes, which are known from the

absence of measurements during the free-flight motion.

A Wiener process jerk model is used during [t1, t2¡ td],
where td is the time the target takes to go to free-flight

phase from full acceleration of the first stage of the

boost phase (decay time). During [t2¡ td, t2], a white-
noise jerk model is used with large process noise, whose

variance is calculated based on the estimated accelera-

tion at time t2¡ td and the acceleration of free-flight
phase (ẍ= 0, ÿ = 0 and z̈ =¡g, where g is the grav-
itational acceleration of the earth, assumed constant).

In one generic coordinate, the standard deviation of

the process noise is set as (at2¡td ¡ at2 )=td, where a is
the acceleration. A white-noise jerk model with zero

(or very small) process noise is used during [t2, t3].

Again, during [t3, t4], a Wiener process jerk model is

used.

The exact value of td is not known to the tracker.

A white noise acceleration model with large process

noise will work in [t2¡ td, t2] even if the actual motion
is Wiener process jerk model, but it is not true for the

converse. Hence, a maximum possible duration is used

for td.

The estimated target state and its covariance must be

modified during the model transitions. For the model

transition at t2¡ td, i.e., Wiener process jerk model to
white-noise jerk model, the jerk estimates and the cor-

responding covariances are removed. For the model

transition at t2, i.e., white-noise jerk model with large

process noise to white-noise jerk model with zero or

very small process noise, the acceleration estimates are

changed to ẍ= 0, ÿ = 0 and z̈ =¡g, and the variances of
the acceleration estimates are set to zero (or very small).

For the model transition at t3, the acceleration estimates

are set to zero and the variances of the acceleration esti-

mates are set to (amax=2)
2. Similarly, the jerk estimates

are set to zero with variance (jmax=2)
2.

A constrained Kalman Filter can be used to impose

a minimum acceleration, which will help improve the

tracking accuracy [18]. A directional process noise can
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also be used based on the estimated velocity to reduce

the uncertainty in the target motion.

The Wiener process jerk model can be replaced with

an exponentially autocorrelated acceleration model.

However, an accurate value of ® must be known to get

better estimates. The comparison of Wiener process jerk

model and autocorrelated acceleration model is given in

the simulation section.

The sequential updating technique, i.e., update of

the target state with the measurement of one sensor at

a time, is used to handle measurements from multiple

sensors [1].

4.4. LP Estimation using Smoothing

After getting the estimate at EOB using forward

filtering, smoothing is applied to find the estimate of the

launch point. The smoothing can be performed back to

the first measurement time as follows [2]

x̂(k jN) = x̂(k j k) +C(k)[x̂(k+1 jN)¡ x̂(k+1 j k)] (28)

P(k jN) = P(k j k) +C(k)[P(k+1 jN)¡P(k+1 j k)]C(k)0

(29)
for k =N ¡ 1, : : : ,2,1. In the above equation,

C(k) = P(k j k)F(k)0P(k+1 j k)¡1: (30)

Since only one model is used at a time during the

forward filtering, there is no need for IMM smoothing

here. However, if multiple models are used, then the

algorithm proposed in [15] must be used for smoothing

with IMM.

The covariance of the smoothed estimates minus the

covariance of the unsmoothed estimates must be neg-

ative semidefinite. Otherwise, from (29), the smoothed

covariances become larger and larger with the backward

iteration. If backward transition modifications are per-

formed as the forward transitions, the smoothed vari-

ances of the jerk and/or acceleration become larger than

their unsmoothed variances. Hence, backward transi-

tions are handled as follows:

1) Wiener process jerk model to free-flight model

(white noise jerk model with very small noise and

known accelerations) backward transition (at t3):

² the smoothed accelerations are set to [0 0 ¡g].
² the covariance is modified using (29) with F =
12£ 9 matrix of zeros except
F(1,1) = F(2,2) = F(3,3) = F(5,4) = F(6,5)

= F(7,6) = F(9,7) = F(10,8) = F(11,9) = 1

(31)

and Q = 12£ 12 matrix of zeros except
Q(3,3) =Q(7,7) =Q(11,11) = (amax=2)

2

(32)

Q(4,4) =Q(8,8) =Q(12,12) = (jmax=2)
2:

(33)

In (29), P(k+1 j k) is found using the above F
and Q matrices as

P(k+1 j k) = FP(k)F 0+Q (34)

where k and k+1 indicate before and after the

transition, respectively.

2) Free-flight model to white noise jerk model back-

ward transition (at t2):

² if it is assumed that there is no sudden jump
in the acceleration during this transition, then no

modification is needed.

² if a possible jump is assumed in the acceleration,
then

– the smoothed acceleration estimates are set to

the forward filter estimates at the transition

time, and

– the covariance is modified using (29) with

F = 9£ 9 identity matrix and Q = 9£ 9 matrix
of zeros except

Q(3,3) =Q(6,6) =Q(9,9) = (amax=2)
2: (35)

3) White noise jerk model to Wiener process jerk model

backward transition (at t2¡ td):
² the smoothed jerk estimates are set to the forward
filter estimates at the transition time, and

² the covariance is modified using (29) with F =
9£ 12 matrix of zeros except

F(1,1) = F(2,2) = F(3,3) = F(4,5) = F(5,6)

= F(6,7) = F(7,9) = F(8,10) = (9,11) = 1

(36)
and Q = 9£9 matrix of zeros.

Finding the LP estimate using backward prediction from

the smoothed estimate at the first measurement time (t1)

is difficult for the following reasons:

² The exact target dynamics, which may have multiple
legs with different motion models, are unknown.

² It is possible to have abrupt changes in the accelera-
tion.

² Flying time before the first measurement is unknown.
Uncertainties in the LP estimation can be reduced by

using the following additional information:

² The velocity of the target is zero at the launch time.
² The altitude is nearly zero (or a known value based
on the local topography) at launch time.
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For the LP estimation using the smoothed state x̂(1 j K),
the state to be estimated is the state at LP, x(0), and
the “measurement” is x̂(1 j K). Then, the measurement
equation for the X coordinate is26666664

x̂(1 j K)
_̂x(1 j K)
ˆ̈x(1 j K)
.̂..
x(1 j K)

37777775
| {z }

bx

=

2666664
1 T T2=2 T3=6

0 1 T T2=2

0 0 1 T

0 0 0 1

3777775

2666664
x(0)

0

ẍ(0)

...
x(0)

3777775
+ vx(0)+!x(1) (37)

=

2666664
1 T2=2 T3=6

0 T T2=2

0 1 T

0 0 1

3777775
| {z }

Ax

2664
x(0)

ẍ(0)

...
x(0)

3775
| {z }
xLPx

+ vx(0)+!x(1) (38)

where vx(0) is the process noise from launch time to

the first measurement time and !x(1) is the “measure-

ment noise” (error in x̂(1 j K)), whose covariance is
the smoothed estimate’s covariance of the X coordinate

state at the first measurement time.

A similar equation is used for the Y coordinate. For

the Z coordinate,26666664

ẑ(1 j K)
_̂z(1 j K)
ˆ̈z(1 j K)
.̂..
z(1 j K)

37777775
| {z }

bz

=

2666664
1 T T2=2 T3=6

0 1 T T2=2

0 0 1 T

0 0 0 1

3777775

2666664
0

0

z̈(0)

...
z(0)

3777775
+ vz(0)+!z(1) (39)

=

2666664
T2=2 T3=6

T T2=2

1 T

0 1

3777775
| {z }

Az

"
z̈(0)

...
z(0)

#
| {z }
xLPz

+vz(0)+!z(1):

(40)

Since there is no measurement available from the launch

time to the first measurement time, the target can be

backward-predicted in the X, Y, and Z coordinates sep-

arately only if the measurement noises are uncorre-

lated among coordinates. However, the covariance of

the smoothed estimate x̂(1 j K) will have non-zero val-
ues for cross-covariance between coordinates. Hence,

the above equations for the X, Y, and Z coordinates

must be stacked to find the correct least squares esti-

mate.

The least squares estimate of LP is then given by

x̂LP = (A
0§¡1A)¡1A0§¡1b (41)

where xLP = [x
0
LPx

x0LPy x
0
LPz
]0, A= diag(Ax,Ay,Az), b =

[b0x b
0
y b

0
z]
0, and § is the sum of the covariance of the

smoothed estimate at the first measurement time and the

covariance Q0 of the process noise v(0).

The covariance of the least squares estimate is

given by

cov(x̂LP) = (A
0§¡1A)¡1: (42)

In the above covariance calculation, launch time is

assumed to be known. However, there is uncertainty in

T, hence in A.

To include the uncertainty in T, T is stacked with the

state vector to yield the augmented state yLP = [x
0
LP T]

0.
Since this is a nonlinear least squares problem, the ILS

approach, as described in section 4.2, is used to estimate

the launch point. The linearized measurement matrix

becomes

Ā=

266666666666666666666666664

1 T2=2 T3=6 0 0 0 0 0 ẍ(0)T+
...
x(0)T2=2

0 T T2=2 0 0 0 0 0 ẍ(0)+
...
x(0)T

0 1 T 0 0 0 0 0
...
x(0)

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 T2=2 T3=6 0 0 ÿ(0)T+
...
y(0)T2=2

0 0 0 0 T T2=2 0 0 ÿ(0)+
...
y(0)T

0 0 0 0 1 T 0 0
...
y(0)

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 T2=2 T3=6 z̈(0)T+
...
z(0)T2=2

0 0 0 0 0 0 T T2=2 z̈(0)+
...
z(0)T

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 T
...
z(0)

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

377777777777777777777777775

: (43)
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Fig. 2. Boost phase acceleration in each coordinate.

The estimate at iteration j+1 is given by

ŷj+1LP = ŷ
j
LP + (Ā

0§¡1Ā)¡1Ā0§¡1[b¡ ĀŷjLP]: (44)

An initial estimate ŷ0LP for the ILS estimator is obtained
using (41) with an assumed T.

The covariance of the iterative least squares estimate

with uncertainty in the launch time is

cov(ŷLP) = (Ā
0§¡1Ā)¡1: (45)

Without any additional constraints, the solution of

(44) might converge to a wrong estimate if the initial

guess for the launch time is not close to the actual value.

The solution can be improved by adding additional

constraints for the accelerations

sign( _̂x(1 j K)) = sign(ẍ(0)) (46)

sign( _̂y(1 j K)) = sign(ÿ(0)) (47)

sign( _̂z(1 j K)) = sign(z̈(0)): (48)

The above constraints say that the direction of the ac-

celeration must be same as the direction of the velocity

component of b. A constrained nonlinear least squares

algorithm is required to solve the above problem [9].

MATLAB “fmincon” function can be used to solve the

above problem.

4.5. Posterior Cramer-Rao Lower Bound

The PCRLB, which is defined as the inverse, J(k)¡1,
of the Fisher Information Matrix (FIM), gives a lower

bound on the error covariance [20]

Ef[x̂(k)¡ x(k)][x̂(k)¡ x(k)]0g ¸ J(k)¡1 (49)

where E denotes expectation over (x(k), Z(k) = [z(1),
z(2), : : : ,z(k)]).

For a system with a linear dynamic model and

a nonlinear measurement model without measurement

origin uncertainty, J(k+1) can be written as [8]

J(k+1) = [Q(k) +F(k)J(k)¡1F(k)0]¡1

+

nX
i=1

E(Hi(k)0Ri(k)¡1Hi(k)) (50)

with the (m,n)th element of matrix Hi(k) being given by

[Hi(k)](m,n) =
@[hi(k)](m)

@x(k)(n)
: (51)

The PCRLB for smoothing without measurement

origin uncertainty is the same as (29) [19].

During model transitions, the PCRLB can be mod-

ified in the same manner as the covariance modifica-

tions discussed in the forward filtering and smoothing

sections.

5. SIMULATION RESULTS

The simulation settings are as follows:

² Target launch location at T0 = 0 is 30±N latitude, 45±E
longitude and 0 m altitude with heading east.

² First measurement is received 20 s after launch.
² The sampling interval is 0.2 s.
² The measurement error standard deviation (azimuth
and elevation) is 10 ¹rad.

² Two IR sensors located on geostationary satellites.
–Satellite 1 located at time T0 is: 0

± latitude, 5±W
longitude and 37000 km altitude.

–Satellite 2 located at time T0 is: 0
± latitude, 60±E

longitude and 37000 km altitude.

² Measurements are synchronized between the two

satellites.

The target trajectory is based on real data [4] and

measurements are generated using simulation. The net

acceleration magnitude of the target is shown in Fig. 1.

Acceleration in each coordinate is shown in Fig. 2.

During the free-flight motion, the acceleration is as-

sumed to be [0,0,¡10] m/s2, however the actual values
of the acceleration in the X-direction vary from ¡3:3
to ¡1:7 m/s2 and in the Z-direction vary from ¡12:3 to
¡11 m/s2. The atmospheric drag, which acts opposite to
the target velocity vector, is the reason for the mismatch

between the assumed and the actual accelerations. There

is no mismatch in the acceleration in the Y-direction,

since the velocity, hence drag, in that direction is zero.

The first stage boost decay time td is assumed to be

5 s. A possible jump was assumed in the acceleration

during the model transition at t2. A constrained Kalman

Filter is used to impose a minimum acceleration with

ẍmin =¡2 m/s2, ÿmin =¡2 m/s2 and z̈min =¡12 m/s2.

5.1. EOB Estimate

The ground truth and estimates of the position of

the targets from a sample run are shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 4 shows a magnified plot of Fig. 3 around the

first measurement time. The velocity, acceleration, and
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Fig. 3. Position estimates from a sample run.

Fig. 4. Magnified plot of position estimates around the first

measurement time.

jerk estimates from a sample run are shown in Figs. 5,

6, and 7, respectively. Due to insufficient measurement

accuracy and short sampling duration, the acceleration

reduction of the target during the time 50 s to 55 s

is not estimated accurately. Jerk estimates are also not

accurate. Even though jerk estimates are not accurate,

the position, velocity and acceleration estimates are

reasonably accurate.

The Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) values of

position estimates calculated from 100 Monte-Carlo

runs are shown in Fig. 8. When all the measurements

are used, the RMSE at the EOB is around 125 m.

Position RMSE is continuously increasing from time

55 s to 60 s because of absence of measurements and

mismatch between assumed and actual acceleration. The

position RMSE with the measurements of the second

stage of the boost phase of the target is also shown

in Fig. 8. The corresponding velocity RMSE is shown

in Fig. 9. From these figures, it can be noticed that

due to the high uncertainty in the acceleration and jerk

at the start of second stage of the boost phase and

Fig. 5. Velocity estimates from a sample run.

Fig. 6. Acceleration estimates from a sample run.

Fig. 7. Jerk estimates from a sample run.

high process noise, information from 20 s to 50 s did

not give any improvement to the RMSE of the EOB

state estimate. Position and velocity PCRLBs at EOB

with measurements of different start times are shown in
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Fig. 8. EOB RMSE of position estimates with all measurements

versus only measurements after 60 seconds.

Fig. 9. EOB RMSE of velocity estimates with all measurements

versus only measurements after 60 seconds.

Figs. 10 and 11, respectively. From these two figures,

it can be noticed that the measurements before 65 s do

not add significant information to EOB state estimate.

5.2. LP Estimate

As expected, smoothed velocity, acceleration and

jerk estimates are better than the filtered estimates with-

out smoothing, as shown in Figs. 12, 13, and 14. Posi-

tion and velocity RMSEs are also significantly improved

by smoothing, as shown in Figs. 15 and 17. Since the ve-

locity at the LP is assumed to be zero, there was no need

to estimate it. As a result, the velocity RMSE is close to

zero. The position RMSE at LP is around 500 m, which

is a reasonable value for launch point estimation prob-

lem. The position RMSE of the launch point estimate is

much higher than the estimate at the first measurement

time (20 s), since no measurements were available from

0 s to 20 s. Figs. 16 and 18 show the PCRLB values

corresponding to position and velocity RMSEs, respec-

tively. The PCRLB and RMSE values are similar except

Fig. 10. Square root of position PCRLB of EOB state estimate

with different measurement start time.

Fig. 11. Square root of velocity PCRLB of EOB state estimate

with different measurement start time.

at LP. The lower PCRLB compared to the RMSE at LP

could be due to model mismatch.

The position and velocity RMSE of the smoothed

estimates with measurements from first stage of boost

phase of the target are shown in Figs. 19 and 20,

respectively. From these figures it can be noticed that the

measurements from the second stage of the boost phase

do not contribute significantly to the LP estimation

due to the sudden changes in acceleration and jerk

during stage transition and the high process noises.

Position PCRLBs of LP estimate using measurements

with different end times are shown in Fig. 21. From

this figure it can be noticed that the measurements after

50 s do not add significant information to LP estimate.

The comparison of the Wiener process jerk model

with exponentially autocorrelated acceleration model is

shown in Figs. 22 and 23. In this comparison, the fol-

lowing values are used for ®: ®x =¡0:02, ®y =¡0:02,
®z =¡0:01. Except for the LP estimate, the RMSEs of
both models are almost at the same level, since both
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Fig. 12. Smoothed estimates of velocity from a sample run.

Fig. 13. Smoothed estimates of acceleration from a sample run.

Fig. 14. Smoothed estimates of jerk from a sample run.

models have almost the same error in approximating

the actual model.

The RMSE, bias, and Standard Deviation (STD) of

the LP estimate with the Wiener process jerk model and

Fig. 15. Position RMSE.

Fig. 16. Square root of position PCRLB.

Fig. 17. Velocity RMSE.

the exponentially autocorrelated acceleration model are

shown in the columns two to five of Table I. The value

of covariance Q0 of the process noise v(0) is set using

(6) with PSD qm = 0:01 m
2s¡7. For the Wiener process
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Fig. 18. Square root of velocity PCRLB.

Fig. 19. RMSE of smoothed position estimates with all

measurements versus only measurements of first stage of boost

phase.

Fig. 20. RMSE of smoothed velocity estimates with all

measurements versus only measurements of first stage of boost

phase.

Fig. 21. Square root of position PCRLB of LP estimate with

different measurement end time.

Fig. 22. RMSE of position estimates with Wiener process jerk

model versus exponentially autocorrelated acceleration model.

Fig. 23. RMSE of smoothed position estimates with Wiener

process jerk model versus exponentially autocorrelated acceleration

model.
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TABLE I

Bias, RMSE and Standard Deviation of LP Estimate Calculated from 100 Monte-Carlo runs with 20 s Delay Before First Measurement

CWPJ Model Exponentially Autocorrelated CWPJ Model CWPJ Model and

and Acceleration Model and and Wrong Launch Time

Known Launch Time Known Launch Time Estimated Launch Time (assumed delay 25 s)

x (m) y (m) x (m) y (m) x (m) y (m) x (m) y (m)

RMSE 376.97 185.50 855.98 112.53 368.72 130.71 381.53 273.07

Bias ¡295:70 28.85 ¡846:41 6.10 ¡309:12 12.87 ¡170:46 52.49

STD 235.00 184.16 128.23 112.93 202.01 130.73 343.05 269.33

jerk model, the RMSE value in the X-direction is sig-

nificantly larger than the STD due to the bias in the

estimate. The bias in the estimate of the X coordinate is

due to sudden change in the acceleration after 5 s from

the launch (see Fig. 2), which introduces a model mis-

match. For the exponentially autocorrelated acceleration

model, the smoothed state’s error standard deviation is

reasonably small, however the RMSE values are large

due to the large biases. These biases are due to the mis-

match between the actual and used ® values. It is very

difficult to estimate a value for ® in the time duration 0

to 20 seconds without any measurements.

So far, the launch time has been assumed known

(i.e., the launch time is assumed first measurement

time minus 20 s). When the launch time is unknown,

the launch point estimation results obtained using

MATLAB “fmincon” with constraints (46)—(46) are

shown in the columns six and seven of Table I. The

average of the launch time estimate T̂ is 18.41 s. In

order to analyze the effect of error in the launch time,

smoothing is performed by assuming that the launch

time is the first measurement time minus 25 s using

(41). The corresponding RMSE, bias and STD of the

LP estimate are shown in the last two columns of

Table I. From Table I, it can be noticed that a small error

in the launch time does not increase the position RMSE

significantly. Even though the error in the launch time

might affect the initial acceleration and jerk estimates,

the launch time and the initial acceleration and jerk

do not appear to be as vital as the launch position

estimate.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the launch point estimation of a ballis-

tic target using the measurements from satellite-borne

passive sensors during the boost phase of the target is

considered. The target is assumed to have a two-stage

boost phase with a free-flight phase between the two

stages. A profile-free method with an adaptive model

selection relying on the free-flight duration (assumed to

be observed) is proposed for end-of-burnout and launch

point estimation of ballistic targets. Measurements are

assumed available only staring at a certain time after the

launch. The launch point is estimated using smoothing

followed by a least squares estimator. Prior information

on the launch state such as zero initial velocity and zero

(or known) altitude at launch are used to improve the

estimate of the launch point.

From the simulation results as well as the PCRLB,

it was observed that the launch point estimates were not

improved by using measurements from the second stage

of the boost phase. Hence, if the launch point estimate

is the only item of interest, then there is no need for

complicated filters like IMM to detect the maneuvers

that occur after the time at which the accuracy of

launch point estimate saturates. Also, the simulation

results suggested that the exponentially autocorrelated

acceleration model is not a good choice for launch point

estimation and the Wiener process jerk model is the

better.

APPENDIX. NOMENCLATURE

Ef¢g Expectation operator

F State transition matrix

° Elevation

Q Process noise covariance

h Nonlinear measurement function

H̄ Jacobian of nonlinear measurement function
¯̄
H Jacobian of stacked nonlinear measurement

functions

J Fisher information matrix

P Covariance of the state estimate

R Measurement error covariance

T Sampling period

μ Azimuth

x State vector

x̂ Estimate of state vector x
z Measurement vector
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Predetection Fusion in
Large Sensor Networks with
Unknown Target Locations

RAMONA GEORGESCU
PETER WILLETT
STEFANO MARANO
VINCENZO MATTA

Fusion of multisensor data can improve target probability of de-

tection but suffers from a potentially increased false alarm rate. The

optimal sensor decision rule in the case of multiple sensor systems

and known target location is of course a likelihood ratio test. This

approach, however, is not applicable to many practical scenarios,

such as sonar, in which the location of the target is not known and

hence the alternative hypothesis becomes composite. Therefore, we

propose predetection fusion and highlight its application to a variety

of multitarget multisensor trackers. Additionally, the algorithm is

motivated by the need for an efficient way to process the volume of

data from large sensor networks that consist of low quality sensors.

We thus propose predetection fusion as a contact sifting procedure

followed by an Expectation Maximization step that refines the loca-

tion of the estimated detections. Results are provided on a synthetic

dataset and on a challenging realistic multistatic sonar dataset. The

performance of predetection fusion is compared against the perfor-

mance of the optimal multi-hypothesis GLRT approach.
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1. MOTIVATION
Our motivation to devise this predetection fusion al-

gorithm was twofold: one reason is the inapplicability of

traditional decentralized detection to a realistic scenario

in which target locations are unknown, while the other

was the need for an efficient way to process the data

generated in a large network of low quality sensors. As

our ultimate goal is tracking, we will end this section by

pointing out the benefits of predetection fusion to that.

1.1. Detection Fusion
In the 1980s and the 1990s, many papers appeared

that dealt with optimal detection for multiple sensor

systems, among them [5], [25], [27], [28], [29] and [30].

The problem under consideration was a binary detection

problem with N sensors, and the target location was

implicitly assumed known. The purpose of the detector

was to optimally discriminate between the two simple

hypotheses:

H0 : noise only,

H1 : target present+noise.

In a practical case, such as sonar/radar detections,

the location of the target is not known and the alter-

native hypothesis becomes composite. Hence, these ap-

proaches, generally based on likelihood ratio tests, can-

not be directly applied. We here propose a practical

implementation, which we will refer to as predetection

fusion.

1.2. Large Networks of Low Quality Sensors
Data fusion in large sensor networks is expected

to provide better target tracking capability in terms of

increased area coverage, expanded geometric diversity,

increased target hold, robustness to sensor loss and jam-

ming, improved localization, and gains in probability of

detection [10]. A possible drawback is an increased false

alarm rate after an unwary fusion step.1 Predetection fu-

sion is a data fusion technique that attempts to maintain

the target probability of detection while reducing the

false alarm rate.

An example of such a sensor network is a multistatic

sonar system, which consists of multiple sonar sources

and receivers distributed over the surveillance area [10].

In recent years, interest has shifted towards deploying

large sensor networks that consist of many but cheap,

low quality sensors. The difficult Metron multistatic

sonar dataset [23] is representative of such a setup.

In one scenario of the Metron dataset, there are 25

stationary sensors located as in Fig. 1. All the sensors

are receivers with the exception of four which are colo-

cated source/receiver units. The probability of detection

1What we mean is that with direct data fusion (i.e., pooling all avail-

able measurements), a target seen once may be repeatedly observed

as each sensor offers its own perspective. While this may offer some

advantage in terms of confidence and drill-down of localization, the

pooled false alarm density is multiplied by the sensor count.
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Fig. 1. Setup in the Metron dataset (4 sources S1—S4, 25 receivers RX2—RX26, 4 targets with square trajectories T1—T4).

Fig. 2. Raw measurements collected from all sensors in a single scan (target originated measurements are emphasized).

is poor, on average PD = 0:12 per sensor per scan. Target

1 starts in the lower right corner of its square trajectory

and moves clockwise, target 2 starts in the lower left

corner and moves counterclockwise, target 3 starts in

the upper left corner and moves counterclockwise and

target 4 starts in the upper right corner and moves clock-

wise. The contacts generated by targets 2 and 3 have

been tagged and the ground truth is available [23]. Some

further description of the Metron data is in [12], [13].

The high difficulty of the dataset is due to the

extremely large number of contacts per scan and the

low quality of the measurements. Fig. 2 shows the

first scan of data plotted in Cartesian coordinates: there

are 890 contacts out of which only 15 originate from

a target, already a major challenge to any tracking

paradigm. Moreover, Fig. 3 shows that the data is of

very low quality: the 1-sigma covariance ellipses are

very elongated (mostly due to the large uncertainty in
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Fig. 3. Winnowed (some of the raw measurements were discarded based on their SNR and Doppler) measurements (red squares) and their

covariances (blue ellipses) in the first scan (a blue dot inside a red square denotes a target originated measurement).

the bearing measurements) and can reach 20 km in their

major axis. Fig. 3 displays only contacts that survived

a detection test on SNR and Doppler, if available.

Predetection fusion is effective at handling both

types of difficulties: on one hand, it is designed to

preserve target originated measurements while at the

same time removing many of the false alarms and on

the other hand, its sampling step (described in Section 3)

takes advantage of the large measurement uncertainties.

1.3. Improvements for Multitarget Tracking

The goal of multitarget tracking (MTT) is to estimate

the states of an unknown and time-varying number

of targets from a measurements series produced by

a sensor network, despite data association uncertainty,

sensor detection uncertainty, false alarms, and noise.

From an implementation perspective, a tracker can

be applied in two ways to a multistatic dataset that

consists of N sets of contacts from N different sensors

at one scan. In the scan-based approach, the N sets of

contacts are fed in turn to the tracker. In the fuse-before-

track approach [16], all the contacts in a scan are fused

and generate a single set of contacts to be fed to the

tracker. In the latter approach (the subject of this paper),

it is assumed that target originated contacts are more

consistent across sensors than noise or clutter returns

and thus, tracking performance would be improved.

In the case of the Metron dataset, the first approach,

multi sensor scan-based tracking with the GM-CPHD,

was not satisfactory [11], while predetection fusion fol-

lowed by the same GM-CPHD tracker, i.e., the second

approach, obtained very good results.

Predetection fusion is so flexible that it can be in-

tegrated with a variety of trackers–from well estab-

lished MTT algorithms such as the Joint Probabilistic

Data Association Filter (JPDAF) [1], Multiple Hypoth-

esis Tracking (MHT) [3], and Multiple Frame Assign-

ment (MFA) [24], to approaches recently gaining recog-

nition such as the Maximum Likelihood-Probabilistic

Data Association (ML-PDA) [4] tracker and Probabil-

ity Hypothesis Density (PHD) [20] filter–to drasti-

cally reduce the number of input measurements to the

tracker and therefore help reduce run time and even

obtain improved multisensor tracking performance. For

instance, the multisensor CPHD filter [21, 22], which

is of O(nm31 ¢ ¢ ¢m3S) complexity, where n is the num-
ber of targets and mi is the number of measurements

from sensor i out of a total of S sensors, would ben-

efit greatly from a reduced number of input measure-

ments.

In the following, we discuss previous attempts at

data fusion in sensor networks (Section 2) and provide

a detailed description of our algorithm (Section 3). We

then present results on a synthetic dataset and on the

realistic dataset representative of a large sensor network

of low quality sensors (Section 4) and conclude in

Section 5.

2. PREVIOUS APPROACHES

In the following, we discuss previous attempts at

practical target location-unaware data fusion in sensor

networks.
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De Theije, et al. [8], [9] presented an algorithm that

can be used to fuse two sets of Cartesian contacts ob-

served by two active sonar systems, based on the calcu-

lated probability of association between nearest neigh-

bor pairs of contacts, one from each sonar system. The

performance of OR and AND fusion rules was evaluated

in the presence of position errors in the observations,

by means of receiver operating characteristics (ROC)

curves. Simulations showed that the benefit of the fu-

sion algorithm was not directly in terms of increased

detection performance in the sense of improved ROCs,

but instead in enhanced position information of the con-

tacts. The approach is not straightforward to generalize

to the case of N sensors. Moreover, it is intuitively easy

to see that on datasets with many sensors with low PD
and high PFA, such as the Metron dataset, this method

would not be able to significantly help a tracker.

Krout and Hanusa [19] analyzed the Metron dataset

using their PDA, PDAFAI, and PDAFAIwTS algo-

rithms. In [18], the algorithms were extended to the

JPDA and, in order to mitigate the overwhelming

amount of false tracks created, a preprocessing step that

utilizes a likelihood surface computed over all receivers

was introduced prior to tracking. The top 30 local max-

ima of the final likelihood surface were extracted and

sent to the JPDA tracking algorithm as measurements at

a particular scan. The results for scenarios 1 and 4 of the

Metron dataset showed promise but track fragmentation

and track probability of detection were still in need of

improvement.

The fuse-before-track architecture (FbT) constitutes

an attempt to address the issue of how to best process

data in large multisensor surveillance networks with a

large number of cheap and limited performance sen-

sors [6]. FbT combines measurement scans through a

static fusion operation [17] that leverages more power-

ful batch processing techniques than can be achieved

with scan-based processing. Then, scan-based process-

ing is applied to the output of the static fusion process,

enabling real-time surveillance results. Improved per-

formance of FbT processing over centralized tracking

has been demonstrated on simulated data [16].

Predetection fusion relies on the FbT approach but

improves upon it in a couple of ways. First, the approach

described above has been derived only for measure-

ments in Cartesian space while predetection fusion can

also easily incorporate Doppler measurements (4D ver-

sion), and SNR measurements (5D version) which leads

to improved accuracy in the fused measurements and

helps discriminate between closely spaced targets. Sec-

ond, measurement covariances are underutilized in the

above approach. On the other hand, predetection fusion

uses measurement covariances in its initial Monte Carlo

sampling step, to alleviate the difficulty introduced by

the poor quality of sensors as in the Metron dataset and

in EM algorithm step, to further improve accuracy of

fused measurements with respect to the true location of

the target. Third, our algorithm allows for more sophis-

ticated threshold selection methods.

The multi-hypothesis Generalized Likelihood Ratio

Test (GLRT) approach developed by Guerriero, et al.

[17] is the natural way to tackle the problem of data

fusion in large sensor networks. For each hypothesized

target, the location estimate that maximizes the like-

lihood function is found and the hypothesis with the

largest likelihood is selected. Thus, the likelihood func-

tion is maximized with respect to both the number of

targets and their locations in Cartesian coordinates.2

The drawback of the multi-hypothesis GLRT ap-

proach lies in the absence of a penalty mechanism for

over-modeling. Therefore, we implement a modified

version of this technique, in which the minimum de-

scription length (MDL) criterion is used to decide on

the number of targets, and compare its performance

against predetection fusion. The disadvantages of using

the multi-hypothesis GLRT method with MDL penalty

are twofold. First, the multi modality of the likelihood

surface may induce a loss in performance through miss-

ing the global maximum during the optimization step.

And second, the computational load is a serious issue.

3. PREDETECTION FUSION WITH POSITION
MEASUREMENTS (2D)

In sonar surveillance systems, measurements consist

of range, bearing, and possibly Doppler. Range and

bearing can be converted into Cartesian measurements.

In this version of the algorithm, we consider networks in

which Doppler information is not available. As a result,

the final fused measurements are two-dimensional (in

the xy-plane).

1) Collection: All measurements (from all receiv-

ers) that arrived at the same time scan are gathered

together in one measurement set, on which the follow-

ing algorithm is run.

2) Sampling: The purpose of this step is to recre-

ate the possible locus of a target, based on the detections

hypothesized to have arisen from that target, and use it

as motivation for the quantization decisions to be made

in the next step of the algorithm.

In large networks of low quality sensors, one ex-

pects to encounter considerable measurement errors, as

a large bearing error translates into a large and elon-

gated resolution cell at long ranges. For example, in the

Metron dataset, the measurements’ Cartesian covariance

ellipses are very eccentric (see Fig. 3), with some uncer-

tainties as much as 10—20 km (major axis of ellipse).3

In order to overcome such large measurements er-

rors, we generate Nmc = 100 samples via Monte Carlo

for each contact, according to the contact’s measure-

2Details on the multi-hypothesis GLRT can be found in Appendix B.
3In this work, the measurement covariances are approximated as ellip-

tical. Given the large bearing error, they are actually banana-shaped.

For a better fit, the measurement errors (which are Gaussian in range

and in bearing) could be approximated by sums of Gaussians.
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ment error covariance matrix. Without this step, a large

covariance measurement would still only be seen in the

grid cell containing the measurement’s nominal value.

Fig. 4 illustrates the need for this step in the

Metron dataset. All displayed measurements are target-

originated and ideally, all should contribute to the fi-

nal fused measurement obtained by predetection fusion.

Without the sampling step, measurements such as the

ones at (24760, 36670) and (18790, 32150) would be

quantized to cells far from the true target location that

in all likelihood would not pass the detection test de-

scribed in the thresholding step below. Generation of

Monte Carlo samples for these measurements allows all

the displayed measurements to be ingested into the EM

algorithm (to be described shortly) and thus, to con-

tribute to the final fused measurement.

A similar implementation of this step would be to

calculate which cells have edges that intersect the error

covariance matrix and count the corresponding contact

in those cells. However, a graceful way to find all

rectanguloid cells that intersect with a given covariance

ellipsoid eludes us; and Monte Carlo sampling is easy.

3) Sifting: We then sift these measurement samples

according to a grid in the xy-plane. When a contact

yields at least one sample that is quantized to a grid cell,

then that contact is added to the cell’s list. Additional

MC samples from the same measurement in a given grid

cell have no effect.

4) Thresholding: A detection is declared in a cell

if and only if there are more than ¿ contacts added to

that cell’s list. The threshold ¿ is a tunable parameter

and can be computed as follows.

We approximate the sensor probability of false

alarms as

PFA =
total number of contacts

number of grid cells£ number of sensors :

(1)

Next, we create the binomial probability mass function

that exactly k out of n= 25 receivers have detections

Pr(K = k) =
n!

k!(n¡ k)!p
k(1¡p)n¡k (2)

where p is the sensor PFA. More generally, PFA could

vary from sensor to sensor. We set the threshold ¿ by

enforcing an upper limit (at designed fused PFA, e.g.

5%) on the false alarm rate of the fused measurements

obtained after predetection fusion

min
¿

(
1¡

¿X
k=0

Pr(K = k)< designed fused PFA

)
:

(3)

We test each grid cell’s number of hits against the

calculated threshold.

5) Fusion: For each cell that passes the test, a

detection is declared. The cell’s listed contacts are then

used to refine the estimated measurement location x̂ and

Fig. 4. Sampling step motivating example (Monte Carlo sampling

according to each contact’s error covariance matrix allows all of

these target originated measurements to contribute to the final fused

measurement estimate).

to estimate the posterior covariance R̂. For example, one

might use the cell’s center for x̂ and compute R̂ via an

assumption of uniformity, but that would give very poor

results.

Averaging all measurements in a cell’s list is a bet-

ter approach, as demonstrated by the FbT architecture

described in Section 2, but it is still far from opti-

mal and remains problematic for the incorporation of

Doppler and SNR measurements. More sophisticated

approaches, such as the EM algorithm that maximizes

p(X j Z) over X would seem to be promising alterna-

tives.

The PMHT measurement model is that all the mea-

surements in a cell’s list have independent prior proba-

bilities of association that they originated from a target

located within that cell or that they are false alarms.

Data association à la the PMHT algorithm is a natural

choice, as it abandons the generally accepted probabilis-

tic structure of each target having associated at most

one measurement at each time. It is a perfectly feasible

event that all measurements come from the same target.

The PMHT measurement model is a natural fit with EM

estimation.

An alternative to this step would be to use the

ML estimate of the likelihood calculated based on the

measurements in the cell’s list as the final fused estimate

for the cell, similar to the approach taken by Krout and

Hanusa [18], described in Section 2.

In this fusion step, we use the following equations,

obtained as per the EM algorithm with a PMHT mea-

surement model described in Appendix A

wi =
¼1N (zi; x̂temp,Ri)

¼0
V
+¼1N (zi; x̂temp,Ri)

(4)
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Fig. 5. Merging step notional example. Note that the fused measurement, of small covariance, close to the true location of the target

survived merging while redundant fused measurements were removed. (a) Fused measurements before the merging step. (b) Fused

measurements that survived the merging step.

x̂=

ÃX
i

wiR
¡1
i

!¡1ÃX
i

wiR
¡1
i zi

!
(5)

R̂ =

ÃX
i

wiR
¡1
i

!¡1
(6)

where wi is the posterior probability that the ith mea-

surement, zi, comes from the target in that cell, ¼1 is

the prior probability that the ith measurement comes

from the target in that cell, ¼0 is the prior probability

that the ith measurement comes from clutter (we assume

equal priors ¼1 = ¼0 = 0:5), x̂temp is the predicted mea-

surement location that is updated in each iteration of the

EM algorithm, and V is the volume of a grid cell (in the

2D version, V is the grid cell area in the xy-plane) [31].

We start with x̂temp at the center of the grid cell

that passed the test. In each iteration, we calculate the

weights wi as shown in (4). Then, we can use (5) and

(6) to compute x̂ and R̂ for the declared target. We

update x̂temp with x̂ and we repeat for a certain number

of iterations.4

6) Merging: We merge detections that gate with

each other, since often neighboring cells have used

the same detections from the initial Monte Carlo step.

Merging also helps reduce the number of fused mea-

surements that predetection fusion would feed to a

tracker while preserving a good target probability of

detection.

We test if a fused measurement created in the pre-

vious step gates with any of the other fused measure-

ments. Two detections gate with each other if the dis-

tance between them (in the xy-plane) is smaller than the

4Note that there is no constraint that the fused measurement x̂ must

stay within the grid cell in which it started.

diagonal of a grid cell (in the xy-plane). The detection
with the smaller fused covariance matrix is kept and
the detection with the larger fused covariance matrix is
discarded.
Fig. 5 provides an example. In (a), the fused mea-

surements resulting from the fusion step are shown, i.e.,
the merging step has not yet been applied. In (b), the
fused measurements that survived the merging step are
shown. Fused measurement F1 survived because it did
not gate with any other fused measurement. Fused mea-
surement F2 gated with F3 and since F3 had a smaller
covariance, F2 was discarded. F3 gated with F4 and was
discarded as F4 had the smallest covariance of all fused
measurements. Same for F5 and F6, they were discarded
because of gating with F4. Fig. 5 demonstrates how the
merging step can be a beneficial addition to predetection
fusion: the output fused measurement set is small, yet
includes one fused measurement that is very close to
the true target location (represented by the black star)
and has a small covariance. Such a fused measurement
set is desirable as input for any tracker.

3.1. Extensions of Predetection Fusion

Extensions to this work were discussed at length in
[14]. Here, we provide an outline for them in order to
emphasize that predetection fusion is a flexible, general,
and powerful technique.
1) Incorporating Doppler Measurements: The 2D

version of predetection fusion is to be used when only
position measurements are available (no Doppler infor-
mation is available), e.g., when using a FM waveform.
However, multitarget tracking usually operates in a 4-
dimensional state space, [x y _x _y]T. If Doppler infor-
mation is available, as in the case of CW waveforms, the
4D version of predetection fusion is a more attractive
option because it is able to provide velocity estimates
to a tracker, due to its use of Doppler measurements.
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The main differences between the 2D and 4D ver-

sions are in the sifting step and the fusion step. As de-

scribed before, we quantize a sample contact to a grid

cell in the xy-plane. Next, we discretize the _x _y-plane

according to a second grid (e.g., 2£ 2). We calculate
possible Doppler values based on the center of the grid

cell in the xy-plane the contact was assigned to, all the

centers of the grid cells in the _x _y-plane and the source

and receiver location and velocity. We compare the re-

sulting values with the observed Doppler and assign the

contact to the cell in the the _x _y-plane that gave the clos-

est possible Doppler to the observed Doppler.

For the fusion step, the equations used in the 2D

version must be modified to incorporate the projection

of the range rate (i.e., Doppler information) into veloci-

ties in the _x _y-plane achieved in the modified sifting step

just described. For example, (5) would become

x̂=

ÃX
i

wiH
T
i R

¡1
i Hi

!¡1ÃX
i

wiH
T
i R

¡1
i zi

!
: (7)

Details on the estimation of the measurement matrix,

Hi, will be given in another publication [14].

2) Improvement via SNR Information: The 4D ver-

sion of the algorithm relies on Doppler measurements

to infer velocity components. The availability of veloc-

ity components makes it possible to incorporate aspect

information in the fusion step. If SNR measurements

are provided in addition to Doppler measurements, the

5D version of predetection fusion should be considered

for use.

We quantize a contact to a grid cell the same way as

in the 4D version. Then, including SNR information in

the predetection fusion algorithm requires a rederivation

of the weights of the EM algorithm to have them take

into account the likelihood that the contact could have

originated from clutter and the likelihood that the con-

tact could have originated from a target. Calculation of

these likelihoods entails the evaluation of the predicted

contact SNR (based on the SNR model of the dataset)

and the observed SNR of the contact.

A related data fusion technique we have subse-

quently developed, Random Finite Set-based Markov

Chain Monte Carlo, has been analyzed and compared

against 2D predetection fusion in [15].

4. RESULTS

The predetection fusion algorithm was first tested

on a simple synthetic dataset and then on a realistic

multistatic sonar dataset of considerably higher diffi-

culty. Additionally, we compared the performance of

predetection fusion against that of the (optimal) multi-

hypothesis GLRT approach.

4.1. Results on Synthetic Dataset

In this dataset, we assumed 25 identical sensors, with

sensor probability of detection PD = 50% and nominal

standard deviation in two coordinates ¾z = 5000. The

TABLE I

Simulation Parameters

Number of Sensors 25

Sensor Probability of Detection 0.95

False Alarms per Sensor 2

Delay Error (s) 0.01

Bearing Error (±) 1

Doppler Error (m/s) 0.1

Clutter Doppler Std Dev (m/s) 0.25

Max Doppler (m/s) 6

Number of Cells in x 20

Number of Cells in y 20

Number of Cells in _x 2

Number of Cells in _y 2

Monte Carlo Samples per Contact 100

Designed Fused PFA 0.05

Number of PMHT Iterations 10

clutter was assumed to be distributed as a homogeneous

Poisson process with expected number of false alarms

per sensor ¸V=5.

Using the same source/receiver grid as in the Metron

dataset, we simulated the snapshot in Fig. 6.5 There are

four targets present in the surveillance area, represented

in all the following figures by magenta stars. The el-

lipses represent covariance matrices in Cartesian coor-

dinates; please note their eccentricity and density.

2D predetection fusion was applied. The state space

was discretized into 20£ 20 grid in the xy-plane and the
required fused probability of false alarm was 5%.

The results of 2D predetection fusion on the syn-

thetic dataset of Fig. 6 can be seen in Fig. 7, while

detailed views of the results can be found in Figs. 8—

11. The diameter of the blue dots grows with the num-

ber of detections in each cell’s list. A circle within the

blue dot stands for a declared detection in that particular

cell. Red £s and their corresponding covariance ellipses
belong to the contacts generated through predetection

fusion.

The 2D version of predetection fusion declared five

targets, i.e., it correctly identified the four targets present

and it generated one false alarm, which is a satisfactory

result given the difficulty of the data. The algorithm

estimated target locations accurately, in the vicinity of

the true location of the targets and with consistent

covariance.

4.2. Performance Comparison

We compared the performance of 2D predetection

fusion and the multi-hypothesis GLRT approach using

snapshots generated with the parameters in Table I and

one target present. The error (i.e., norm) between the

predetection fusion estimate and the true target was used

as metric of performance.

The static fusion approach [17] that motivated prede-

tection fusion was shown to be dependent on cell size.

5In Figs. 6—11, the units of both axes are meters.
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Fig. 6. Setup for synthetic dataset (true target locations in magenta, contacts from all sensors in blue). Note density of contacts and

eccentricity of measurement covariances.

Fig. 7. 2D predetection fusion results in the xy-plane for the synthetic dataset (true target locations in magenta, fused measurements in red,

size of blue dots grows with number of detections in cell’s list, circle in blue dot stands for declared detection in the cell).

Therefore, we decided to investigate the effect of an

increasing number of grid cells in the xy-plane on pre-

detection fusion. We averaged 100 Monte Carlo sim-

ulations for each point in Fig. 12 and in each Monte

Carlo run, the true position and true velocity of the

target were randomly generated. The multi-hypothesis
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Fig. 8. 2D predetection fusion results in the xy-plane for the synthetic dataset: target 1 view.

Fig. 9. Results in the xy-plane for the synthetic dataset: target 2 view.

GLRT approach is not dependent on the grid cell size.

As expected, the performance of 2D predetection

fusion depended strongly on the number of grid cells in

the Cartesian plane. By increasing the number of cells

in the xy-plane, performance significantly improved and

seemed to converge. Fusion of the contacts that fell into

a smaller cell for which a detection has been declared

brings better resolution.

100 Monte Carlo runs were also performed for the

multi-hypothesis GLRT approach. It should be noted
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Fig. 10. Results in the xy-plane for the synthetic dataset: target 3 view.

Fig. 11. Results in the xy-plane for the synthetic dataset: target 4 view.

that the multi-hypothesis GLRT approach does not de-

pend on grid cell size and therefore its localization error

appears as a flat line in Fig. 12. Predictably, the error

obtained with the multi-hypothesis GLRT approach is

smaller than the error achieved with predetection fusion

at all grid cell sizes. The multi-hypothesis GLRT is ex-

pected to be optimal (at the expense of a sizeable run

time) and it is gratifying to see that predetection fusion
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TABLE II

Run Time Versus Clutter Intensity

¸V = 1 ¸V = 2 ¸V = 3 ¸V = 4 ¸V = 5

2D 0.054 0.074 0.099 0.112 0.105 sec

GLRT 120.6 281.3 680.7 1052 2125 sec

TABLE III

Run Time Versus Number of Targets

Nt = 1 Nt = 2 Nt = 3 Nt = 4

2D 0.065 0.091 0.128 0.155 sec

GLRT 219.1 317.8 498.8 822.7 sec

Fig. 12. Effect of number of cells on RMS error for 2D

predetection fusion (Multi-hypothesis GLRT, the optimal approach,

doesn’t depend on cell size).

can approach its performance by using a larger number

of grid cells in the Cartesian plane.
Fig. 13 shows that in the 100 Monte Carlo runs,

GLRT was always able to detect the single target present
at the scene while 2D predetection fusion only missed
the target twice when a relatively small number of cells
was used to discretize the Cartesian plane.
We also looked at how the run time is affected by

increasing clutter density. Table II shows that predetec-
tion fusion executes many orders of magnitude faster
than the GLRT and the gap grows wider with increasing
number of false alarms per sensor per scan, ¸V. More-
over, Table III shows that predetection fusion executes
orders of magnitude faster than the GLRT also for the
case of increasing number of targets Nt present in the
surveillance area.
On the other hand, the RMS error computed for

the target location estimate obtained by predetection
fusion that is closest to the true target location is larger
than the corresponding RMS error of the GLRT and
increases when more targets are added to the scene. A
moderately fine grid of 60£60 cells, was used. The
GLRT error also becomes larger with an increasing
number of targets as seen in Fig. 14.

Fig. 13. Number of successful detections of the target (out of 100

MC runs) versus Number of cells in the Cartesian plane

(Multi-hypothesis GLRT, the optimal approach, doesn’t depend on

cell size).

Fig. 14. RMS error for closest estimate to the true location of the

target versus Number of targets.

Fig. 15 displays the behavior of the number of times

(out of 100 MC runs) predetection fusion correctly es-

timated the number of targets present with respect to

an increasing number of targets. The GLRT, the opti-

mal method, is always able to find the correct number

of targets while predetection fusion is close in perfor-

mance. It should be mentioned that in the few instances

in which predetection fusion does not successfully esti-

mate the number of targets, the algorithm understimates

it by one target.

4.3. Results on the Metron Dataset

Fig. 3 showed in red the location in Cartesian space

of the measurements in the first scan of data of scenario

1 in the Metron dataset. This set contains measurements
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Fig. 15. Number of times (out of 100 MC runs) algorithm

correctly estimated the number of targets versus Number of targets.

generated by all the 25 receivers and would serve as

input to the predetection fusion algorithm. The corre-

sponding covariances are shown in blue. Note that with-

out the Monte Carlo step inside the predetection fusion

algorithm in which 100 samples are generated for each

measurement in accordance with its covariance matrix,

the tagged measurements (the measurements with a blue

dot inside the red square) for target 3 (lower left) would

not be associated together.

Fig. 16 shows the fused measurements created

through predetection fusion. The 2D version of prede-

Fig. 16. Fused measurements and their covariances obtained with 2D predetection fusion for the first scan of data.

tection fusion was applied to the Metron dataset. The

number of input contacts to be ingested by the tracker

was reduced from 69 (in Fig. 3) to 53 (in Fig. 16).

Although there are still many contacts left, note the

single low-covariance ones at the southwest corner of

target 1, southeast corner of target 2, northeast corner

of target 3 and northwest corner of target 4 (the starting

positions of the four targets).

In [11], it has been demonstrated that insertion of

a predetection fusion step prior to tracking can consid-

erably improve performance. Also in [11], a full set of

tracking results obtained with 2D predetection fusion

and the GM-CPHD tracker for all five scenarios of the

Metron dataset can be found.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Optimal decentralized detection schemes have been

researched since the seminal paper of Tenney and

Sandell [27]. However, they seem not ready to address

many real world problems for radar/sonar applications,

in which the location of the target is unknown and does

not precisely coincide with a resolution cell grid. Here,

we proposed predetection fusion, i.e., a fusion scheme

that does not need to know target location a priori.

Predetection fusion was motivated by the need for

an efficient way of processing the large amount of data

available from sensor networks consisting of many but

low performance sensors. We evaluated our algorithm

on the challenging Metron multistatic sonar dataset,

which is representative of such a configuration. The

large number of measurements collected at each scan
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from the 25 source-receiver pairs (Fig. 2) combined

with extremely low sensor quality (PD is about 0.12

per sensor per scan) proved problematic for many well

established trackers, such as MHT [7], JPDA [18].

Unsurprisingly, running the GM-CPHD tracker on

the Metron data in a centralized approach, i.e., the

contacts that arrived at a particular scan from all the 25

sensors were fused into one set of measurements that

was sent to the tracker, resulted in considerably long

run times and unacceptable performance.

Another way to go about analyzing the Metron

dataset would be to apply a multisensor version of the

PHD filter. However, the multisensor PHD filter has

been derived in detail only for the case of two sensors.

Generalization to a large number of sensors is theoret-

ically straightforward but in terms of implementation it

would seem that enumerating the partitions of the mea-

surements is intractable when faced with a large sensor

network. Running the iterated-corrector approximation,

in which the updated multisensor PHD surface is the

product of the individual sensor updates, would also be

inefficient due to the extremely low sensor probability

of detection.

In this paper, we offer an alternative approach, pre-

detection fusion, that while mathematically not as ele-

gant, results suggest that it can circumvent the need for

a multisensor PHD. Additionally, predetection fusion

is not a tracker dependent technique and can be com-

bined with a variety of trackers to help reduce compu-

tation time and obtain improved tracking performance

on datasets with a large number of low quality sensors.

Predetection fusion has been developed as a suc-

cessor to the static fusion approach of Guerriero, et al.

[17]. When tested against the optimal multi-hypothesis

GLRT approach with MDL penalty, predetection fusion,

using a very fine grid for the discretization of the Carte-

sian plane, performed competitively (Figs. 12 and 14),

requiring many orders of magnitude lower run time.

When applied to a difficult, realistic sonar dataset

containing a large sensor network composed of sen-

sors of low quality, 2D predetection fusion enabled the

GM-CPHD tracker to obtain superior tracking results

[11, 18]. In such a setup, the optimal multi-hypothesis

GLRT approach with MDL penalty would be impracti-

cal.

APPENDIX A. EXPECTATION MAXIMIZATION
ALGORITHM

In the E-step of the EM algorithm, the expected

value of the complete-data log-likelihood logp(X,Y j£)
with respect to unknown data Y given the observed

data X and the current parameter estimates £n¡1 is
evaluated as

Q(£,£n¡1) = E[logp(X,Y j£) j X,£n¡1]: (8)

The superscript n indicates the nth EM iteration.

In the M-step, the expectation evaluated in the E-step

is maximized

£n = argmax
£
Q(£,£n¡1): (9)

The two steps are repeated as necessary. More detail

on the above equations can be found in [2], which

provides a good tutorial on the EM algorithm and

its application to parameter estimation for Gaussian

Mixture and Hidden Markov Models.

The following description borrows heavily from

[31].

Let X = fxs(t)g, where xs(t) is the state of target s
at time t, Z = fzr(t)g, where zr(t) is the rth measure-
ment vector at time t, K = fkr(t)g, where kr(t) is the
target from which the rth measurement at time t arises.

A probabilistic structure for K is needed and it can be

assumed that Pr(kr(t) = s) = ¼s and that all are indepen-

dent random variables. It should be noted that the event

in which all measurements come from the same tar-

get is perfectly acceptable. Then, (8) can be written as

[26]

Q(Xn+1;Xn) =
X
K

log(p(Xn+1,K j Z))¦T
t=1¦

nt
r=1w

n
kr(t),r

(t)

(10)

= log(¦M
s=1p(x

n+1
s (1))¦T

t=2¦
M
s=1

£p(xn+1s (t) j xn+1s (t¡ 1)) (11)

+
X
K,t,r

log(¼kr(t)Nfzr(t); ŷkr(t),Rkr(t)(t)g)wnkr(t),r(t)

(12)

where nt is the number of measurements at time t, T

is the number of time samples in the batch, M is the

number of targets, N (x;¹,§) is a Gaussian density in
variable x, with mean ¹ and covariance § and ŷkr(t)(t) =

Hkr(t)(t)xkr(t)(t).

It can be shown that

rXn+1Q(Xn+1;Xn) =rXn+1Q̂(Xn+1;Xn) (13)

where

Q̂(Xn+1;Xn) = log(¦Ms=1p(x
n+1
s (1))

£¦Tt=2¦Ms=1p(xn+1s (t) j xn+1s (t¡ 1))
(14)

¡ 1
2

MX
s=1

TX
t=1

[z̃s(t)¡Hs(t)xn+1s (t)]T

£ R̃s(t)¡1[z̃s(t)¡Hs(t)xn+1s (t)]: (15)

Equation (15) is the logarithm of the joint likelihood

function of M target models for which there is no data

association uncertainty and for which measurements

and corresponding measurement covariances are given
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by their synthetic values z̃ and R̃. In predetection fusion

applied to the Metron dataset, we assume one target

per grid cell (s= 1) and in general a homothetic (or

spirograph) PMHT [31], i.e., measurements at scan t

can come from any Gaussian density having mean x(t)

and variance among fRpgPp¡1

z̃(t) =

Ã
ntX
r=1

PX
p=1

wnp,r(t)R
¡1
p

!¡1Ã ntX
r=1

PX
p=1

wnp,r(t)R
¡1
p zr(t)

!
(16)

R̃(t) =

Ã
ntX
r=1

PX
p=1

wnp,r(t)R
¡1
p

!¡1

(17)

wnp,r(t) =
¼pNfzr(t); ŷp,Rp(t)g

¼0
V
+
PP

l=1
¼lNfzr(t); ŷl,Rl(t)g

(18)

meaning that wnl,r(t) is the posterior probability (condi-

tioned on Z and X) the rth measurement at time t is

from target kr(t). In fact, for Metron data, each mea-

surement zi has its own covariance Ri and hence each

measurement can only come from one Gaussian density.

Then, P = 1 and the above equations simplify to those

in Section 3.

APPENDIX B. MULTI-HYPOTHESIS GLRT

The mathematical model for the multi-hypothesis

GLRT is described next. ¤0(Z) is the likelihood function

given that all measurements are false alarms

¤0(Z) =

NY
i=1

1

umi
¹F(mi) (19)

where Z = fZijg is the measurement set, i= 1,2, : : : ,N
is the sensor number, j = 1,2, : : : ,mi is the measurement

number from sensor i, u is the search volume and ¹F(:)

is the probability mass function of the number of false

alarms (usually Poisson).

¤1(Z j μ1) is the likelihood function given that there
is one target

¤1(Z j μ1)

=

NY
i=1

"
1¡PD
umi

¹F(mi) +
PD¹F(mi¡ 1)
umi¡1mi

miX
j=1

p(Zij j μ1)
#
(20)

where p(Zij j μ1) =N (Zij ;μ1,§) is the likelihood that
measurement j from sensor i originated from target

located at μ1 with § as the sensor covariance matrix.
Similarly, ¤2(Z j μ1,μ2) is the likelihood function

given that there are two targets

¤2(Z j μ1,μ2) =
NY
i=1

p(Zi j μ1,μ2) (21)

where

p(Zi j μ1,μ2) = (1¡PD)2L0i +PD(1¡PD)L1i
+(1¡PD)PDL2i +P2DL12i (22)

L0i =
1

umi
¹F(mi) (23)

L1i =
¹F(mi¡1)
umi¡1mi

miX
j=1

p(Zij j μ1) (24)

L2i =
¹F(mi¡1)
umi¡1mi

miX
j=1

p(Zij j μ2) (25)

L12i =
¹F(mi¡ 2)

umi¡2mi(mi¡ 1)
miX
j=1

miX
l=1,l 6=j

p(Zij j μ1)

£p(Zil j μ2): (26)

Generalization to an arbitrary number of targets is

straightforward but tedious to repeat. A constraint is

imposed on the maximum number of targets, Tmax.

With a generalized likelihood ratio test (GLRT) ap-

proach, one can find the target location estimates which

maximize the likelihood function for each hypothesized

number of targets, and choose the largest. The algorithm

starts at ¤̂1(Z) = maxμ1 ¤1(Z j μ1). The optimal target lo-
cation estimate is μ̂1 = argmaxμ1 ¤1(Z j μ1). The target
location estimate μ̂1 is substituted back into ¤̂1(Z).

If ¤̂1(Z)< ¤̂0(Z), the algorithm stops and declares

that no targets are present. Otherwise, the algorithm

moves forward to computing ¤̂2(Z) with μ̂1 fixed as

the location estimate for target 1. If ¤̂2(Z)< ¤̂1(Z), the

algorithm stops and declares that one target is present.

Otherwise, the algorithm continues to ¤̂3(Z) and be-

yond.

We implemented a modified GLRT, in which the

minimum description length (MDL) criterion is used to

decide on the number of targets. MDL is described by

t̂= argmin
t
f¡ ln ¤̂t(Z) + 1

2
q lnNg (27)

where t̂ is the estimated number of targets, q is the num-

ber of independently adjusted parameters in the model

(i.e., q= 2t as target location is calculated in two Carte-

sian coordinates), N is the number of observations and

ln ¤̂t(Z) is the log likelihood achieved at the Maximum

Likelihood Estimates (MLEs) of the target locations for

the hypothesis that there are t targets present.
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A Probabilistic Computational
Model for Identifying
Organizational Structures from
Uncertain Activity Data

XU HAN
FEILI YU
GEORGIY LEVCHUCK
KRISHNA PATTIPATI
FANG TU

The knowledge of the principles and goals under which an ad-
versary organization operates is required to predict its future activi-
ties. To implement successful counter-actions, additional knowledge
of the specifics of the organizational structures, such as command,
communication, control, and information access networks, as well
as responsibility distribution among members of the organization,
is required. Our focus here is on identifying the mapping between
hypothesized nodes of an adversary command organization (“model
network”) and tracked individuals, resources and activities (“data
network”). We formulate the organizational structure identification
problem as one of associating the nodes of the noisy data network
with the nodes of the model network. The problem of minimizing the
negative log likelihood ratio with respect to the mapping versus null
mapping (thereby capturing the possibility that no hypothesized
model network is a good match) leads to a Quadratic Assignment
Problem (QAP). We solve the QAP using what we call an iterative
m-best soft assignment algorithm, combining Bertsekas’ auction al-
gorithm and Murty’s m-best assignment algorithms in a novel way.
The experimental results show that our probabilistic model and the
m-best soft assignment-based algorithm can accurately identify the
different organizational structures and achieve correct node map-
pings among organizational members under uncertainty. We also
apply the m-best soft assignment algorithm to the general QAP and
compare its performances to the hitherto best solutions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Motivation

Analysis of the structures of organizations, rang-

ing from the more structured command systems of a

conventional military to the decentralized and elusive

adversary organizations, such as insurgent and terror-

ist groups, suggests that strong relationships exist be-

tween the structure, resources, and objectives of those

organizations and the resulting actions [31]. The orga-

nizational members act in their assigned missions by

accomplishing tasks and these activities may leave de-

tectable clues or events in the information space. The

dynamic evolution of these events creates patterns of

organizational activities, which may be related, linked,

and tracked over time [39], [46]. More significantly, the

patterns can be used to discover the underlying organi-

zational structure. We mean by organization discovery

the ability to recognize the command, control, commu-

nication, and task structures of the organization. How-

ever, the challenge is that most of the time we can-

not observe the elements of the structures of the orga-

nization. Instead, we can obtain uncertain transaction

data involving the activities of organizational members.

The specific activities depend on the structure of enemy

command and control (C2) organization which, in turn,

depends on the goals of that organization.

As an illustrative example, consider the organiza-

tional structure identification problem shown in Fig. 1.

The hypothesized model network represents an ad-

versary organization whose members are comprised

of bomb makers (BMT), mortars (MTR), intelligence

teams (IT), truck drivers (TRK), and commanders

(black, red, and green). To identify this network, all

the collected observations are linked together to form

the data (observed) network shown in Fig. 1. We need

to map the nodes of this data network to the model

network–a hypothesized C2 organization with a spec-

ified command, communication, control and task sub-

structures. In Fig. 1, 10 nodes of the adversary network

have been detected (A, B, C, D, E, F, G, X, Y, Z), and

the concomitant communication intercepts and observed

activities of the adversary are aggregated into the data

network shown. Matching the nodes of this network to

the nodes of a hypothesized C2 model network produces

the following association: A =MTR-2, B = GREEN,

C = BMT-2, D = TRK-2, E =MTR-4, F = BMT-3, G =

TRK-3, X = BLACK, Y = RED, Z = IT-2. That is, we

say that tracked agent “X” is commander “BLACK,”

tracked resource “A” is a mortar resource (MTR-2),

agent “Y” is commander “RED,” and so on. This pa-

per provides an analytic framework for addressing this

network matching problem.

1.2. Literature Review

The nodes in a model network represent the enti-

ties of interest (humans, agents, assets, place, etc.) and
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Fig. 1. Illustrative example of identifying an organizational structure.

edges denote relationships or connections among them

(interactions, communications, influences, geographical

adjacencies, etc.). Current approaches to detect and an-

alyze network/graph structures have their roots in social

network analysis (SNA), link discovery (LD) and rela-

tional data mining (RDM). SNA explores the structures

of groups in a society by modeling individuals, places,

and objects as nodes of a graph, and adding links be-

tween nodes to represent relations among them [52],

[45]. SNA can also be employed to identify the key

nodes in a network and has applications in crime analy-

sis as well as professional and social network services,

such as LinkedIn and Facebook [18], [38]. Link dis-

covery has its roots in data mining; it is concerned with

the discovery of relational patterns that indicate poten-

tially interesting activities based on a large amount of

relational data [37]. The focus of RDM is on extracting

connections in data based on multiple relational tables

that are richly connected [37], [20]. Evidently, link dis-

covery employs relational data mining.

The current network identification problems can be

categorized into two classes: supervised and unsuper-

vised. By “supervised,” we mean network identifica-

tion problems with a prior knowledge of possible out-

put (model) networks as opposed to “unsupervised” ones

where there is no such knowledge of model networks.

This paper employs supervised network matching in

that we assume the existence of a library of hypothe-

sized model networks and seek to obtain the most likely

network in the library based on the observed data net-

work. The unsupervised network identification problem,

on the other hand, learns the network structure and dy-

namics based on a number of observed data networks.

Thus, in the unsupervised case, the focus is on charac-

terizing the statistical properties of observed data net-

works.

1) Unsupervised network identification: Graph rep-

resentations are widely used for dealing with structural

information in different domains, such as social net-

works, probabilistic sampling designs [16], image pro-

cessing, and pattern recognition. In the context of SNA,

one important application is to identify the key members

in an organization by computing the so-called central-

ity measures [17]. A directed graph (digraph) model is

employed to study the centrality measures, such as the

degree, betweenness and closenesss [52]. Probabilistic

graph models, such as Holland-Leinhardt model, the p¤
model, and Markov random graphs [16], are used to in-

fer whether there exists a link (edge) from a node i to an-

other node j. Holland-Leinhardt model is an a posteriori

blocking procedure in the framework of the exponential

family [28]. The p¤ model is a simplified Markov ran-
dom graph with binary attributes [49]. In this model, the

network identification problem reduces to one of esti-

mating the adjacency matrix associated with the digraph

via a maximum likelihood technique [11].

Frank considered a more general graph model,

termed valued digraph model, to handle attributed
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graphs [16]. Coffman and Marcus combined digraph

and Hidden Markov Models (HMM) to track the dy-

namic evolution of groups [9]. Inductive Logic Pro-

gramming (ILP) was recently used by Mooney, et al.,

[37] for link discovery and relational data mining. Here,

the relational database tables are translated into first-

order logic and inference based on the rules of this logic

is performed, given a database of background facts and

logical definitions of relations. ILP does not involve any

probabilistic relational concepts; therefore, it does not

capture the uncertain nature of organizational structures

and processes. Furthermore, it suffers from large com-

putational demands stemming from the need to search

for a solution in a large space of structural and relational

hypotheses.

2) Supervised network identification: Given a li-

brary of hypothesized networks, supervised network

identification is a more realistic alternative to unsuper-

vised network identification. A general graph model,

termed an Attributed Relational Graph (ARG), com-

posed of multi-attributed nodes and multi-attributed

links (edges), is widely used in pattern recognition and

graph matching. In order to achieve good correspon-

dence (association, matching) between two attributed

relational graphs, measures that adequately represent the

similarity between the attributes of nodes and the sim-

ilarity between attributes of edges should be defined.

Many of the early efforts on graph matching define the

edit distance between two graphs, viz., the number of

modifications that one needs to make to change one

graph to the other, as a similarity measure; the smaller

the distance the greater is the similarity [13], [14], [48].

In recent years, two categories of modeling efforts

are attracting increasing attention. The first is based on

deterministic linear least squares and graph eigen space

projection, which is also termed the spectral graph the-

ory [43], [7], [44]. This is a family of techniques that

aim to characterize the global structural properties of

graphs using the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the

adjacency matrix [7]. The eigenvalues of a graph are

intimately connected to important structural features,

and the associated eigenvectors can be used to discover

the clusters and other local features, such as node and

link attributes. Scott [43] showed how to recover corre-

spondences via singular value decomposition (SVD) on

the point association matrix between different images.

Shapiro [44] extended this method to a point proximity

matrix, which is constructed by computing the Gaus-

sian weighted distance between points. However, these

methods have their limitations: they require the two

graphs to be of equal size. In addition, when the two

graphs are large, the eigenvalue methods are computa-

tionally expensive.

The second class of methods employs a probabilis-

tic approach, such as probabilistic relaxation labeling,

and Markov random fields. The probabilistic methods

assume that the structure is defined probabilistically for

graph elements and their relations. The identification of

structure involves optimizing a likelihood function that

quantifies the match between a hypothesized graph and

the observations. Using a probabilistic relaxation frame-

work, Chrismas, et al. [5] have developed a statistical

model for pair-wise attribute relations. Hancock and

Kittler [26], [29] use an iterative approach, called proba-

bilistic relaxation, to take into account binary relations.

Wilson [50] used a Bayesian framework to determine

the compatibility coefficients required for performing

graph matching by probabilistic relaxation. In [15], the

objective function is a series of exponential functions of

the Hamming distances between graph neighborhoods,

and in [34], a super clique is defined as a clique con-

taining a node and its neighboring nodes. These efforts

led to the application of Markov Random Field (MRF)

theory to graph matching problems. Other related works

are [54] and [4].

1.3. The Organization and Scope of Paper

In this paper, we use attributed relational graphs

(ARGs) for representing the model and data networks.

We employ negative log likelihood ratio of the map-

ping versus null mapping (all the observations are false

alarms in the sense that the data does not originate from

any hypothesized model network) to derive an energy

function that serves as a scoring function. The resulting

problem corresponds to a quadratic assignment problem

(QAP). We solve the NP-hard QAP via a series of m-

best linear assignment problems, termed the m-best soft

assignment algorithm (m-Best SAA). We demonstrate

that our m-Best SAA has the capability to discover hid-

den organizational structures from real data sets, and

that it can be used to solve general QAPs as well.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,

we formulate the organizational identification problem

as a standard QAP. In Section 3, a review of QAP

algorithms is given and m-Best SAA is proposed. In

Section 4, we provide computational results for the

network identification problem and for general QAPs.

Finally, the paper concludes with summary and open

topics for future research.

2. MODELING AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

The problem of structural discovery in practice is

very complex: the observed data do not relate to the

structure directly; instead, they relate to their mani-

festation in the form of activities and processes that

are enabled by the organizational structure(s) and per-

formed by the organization’s members. Therefore, the

algorithms to reconstruct the organization from obser-

vations alone would need to search through a very large

space of possible structures. Given historical data and

the availability of subject-matter experts, we can instead

pose the problem as one of hypothesis testing. Here, a

set of predefined hypotheses about the adversary orga-

nization and its sub-elements (model networks) is given.

The problem then becomes one of rank ordering these
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Fig. 2. Process of generating data from model network: (a) model network (b) irrelevant observations (c) missing data (d) errors/deceptions

(e) data network.

predefined hypotheses on the basis of how best they

match (or explain) the observed data network. We em-

ploy likelihood ratio between a given mapping and null

mapping (the hypothesis that no model network is a

good match for the observed data network) as the net-

work matching criterion. For H hypotheses, one needs

to solve H network matching problems. The hypothesis

with the best score is the most likely organization that

could have generated the observed data network.

2.1. Likelihood Ratio Criterion

Consider two attributed graphs, GM = (VM ,EM) and

GD = (VD,ED), representing a hypothesis graph (or

model network) and a data (observation) network, re-

spectively. The sets fVM ,EMg and fVD,EDg, represent
the set of vertices (nodes) and edges (links) of the model

network and data network, respectively. A single node

in network GM is denoted by p or q and that in network

GD by i or j.

Each node in GM is specified by an attribute vector:

a
(p)
M = [a(1)p , : : : ,a

(K1)
p ]T; 1· p· jVM j: (1)

Thus, there are K1 attribute types associated with our

graph matching problem. As the example in Fig. 1, the

relations derived from pairs of vertices in GM can be

undirected (e.g. geographical adjacencies, task etc.) or

directed (e.g. command and control, communication,

information etc.). We replace each undirected link by

two directed links, and thus define both GM and GD
as directed graphs. The relations derived from pairs of

vertices hp,qi are:

a
hp,qi
M = [a(1)p,q, : : : ,a

(K2)
p,q ]

T; 1· p,q· jVM j: (2)

Thus, there are K2 different types of relations between

each pair of nodes hp,qi. We call q an out-neighbor
(successor) of node p [7]. Let N+(p) denotes the set

of out-neighbors (out-list) of node p.

In the same vein, a node i in the data network has

K1 attributes

a(i)D = [a
(1)
i , : : : ,a

(K1)
i ]T; 1· i· jVDj (3)

and the pairs of nodes hi,ji in the data network have K2
relations

a
hi,ji
D = [a(1)i,j , : : : ,a

(K2)
i,j ]

T; 1· i, j · jVDj: (4)

We denote the attributes of model and data networks as:

AM = ffa(p)M g,fahp,qiM gg; 81· p, q· jVM j
AD = ffa(i)D g,fahi,jiD gg; 81· i, j · jVDj:

(5)

We define an assignment matrix X = [xip], 1· i· jVDj,
1· p· jVM j, such that xip = 1 implies node i in VD
is mapped to node p in VM . Evidently, if xip = 1 and

xjq = 1, then edge hi,ji in ED is mapped to edge hp,qi
in EM and edge hj, ii in ED is mapped to edge hq,pi
in EM .

We assume that: (i) the observations of both node

and edge attributes are corrupted by multivariate Gaus-

sian noise; (ii) For different nodes and edges, the noise

processes are conditionally independent. Thus, we have

a(i)D = a
(p)
M + e1

a
hi,ji
D = a

hp,qi
M + e2

(6)

where e1 »N(0,§1) and e2 »N(0,§2) are Gaussian
noise vectors with zero mean and covariance matrices

§1 and §2, respectively. The likelihood potentials are

¡ logp(a(i)D j a(p)M ) = (a(i)D ¡ a(p)M )T(2§1)¡1(a(i)D ¡ a(p)M )
¡ logp(ahi,jiD j ahp,qiM ) (7)

= (a
hi,ji
D ¡ ahp,qiM )T(2§2)

¡1(ahi,jiD ¡ ahp,qiM ):

The generation of data network is illustrated in Fig. 2.

If the data originate from a model network, then the

data network can be interpreted as a collection of noisy

observations on the model network, i.e., the model net-

work attributes plus observation noise, including false

alarms as in Fig. 2(b), missed detections as in Fig. 2(c),

and deceptions as in Fig. 2(d). If all the nodes and links

in the data network are spurious in the sense that they

do not originate from any hypothesized network, we

associate the data network to a null mapping, denoted

by Á.
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2.2. Likelihood Ratio Criterion

Now, we express the objective of network matching

problem as one of maximizing the likelihood ratio of a

match as specified by the assignment matrix X = [xip],

to null mapping Á, as in [41] and [1]. Assuming that

the spurious nodes and spurious edges are uniformly

distributed with volume parameters ©1 and ©2, and Pd
(0< Pd < 1) denoting the detection probability of a node

or an edge (Fig. 2(c)),¤the problem can be written as:

X¤ = argmax
X

p(AD j X,AM)
p(AD j Á)

p(AD j X,AM) =
jVM jY
p=1

8<:
0@jVD jY
i=1

(Pdp(a
(i)
D j a(p)M ))xip

1A (1¡Pd)(1¡§jVD ji=1
xip)

9=;
jVD jY
i=1

8<:
μ
1

©1

¶(1¡§jVM j
p=1

xip)

9=;
¢
jVM jY
p=1

Y
q2N+(p)

8<:
0@jVD jY
i=1

Y
j2N+(i)

(Pdp(a
hi,ji
D j ahp,qiM ))xipxjq

1A (1¡Pd)(1¡§jVD ji=1
§j2N+(i)xipxjq)

9=;
¢
jVD jY
i=1

Y
j2N+(i)

8<:
μ
1

©2

¶(1¡§jVM j
p=1

§q2N+(p)xipxjq)
9=;

p(AD j Á) =
μ
1

©1

¶jVD jμ 1
©2

¶jED j

) X¤ = argmax
X

jVM jY
p=1

8<:
0@jVD jY
i=1

(Pdp(a
(i)
D j a(p)M ))xip

1A (1¡Pd)(1¡§jVD ji=1
xip)

9=;
jVD jY
i=1

8<:
μ
1

©1

¶(1¡§jVM j
p=1

xip)

9=;μ
1

©1

¶jVD j

¢

jVM jY
p=1

Y
q2N+(p)

8<:
0@jVD jY
i=1

Y
j2N+(i)

(Pdp(a
hi,ji
D j ahp,qiM ))xipxjq

1A (1¡Pd)(1¡§jVD ji=1
§j2N+(i)xipxjq)

9=;
¢
jVD jY
i=1

Y
j2N+(i)

8<:
μ
1

©2

¶(1¡§jVM j
p=1

§q2N+(p)xipxjq)
9=;μ

1

©2

¶jED j

(8)

where X¤ is the optimal assignment matrix. If jVM j<
jVDj, we augment the data network with jVM j null nodes
and assign each node (1· p· jVM j) in the model net-
work to a distinct node in the data network. The as-

signments to null nodes in the data network correspond

to invalid mappings and indicate missed detections

while the unassigned nodes in the data network rep-

resent false alarm nodes. Therefore, the constraints are

¤The detection probability can be made a function of nodes or edges.

written as:

jVD j+jVM jX
i=1

xip = 1 8p= 1, : : : , jVM j

jVM jX
p=1

xip · 1 8i= 1, : : : , jVM j+ jVDj; xip 2 f0,1g:

(9)

On the other hand, if jVM j ¸ jVDj, we add jVDj null
nodes to the model network and associate each node in

the data network with a distinct model network node.

The unassigned model network nodes represent missed

detections and the model network nodes mapped to null

nodes imply spurious measurements. In this case, we

have constraints as:

jVD j+jVM jX
p=1

xip = 1 8i = 1, : : : , jVDj

(10)
jVD jX
i=1

xip · 1 8p= 1, : : : , jVM j+ jVDj; xip 2 f0,1g:
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Taking negative logarithm and neglecting the constant

terms, Eq. (8) is rewritten as:

X¤ = argmin
X

jVD jX
i=1

jVM jX
p=1

xip

μ
¡ logp(a(i)D j a(p)M ) + log

1

©1
+ log

μ
1¡Pd
Pd

¶¶

+

jVD jX
i=1

jVM jX
p=1

X
j2N+(i)

X
q2N+(p)

xipxjq

μ
¡ logp(ahi,jiD j ahp,qiM ) + log

1

©2
+ log

μ
1¡Pd
Pd

¶¶
:

(11)

2.3. Problem Formulation as QAP

Assuming, without loss of generality, that jVM j<
jVDj, Eq. (11) can be rewritten in the following form:

X¤ = argmin
X

jVD j+jVM jX
i=1

jVM jX
p=1

xip®ip+

jVD j+jVM jX
i=1

jVM jX
p=1

jVD j+jVM jX
j=1

jVM jX
q=1

xipxjq¯ijpq

= argmin
X

jVD j+jVM jX
i=1

jVM jX
p=1

xip®ip ¢
1

jVM j
jVD j+jVM jX
j=1

jVM jX
q=1

xjq+

jVD j+jVM jX
i=1

jVM jX
p=1

jVD j+jVM jX
j=1

jVM jX
q=1

xipxjq¯ijpq

= argmin
X

jVD j+jVM jX
i=1

jVM jX
p=1

jVD j+jVM jX
j=1

jVM jX
q=1

1

jVM j
xjqxip®ip+

jVD j+jVM jX
i=1

jVM jX
p=1

jVD j+jVM jX
j=1

jVM jX
q=1

xipxjq¯ijpq

= argmin
X

jVD j+jVM jX
i=1

jVM jX
p=1

jVD j+jVM jX
j=1

jVM jX
q=1

μ
1

jVM j
®ip+¯ijpq

¶
xipxjq (12)

where

®ip =

8<:¡ logp(a
(i)
D j a(p)M ) + log

1

©1
+ log

μ
1¡Pd
Pd

¶
81· i· jVDj, 1· p· jVM j

0 otherwise

¯ijpq =

8<:¡ logp(a
hi,ji
D j ahp,qiM ) + log

1

©2
+ log

μ
1¡Pd
Pd

¶
81· i· jVDj, 1· p· jVM j, j 2N+(i), q 2N+(p)

0 otherwise

:

Let n1 = min(jVM j, jVDj), n2 = jVM j+ jVDj, Eq. (12) can
be formulated as an asymmetric QAP:

X¤ =argmin
X

n2X
i=1

n1X
p=1

n2X
j=1

n1X
q=1

μ
1

n1
®ip+¯ijpq

¶
xipxjq

(13)

s.t.

n2X
i=1

xip = 1;

n1X
p=1

xip · 1; xip 2 f0,1g:

We augment the dimension to n£ n, n= n2 with the
added cost elements set to zero and convert it to a

standard QAP of the form:

X¤ = argmin
X

nX
i=1

nX
p=1

nX
j=1

nX
q=1

wijpqxipxjq

s.t.

nX
i=1

xip = 1;

nX
p=1

xip = 1; xip 2 f0,1g
(14)

where

wijpq =

8>><>>:
1

n1
®ip+¯ijpq if 1· i, j · n2, 1· p,

q· n1
0 otherwise

:

3. SOLUTION APPROACHES

The problem posed in (14) is a QAP, which has a

broad range of applications requiring optimization and

has been under intensive research since the 1950s. The

QAP was first formulated by Tjalling C. Koopmans and

Martin Beckman in the context of facility location [30].

Since then, it has received increasing attention from re-

searchers in such diverse areas as economic activities,

strategic planning, industrial design, statistical analy-

sis, chemical reaction analysis, and numerical analysis

[32]. Additionally, some standard and computationally
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intractable optimization problems, such as the Travel-
ing Salesman Problem (TSP), maximum clique and the

graph matching problem, are also known to be special

cases of QAP [33]. Consequently, the development of
computationally efficient algorithms for QAP will result

in substantial advances in the aforementioned applica-
tion areas. For examples, clinics can be located at the

appropriate sites in an urban setting to handle emer-
gencies; designers can reduce the cost when wiring the

computer backboard; and higher accuracy can be ob-
tained in the classification of objects [10].

3.1. Review of Relevant QAP Algorithms

QAP is known to be a NP-hard problem [19]. Gen-
erally, the algorithms for solving QAP can be classi-

fied into two categories, exact and heuristic. The first
category of algorithms employ exhaustive search to ob-

tain an optimal solution. The most frequently used ex-
act algorithms are the branch-and-bound and dynamic

programming. Branch-and-bound, often coupled with

cutting plane methods [8], employs lower and upper
bounds on the objective function to prune the nodes

of the search graph [42]. Dynamic programming is
employed for some special cases of QAP, specifically

for tree QAPs [47]. Using these techniques, QAP in-
stances of size less than 30 can be solved in a reason-

able time [27]. Consequently, exhaustive search over the
solution space is impractical for real-world problems.

The second category of algorithms employs approxi-

mations (heuristics); these algorithms seek to generate
near-optimal solutions for the QAP. Specifically, an im-

portant branch of heuristic algorithms, known as ‘Meta-
Heuristics,’ provides a general approach to a wide

range of intractable combinatorial optimization prob-
lems. In this paper, we will discuss and analyze Grad-

uated Assignment Algorithm (GradAA) [22], Chaotic
Tabu Search (Chaotic TS) [27], and Simulated Anneal-

ing (SA) [53] and compare them to m-best soft assign-
ment algorithm (m-Best SAA) [25].

1) Simulated Annealing: Simulated Annealing

(SA) is a probabilistic method for finding the global
minimum of an objective function in large search

spaces. The name derives from an annealing technique
used in metallurgy, where heating and controlled cool-

ing of a material reduces defects. Suppose X is the
feasible solution of an optimization problem with the

objective function f. Let N(X) denote the set of neigh-
borhood solutions of X. Every solution X 0 2N(X) can
be reached directly from X via a ‘move.’ The differ-
ence in the objective function between solution X and

X 0 is evaluated, i.e., ¢f = f(X 0)¡f(X). If the ‘move’
improves the objective function, the new solution X 0 is
accepted and saved as the current solution; otherwise,

the ‘move’ will be accepted with the probability:

P(X,X 0) = e¡j¢fj=T: (15)

Here, T is the current temperature, which will be pro-
gressively decreased until convergence is reached. The

annealing operations are continued until a termination
condition is satisfied.
There are three features that characterize an SA im-

plementation: Neighborhood search, Annealing Sched-
ule, and Termination Condition. Neighborhood search
specifies a strategy for generating a new solution X 0 de-
rived from the current solution X. For QAP, any neigh-
borhood solution can be reached from X by interchang-
ing two elements of the corresponding permutation. An-
nealing schedule involves selecting an initial tempera-
ture (typically large), progressively reducing this tem-
perature during the search process, and invoking a test
to detect equilibrium (convergence). The initial temper-
ature is related to the maximal difference in the objective
function value between any two neighborhood solutions
as can be seen from Eq. (15). However, accurate compu-
tation of the maximal difference among neighborhood
solutions is time consuming. Instead, various approxi-
mations are used [36]. The search process is terminated
after a specified number of annealing iterations or when
the objective function does not show improvement.
2) Chaotic Tabu Search: A chaotic Tabu search al-

gorithm for QAP is proposed in [27]. In this algorithm,
QAP is formulated as follows:

min

nX
i,j=1

aijb¼(i)¼(j) (16)

where ¼ denotes the permutation of indices. Here an-
other permutation ¼¡1 is defined as the inverse func-
tion of ¼ (if i= ¼(j), j = ¼¡1(i)). A simple pair-wise
exchange procedure is utilized to generate a new solu-
tion from the current one. The Tabu list is constructed
such that it prohibits certain exchange moves. If an as-
signment (i,j) is in the Tabu list, (¼(i),¼¡1(j)) is also
forbidden. A chaotic dynamic mechanism is applied to
decide whether to keep the updated permutation. The
Tabu search is implemented using a neural network. The
output of neuron Âij(t) controls whether the exchange
will be accepted or not: if Âij(t)> 0:5, the permutation
will be accepted. The output of neuron is calculated as
follows:

»ij(t+1) = ¯¢ij(t)

´ij(t+1) =¡W
nX
k=1

nX
l=1,(k 6=i_l 6=j)

Âkl(t) +W

°ij(t+1) =¡®
s¡1X
d=0

kdr fÂ¼(j)¼¡1(i)(t¡ d) + z¼(j)¼¡1(i)(t¡ d)g+ μ

³ij(t+1) =¡®
s¡1X
d=0

kdr fÂij(t¡ d) + zij(t¡ d)g+ μ (17)

xij(t+1) = ff»ij(t+1)+ ´ij(t+1)+ °ij(t+1)+ ³ij(t+1)g

=
1

1+exp

μ
¡1
"
(»ij(t+1)+ ´ij(t+1)

+°ij(t+1)+ ³ij(t+1))

¶
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where ¢ij(t) is the gain in the objective function value

after exchanging elements i and j; ¯ is a scaling parame-

ter for ¢ij(t);W is the connection weights; μ is the posi-

tive bias; kr is the decay parameter for the Tabu effect; ®

is the scaling parameter for the Tabu effect; z¼(j)¼¡1(i)(t) is

the accumulated output value Âij(t); ´ij(t+1), °ij(t+1)

and ³ij(t+1) are internal states corresponding to the

gain effect, and the two Tabu effects of exchanging (i,j)

and (¼(i), ¼¡1(j)), respectively.
3) Graduated Assignment Algorithm: The key in-

gredients of a Graduated Assignment Algorithm are

deterministic annealing to avoid local optimum, itera-

tive projective scaling to guarantee that assignment con-

straints are satisfied, and sparsity exploitation for effi-

cient implementation.

Consider a general QAP given by

min

nX
i,j=1

nX
p,q=1

wijpqxipxjq: (18)

The Graduated Assignment Algorithm converts discrete

QAP to a continuous one to avoid getting trapped

by a local optimum. To formulate the idea, consider

the simple problem of finding the maximum element

within a set of variables fQigIi=1. Define binary variables
mi 2 f0,1g such that

PI
i=1mi = 1. This problem can be

formulated as one of maximizing
PI
i=1miQi subject toPI

i=1mi = 1 and mi 2 f0,1g. This discrete problem is

converted into a continuous one by adding a controllable

parameter ¯ (¯ > 0) [22] and setting:

mj =
exp(¯Qj)PI
i=1 exp(¯Qi)

: (19)

The use of exponentiation (the so-called softmax) en-

sures that the set fmig has positive elements in the range
(0,1) and that they sum to unity. As ¯ increases, the

mi corresponding to the maximal element in the set

fQkgIk=1 converges to 1, while the rest of the elements
in the set ffmkgIk=1;k 6=ig converge to 0. In the context of
Graduated Assignment Algorithm (GradAA), the value

of the control parameter ¯ is progressively increased to

force the continuous values closer to the discrete coun-

terpart. Thus, deterministic annealing is a key ingredient

of GradAA.

Iterative projective scaling is a process that can

transfer any nonnegative square matrix into a doubly

stochastic matrix by normalizing the rows and columns

in the matrix. The Graduated Assignment Algorithm

adopts this strategy, along with deterministic annealing,

to solve the general assignment problem.

The basic idea of Graduated Assignment Algorithm

in the context of QAP is to approximate the QAP by

its Taylor series expansion around an initial assign-

ment matrix X0 as follows:

nX
i,j=1

nX
p,q=1

wijpqxijxpq ¼
nX

i,j=1

nX
p,q=1

wijpqx
0
ijx

0
pq

+

nX
i,j=1

Q0ij(xij ¡ x0ij) (20)

where

Q0ij =
@
Pn
i,j=1

Pn
p,q=1wijpqxijxpq

@xij

¯̄̄̄
¯
X=X0

= 2

nX
p,q=1

wijpqx
0
pq:

Therefore, solving QAP is equivalent to solving a suc-

cession of assignment problems. In GradAA, a proba-

bilistic solution is generated for the linearized QAP for

use in the next iteration. To deal with ties, a heuristic

method is applied at the end of the algorithm to convert

the doubly stochastic matrix to a permutation matrix.

3.2. Soft Assignment via m-best Assignment Algorithm

For a general optimization problem, the optimal so-

lution can be obtained by searching among a number of

local optimum points. In this vein, there are two interre-

lated issues: one is to quickly find a local optimum and

the other is to jump from one local optimum to another.

These two issues are termed intensification and diversi-

fication, respectively. Intensification means optimizing

the objective function’s value by seeking solutions that

are in the neighborhood of a local optimum. Diversifi-

cation implies moving from one local optimum’s region

to another in order to avoid getting trapped at a local

optimum that is not a global one.

Our m-Best soft Assignment Algorithm for solving

the QAP involves the following steps: (i) apply m-Best

soft 2-D assignment procedure to quickly generate a

solution that is close to a local optimum (intensifica-

tion); (ii) employ local search (Genetic Algorithm) to

obtain a near-optimal solution; and (iii) repeat (i) and

(ii) with different initial assignments, i.e., employ multi-

start strategy for diversification.

Similar to a Graduated Assignment Algorithm, the

key idea of m-Best soft search procedure is to solve the

QAP by solving a series of linearized QAPs. We adopt

a linearized form proposed in [51]. Supposing Xk¡1 is
known at kth iteration. Using the fact that x2 = x for

binary variables, the QAP can be approximated by:

min
X

nX
u,v=1

8>>><>>>:wuvuv +0:5
nX

i,j=1
i 6=u
j 6=v

[wijuv +wuvij]x
(k¡1)
ij

9>>>=>>>;x
(k)
uv

s.t.

nX
u=1

x(k)uv = 1,

nX
v=1

x(k)uv = 1, x(k)uv 2 f0,1g:

(21)

Different from the Graduated Assignment Algo-

rithm, the Linearized Assignment Problem is solved us-

ing the auction algorithm or the JVC algorithm. These
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TABLE I

m-Best Assignment Algorithm for the QAP

1) Initialize max iteration and max loops. Set loop= 1.

2) Initialize X̂ to a uniform matrix.

3) Calculate the modified cost matrix

ŵpq = wpqpq +
1

2

nX
i,j=1
i 6=p
j 6=q

[wijpq+wpqij]x̂
(k¡1)
ij

:

4) Solve the assignment problem to obtain m-best solutions

fXd ,d = 1, : : : ,mg with the corresponding cost values
fc(d),d = 1, : : : ,mg.

5) Compute X̂ =
Pm

d=1
¸(d)Xd , where

¸(d) =
exp[¡c(d)=c(m)]Pm

l=1
exp[¡c(l)=c(m)] :

6) Check whether the fXd ,d = 1, : : : ,mg have converged. If not,
go to step 3. Otherwise, go to step 7.

7) Employ genetic algorithm to search for a better feasible

solution X¤ using the top solutions from the m-best

assignments and the best feasible solution found so far.

8) Make X̂ = X̂¡¹X¤ ¹= 1=n(0:5)loop, loop= loop+1 and
check whether the max loops reached. If not, go to step 3.

algorithms have proven to be among the best for solving

the assignment problems [2]. The soft assignment ma-

trix is calculated as a convex combination of the m-Best

assignment matrices as follows:

X̂ =

mX
d=1

¸(d)Xd

¸(d) =
exp[¡c(d)=c(m)]Pm
l=1 exp[¡c(l)=c(m)]

(22)

where Xd is the dth best solution to the assignment

problem with a corresponding cost c(d). This soft as-

signment matrix will lead to a more directed search

because only a cluster of good solutions are saved to

guide the next iteration’s search. Fast convergence is

achieved by this intensive search strategy. A heuristic is

needed to convert soft assignments into feasible (0—1)

assignments. A simple elitism-based genetic algorithm

is employed to seek a feasible solution based on soft

assignments.

We also implemented a diversification strategy based

on a multi-start method. The soft assignment matrix

specifies the next iteration’s cost matrix for the 2-D

assignment problem, while the probability that each of

the m assignment matrices being optimal is determined

by their corresponding assignment costs. Initially, the

soft assignment matrix is set up as uniform to guarantee

that each element in the assignment matrix X has equal

probability of being 0 or 1. However, in order to explore

the search space (i.e., diversification), we move away

from the best feasible solution found via the genetic

search (step 8 below).

A genetic local search is proposed for improving

the solution. The design of genetic local search includes

Fig. 3. Illustrative example of crossover.

the way the chromosomes are encoded and decoded to

represent the binary assignment matrix, the crossover

operator and mutation operator to generate the feasible

solutions, and the strategy to manage the population.

1) Chromosome Representation: A permutation vec-

tor ¼ = [¼1,¼2, : : : ,¼n], where ¼i = p iff xip = 1, is adopt-

ed to describe the node-to-node association relationship.

2) Crossover and Mutation Operators: The cross-

over operator involves exchanging parents’ genes to

reproduce the offspring while maintaining assignment

feasibility. Suppose two parents’ chromosomes are spec-

ified as ¼father = [¼01,¼
0
2, : : : ,¼

0
n] and ¼mother = [¼11,¼

1
2,

: : : ,¼1n]. Firstly, we remove the elements such that ¼
0
i =

¼1i , and obtain [¼
0
i1,¼

0
i2, : : : ,¼

0
in0] and [¼

1
j1,¼

1
j2, : : : ,¼

1
jn0], as

shown in the example of Fig. 3(a). Secondly, we start

from a random index i 2 fi1, i2, : : : , in0 g, and search for
j 2 fj1,j2, : : : ,jn0 g such that ¼mother(j) = ¼1j = ¼father(i) =
¼0i , save index i in set ´. Next, set i= j and repeat the

second step until j is already in the set ´. For the exam-

ple in Fig. 3(b), random index = 4, and set ´ = f4,1,7g.
Now, we can swap the chromosomes whose indices are

contained in set ´ to generate feasible solutions. The

mutation process refers to increasing the chromosomes’

diversity by introducing random variations. The muta-

tion operator we employed is implemented by exchang-

ing two randomly selected chromosomes of a feasible
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solution. In the network identification problem, this im-

plies the exchange of nodes in data/model network with

the corresponding associated nodes in the model/data

network subject to the 1-to-1 assignment constraints.

3) Population Management: Population manage-

ment deals with how many child solutions are gener-

ated at each generation and which of these solutions

will lead to the next generation’s solutions. We gen-

erate max population child solutions at each generation

and then pick the top max population members from the

current population (max population child solutions plus

max population parent solutions) to produce the next

generation. An elitist strategy is adopted and the selec-

tion probability for crossover is inversely proportional

to the candidate solution’s QAP cost [23], [40].

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we investigate the performance

of m-Best SAA, Graduated Assignment Algorithm

(GradAA), Chaotic Tabu Search (Chaotic TS) and Sim-

ulated Annealing (SA) in the context of the organiza-

tional identification problem. In addition, we also ap-

ply m-Best SAA to general QAP from a standard QAP

library, and compare its solutions to the hitherto best

solutions found for these problems in the literature.

4.1. Application to Network Identification Problem

The command and control organization is a collec-

tion of command and control nodes and resources con-

nected via command, control, communication, and mis-

sion structures. The roles, responsibilities, and relation-

ships among C2 nodes and resources constrain how the

organization is able to operate. Here, C2 nodes are enti-

ties with information-processing, decision-making, and

operational capabilities that can control the necessary

units and resources to execute mission tasks, provided

that such an execution does not violate the concomi-

tant capability thresholds (e.g., limited weapon sup-

plies, fixed communication bandwidth, bounded human

information-processing capabilities [21]). A C2 node

can represent a single commander, a liaison officer, a

system operator, or a command cell with its staff. A

set of physical platforms and assets, C2 nodes, and/or

personnel can be aggregated to a resource (e.g., bomber

maker, truck, weapons system, etc.). A resource is con-

sidered as a physical asset of an organization that pro-

vides resource capabilities and is used to execute tasks.

The roles and responsibilities of the C2 nodes and re-

sources identify possible operational and tactical poli-

cies, viz., the decisions they can make, and possible ac-

tions they can perform.

Scenario & Hypothesis Space

The adversary organization of interest is illustrated

in Fig. 4, which is comprised of Decision Makers

(Black, Blue and etc. in Fig. 4(b)), platforms (BMT, IT

and etc. in Fig. 4(c)) and resources (Transport, Strike

TABLE II

The Hypothesis Space

Hypothesis Space No. H1 H2 H3 H4 H5 H6 H7

Structure Type F D F D I F D

and etc. in Fig. 4(a)). The top commander (Black,

Fig. 4(b)) sets the initial conditions and provides the

overall intent for an operation. Four sub-commanders,

blue, green, brown and red, distribute the responsibili-

ties among lower-level units (platforms), and coordinate

these seemingly independent activities to achieve the

mission objectives (Fig. 4(c)). The fundamental need for

communications (Fig. 4(d)) significantly constrains the

options for both command and control, making com-

munications infrastructure a critical feature of a C2

system.

Seven hypothesized model networks are provided,

which are categorized into 3 classes of organizational

structures, Functional organization (F), Divisional or-

ganization (D) and a hybrid of the two (I). The D or-

ganization and F organization are two extreme cases of

organizational structures considered here. In a D orga-

nization, a commander controls multiple types of assets

and has general knowledge of these assets; the activi-

ties conducted by the members in this organization are

restricted to a certain geographic area of responsibility.

For example, one of the sub-commanders (blue, green,

brown or red) may control a set of assets consisting of a

bomb maker, an intelligence person and a transportation

person (truck driver). On the other hand, a commander

in an F organization controls a single asset type and has

special knowledge on the asset the commander controls.

Thus, the operations of an F organization cross multiple

geographic regions. For example, a commander in an

F organization is able to control one type of resource,

such as one of intelligence, transportation, and attacking

resources. An I organization has an organizational struc-

ture that is a hybrid of D and F organizations. The seven

instances of hypothesized organizations are built within

these three types of organizational structures, shown in

Table II.

Observations & Data Processing

1) Content of Observations: We restrict our obser-

vations to several types of intelligence information that

are currently feasible. We assume that the observations

include the set of tracked (monitored) individuals whose

positions in the organization we need to determine, in-

formation about these individuals, and identified adver-

sary’s resources. Tractable information regarding the in-

dividuals encompasses their attributes and resources–

e.g., expertise of individuals, training, background, affil-

iation, cultural characteristics, family ties, etc. Informa-

tion about adversary’s resources may include detection

of its military assets and their capabilities, communica-

tion patterns, political connections, and financial capa-
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Fig. 4. Illustrative example of the experiment: (a) resources of C2 organization (b) C2 nodes & command structure (c) control structure

(d) communication structure.

bilities. In addition, the observed information may also

include transactions that involve these entities; these

comprise partially deciphered communications among

the individuals and the individuals’ actions–the in-

volvements in various observable activities. Commu-

nication observations may include some classification

of communication content, e.g., request for or transfer

of information, resources, actions, acknowledgements,

directions, etc. Action observations may include func-

tions/tasks performed, such as individuals committing

the same crime, performing financial or business trans-

actions, or using the resources in covert or open op-

erations. Such data is typically very noisy and sparse

due to challenges in data collection, e.g., limited sen-

sors and/or human intelligence, security of adversary

communication networks, uncertainty in message trans-

lation, data association uncertainty, attempts of the ad-

versary to conduct deceptive actions, etc.

2) Error Model & Data Fogging: Generally, the

noise in the observations can be categorized as: miss-

ing data (miss), deceptions (false alarms), and corrupt

messages (mislabels) (as in Fig. 2). In this experiment,

we consider the errors from the first two categories. The

noisy observations are built from the true hypothesized

network by deleting and adding observations with var-

ious degrees of uncertainty (high, medium, and low),

which is termed the data fogging process [12].

To illustrate the fogging process, let us define a sin-

gle data point as an observation on a specific node/link

attribute. A noisy model is developed to generate the

observed data network as indicated in Fig. 5. If the

node/link attribute is zero, meaning that the entity (com-

mander, platform or resource) does not have any capa-

bility or activity for the specific attribute, we probabilis-

tically generate a false alarm for this attribute.

For each type of organization, the classes of nodes,

messages, tasks, areas of responsibility and messages

among different nodes are provided. In order to facilitate

the simulation and fit the data to our model, we populate

a database of node and link attributes, respectively. The

nodes are divided into three hierarchical levels: com-

mander (decision maker DM) level, platform (aggrega-

tion of a set of resources) level, and resource level. The

attributes of nodes at the three levels are stored in three

tables in a database. For nodes at the DM level, the at-

tributes are control capabilities of platforms; for nodes

at the platform level, the attributes are resource capa-

bilities and operational areas; finally, for the resource
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Fig. 5. Data fogging process.

nodes, the attributes are task execution capabilities and

operational areas. The attributes for links among these

nodes are the message types.

The categories of noise that are used to generate

observation data in this experiment is shown in Table III.

There are 12 noise categories of noise uncertainty: Low-

1 to Low-4, Med-1 to Med-4 and High-1 to High-4. We

varied the uncertainty from very low level (5% missing

data, 5% deceptions) to a very high level (60% data

missing and 60% deceptions).

Simulation Results

1) Algorithm Performance Evaluation: We first in-

vestigate the accuracy and computational efficiency

of network matching algorithms on 42 organizational

structure identification problems. The 42 problems were

created by selecting 6 randomly generated data net-

works (Observations) to be associated with 7 model net-

works (Hypotheses). Besides m-Best Soft Assignment

Algorithm (m-Best SAA), we have also experimented

with the Graduated Assignment Algorithm (GradAA),

Chaotic Tabu Search (Chaotic TS), Simulated Anneal-

ing Algorithm (SA). Fig. 6 shows the matching accu-

racies and CPU times for the 42 structure identification

problems considered here. It is evident that the m-Best

SAA achieves the minimal objective function value for

all the 42 problems, while simulated annealing is off by

2.15% from the optimal, GradAA by 3.64%, Chaotic

TS by 2.8%. As shown in Fig. 6, we also note that both

GradAA and Chaotic TS produce suboptimal results,

although they are competitive computationally. Specif-

ically, the average CPU time for Chaotic TS is 1.3865
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Fig. 6. Algorithm performances: (a) comparison of organization matching accuracy (b) comparison of computation time.

TABLE III

The Categorized Noisy Data

Noise Category Missing Data (%) Deceptions (%)

Low-1 5 5

Low-2 10 10

Low-3 15 15

Low-4 20 20

Med-1 25 25

Med-2 30 30

Med-3 35 35

Med-4 40 40

High-1 45 45

High-2 50 50

High-3 55 55

High-4 60 60

sec., while that for GradAA it is 1.4264 sec. and for

m-Best SAA it is 1.6355 sec. The simulated annealing

algorithm is the slowest with a CPU time of 136.218

sec. Based on its superior accuracy and modest compu-

tational requirements, m-Best SAA is a computational

scheme of choice for our organizational identification

problem.

2) Sensitivity Analysis: Next, we considered the

base-line organization structures (H1—H7) and gener-

ated data networks from them according to the noise cat-

egories shown in Table III. We perform network match-

ing between the observed data and the hypothesized

organizations. The hypothesis with the least posterior

energy from the graph matching algorithm is picked as

the identified organization, shown in Table IV. Each row

represents the base-line organization structure from H1

to H7 and each column represents the noise level from

Low-1 to High-4. We also show the results of the iden-

tified organization type (F, D or I) in Table V.

From the table, we note that when noise levels are

Low (· 20% missing data and · 20% deceptions), the
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TABLE IV

The Identified Organization Structures

Low-1 Low-2 Low-3 Low-4 Med-1 Med-2 Med-3 Med-4 High-1 High-2 High-3 High-4

H1 H1 H1 H1 H1 H1 H1 H1 H1 H1 H1 H1 H7

H2 H2 H2 H2 H2 H2 H2 H2 H2 H2 H2 H2 H2

H3 H3 H3 H3 H3 H3 H3 H7 H3 H3 H1 H7 H3

H4 H4 H4 H4 H7 H4 H4 H4 H4 H4 H2 H1 H2

H5 H5 H5 H5 H5 H5 H5 H5 H7 H5 H7 H5 H7

H6 H6 H6 H6 H6 H6 H6 H6 H6 H6 H6 H2 H7

H7 H7 H7 H7 H7 H7 H7 H7 H7 H7 H7 H7 H7

TABLE V

The Identified Organization Types

Low-1 Low-2 Low-3 Low-4 Med-1 Med-2 Med-3 Med-4 High-1 High-2 High-3 High-4

H1 F F F F F F F F F F F D

H2 D D D D D D D D D D D D

H3 F F F F F F D F F F D F

H4 D D D D D D D D D D F D

H5 I I I I I I I D I D I D

H6 F F F F F F F F F F D D

H7 D D D D D D D D D D D D

algorithm can recognize the correct organization (H1—

H7) with an accuracy of 96.43% and can correctly

identify the organization structure type (F, D or I)

with 100% accuracy for all the cases. When the noise

level increases to Medium (25—40% missing data and

25%—40% deceptions), the accuracy falls to 92.86%.

As the noise level is increased to High (45—60% missing

data and 45%—60% deceptions), the node/link attributes

associated with specific commander/DM become very

noisy, and the algorithm breaks down with accuracy

of 64.29%. The Functional Organizational Structure,

where each commander/DM controls single type of as-

set, has 100% correct identification in the presence of

Low noise level, 91.67% at the Medium noise level,

and is comparably difficult to be correctly identified

(with only 58.33% accuracy) when the noise level is in-

creased to High level. For the Divisional Organizational

Structure, where each commander/DM controls multi-

ple types of assets, our approach has relatively robust

performance in that it achieves 91.67% correct identifi-

cation at the Low noise level, and 100% for the Medium

and 75% for High noise levels.

Fig. 7 depicts the Receiver Operating Character-

istics (ROC) operating points for the seven hypoth-

esized networks labeled by H1 through H7 for all

the noise levels. As shown, all the hypothesized net-

works have 84:52§ 1:72% average true positive rate

and 2:58§ 0:17% average false positive rate. The over-

all identification accuracy is defined as:

Accd =
TP+TN

L
: (23)

TP (True Positives) denotes the number of correct

recognitions that the observed networks are correctly

recognized as the corresponding hypothesized networks.

Here, TN (True Negatives) denotes the correct “neg-

ative” detections that the data networks are correctly

identified as not originating from the observations of the

hypothesized network, and L denotes the total number

of observed data networks (L= 84). We list the accu-

racies for each hypothesized network in Table VI. Our

approach achieves 95.58% average accuracy based on

the noisy observed data networks.

4.2. Standard Quadratic Assignment Problem

In addition to the organizational identification prob-

lem, the m-Best SAA can be used to solve the general

QAP as well. We conducted the following experiment

using examples from the QAP library, available from

the University of Copenhagen (http://www.opt.math.

tu-graz.ac.at/karisch/qaplib and http://www.diku.dk/

karisch/qaplib). It consists of 16 libraries with 131

problems, along with optimal solutions or hitherto best

known solutions. In this section, we present the results

on four of these libraries, specifically the solution ac-

curacy and timing results for the four libraries. Our

algorithm is implemented in MATLAB running on a

2.2 GHz PC with 2046 MB memory. These timings can

be improved by a factor of ten or more by implementing

the algorithm in a low-level language such as C. Here

Lib denotes the name of library while Gap is defined as:

Gap =
CostmBestSAA¡Costlib

Costlib
: (24)

The problems in Lib ‘Bur’ [3] seek to minimize the

overall typing-time given the knowledge of frequency of

each pair of letters and average typing time. The result

can be used to design a typewriter keyboard. A greedy

randomized adaptive search procedure (GRASP) [32]

approach, coded in FORTRAN, has an average time of
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Fig. 7. Operating points on receiver operating characteristic curve.

TABLE VI

Identification Accuracies of Hypothesized Networks

H1 H2 H3 H4 H5 H6 H7

Acc. 96.43% 96.43% 96.43% 95.24% 96.43% 97.62% 90.48%

TABLE VII

Four QAP Libs Considered

Library Had Nug Bur Chr

Average Gap 0% 0% 0.084% 1.58%

1664.3 sec. for solving the same size problem [35]. It

is apparent that our algorithm can have a better tradeoff

between time and degree of optimality.

Problems in Lib ‘Had’ [24] and ‘Nug’ [30] are

assigning facilities to locations. The m-best soft as-

signment algorithm worked well on these problems as

shown in Table IX. An improved heuristic algorithm is

adopted for Nug12, with a CPU time of 3.43 seconds.

In [24], a new bound using orthogonal relaxation is pre-

sented to obtain the lower bound for the ‘Had’ set of

QAPs; no timings are available.

Problems in Lib ‘Chr’ [6] are special cases of QAPs

called Tree QAPs. An exact algorithm based on dy-

namic programming is applied. We note that our algo-

rithm works well for the Tree QAPs.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we formulated a network identification

problem using a Maximum Likelihood Ratio Criterion,

TABLE VIII

Accuracy and Computation Time on BUR Lib Problems

Problem Bur26a Bur26e Bur26g Bur26h

Gap to Known Best Solution 0.3% 0.66% 0.51% 0.15%

MATLAB Time (sec.) 1861.3 2499.6 1165.9 1226.8

TABLE IX

Computation Time on HAD and NUG Lib Problems

Problem Nug12 Had12 Had14 Had16

MATLAB Time (sec.) 37.625 44.096 88.489 180.59

coupled with an m-Best assignment algorithm for solv-

ing the resulting QAP. The model and the methodology

enable the computation of an energy function of the hy-

pothesized organizational structure and processes, given

the observed behavior of members in the organization.

The focus of the paper was on identifying the mappings

between hypothesized nodes of an adversary command

organization and tracked individuals and resources. The

hypothesized organizations are predefined in the knowl-

edge library according to available intelligence regard-

ing similar adversary organizations, well-known struc-

tural forms from organizational theories, as well as spe-

cific existing structures that analysts propose. Our mod-

eling framework and solution methodology have great

potential to enhance the capabilities of discovering com-

petitive organizations and adversary networks.

In this paper, the network identification problem is

solved assuming that a library of possible model net-
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TABLE X

Accuracy and Computation Time on CHR Lib Problems

Problem Chr12a Chr12b Chr12c Chr15a Chr15b

Gap to Known Best Solution 0% 0% 0.27% 7.62% 0%

MATLAB Time by our algorithm (sec.) 33.177 49.493 51.021 81.343 272.878

Time in [6] (sec) 9.4 2.8 1.2 61.3 28.0

work structures is already available. However, the cre-

ation of a model network library is expensive in terms

of human resources, time or economic cost. Moreover,

the model networks need to be periodically updated be-

cause they may become irrelevant or change over time.

In order to overcome these limitations, we are focusing

on the following four extensions to this work: (1) Given

a batch of N data networks and assuming that each of

them has a single model network of one type embedded in

it, learn the single model network that best matches the

N data networks; (2) Given a batch of N data networks

and assuming that each of them has a single model net-

work of not necessarily the same type embedded in it,

learn the model networks that best match the N data

networks; (3) Given a batch of N data networks and

assuming that each of them has one or more model net-

works embedded in it, learn the model networks that best

match the N data networks; and (4) Given a temporally

evolving data network and a set of learned model net-

works, identify and track active model networks over

time. The latter problem involves a multi-dimensional

QAP.
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In the above paper [1], a constant was missing from

equation (100) for ¼m(n), the simplified form of equa-

tion (97) for the prior association probabilities involving

hypergeometric functions. Without this constant, the re-

sulting probabilities can be invalid, i.e., negative. This

mistake carried through to equation (19) in the body of

the text and into the formulation of ¼̄, the ratio of ¼0 to

¼m6=0 in equation (102). It also led to incorrect entries
results in Table II.

Equation (97) of [1] is

¼m(n)jm 6=0 =

Pmin(n,M)

k=1

k

(¸V)k(n¡ k)!

μ
M

k

¶
PkD (1¡PD)M¡k

Mn
Pmin(n,M)

i=0

1

(¸V)i(n¡ i)!

μ
M

i

¶
PiD(1¡PD)M¡i

:

(1)

The instructions for rewriting the types of sums given

in the numerator and denominator are given in [2].

The correct form of equations (19) and (100) in [1] is

thus

¼m(n) =

8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:

1¡M¼1(n) m= 0

μ
PD

(1¡PD)¸V

¶
2F0

·
1¡M,1¡ n; PD

(1¡PD)¸V

¸
2F0

·
¡M,¡n; PD

(1¡PD)¸V

¸
m 6= 0

:

(2)

The ratio ¼0=¼m 6=0 in equation (102) should conse-

quently be

¼̄ =¡M +

μ
(1¡PD)¸V

PD

¶

£
2F0

·
¡M,¡n; PD

(1¡PD)¸V
¸

2F0

·
1¡M,1¡n; PD

(1¡PD)¸V
¸

(3)

and the corrected form of Table II is given in Table I of

this note

TABLE I

Corrected Form of Table II from [1]

M ¼m(n)jm 6=0

1
PD

nPD +(1¡PD)¸V

2 P2
D
(n¡ 1¡¸V) +PD¸V

P2
D
n(n¡ 1)¡ 2nPD(PD ¡ 1)¸V+(¸V)2(PD ¡ 1)2

M ¼̄

1

μ
1

PD
¡ 1
¶
¸V+ n¡ 1

2 (¸V)2(1¡PD)2¡ 2¸V(n¡ 1)(PD ¡ 1)PD +(n¡ 2)(n¡ 1)P2D
PD¸V¡P2D (1+¸V¡ n)
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